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PREFACE

THE addition of one more item to the literature

which has gathered round the famous Oxyrhyn-

chus Sayings does not, in itself, need any apology;

for large as that literature is, it has not solved all the

problems which the papyrus fragments present, nor has

it exhausted all the possibilities of text-reconstruction

and interpretation. But inasmuch as I have no pass,

port admitting me to the realms of theology, my
intrusion into what appears to be a theological province

demands explanation. From one point of view, indeed,

the Sayings seem to fall well within the demesne of

theology, but from another to lie on the vague border

land which parts theological from ancient literature

in its broadest sense. I need hardly say that. I prefer

the latter. In this little study, therefore, I have

regarded the fragments as remains of early Christian

literature rather than as a theological document: the

distinction, if fine, is real, and may serve to deliver

me from the charge of exercising myself in great

matters which are too high for me.

To multiply restorations of fragmentary texts is

a process of doubtful benefit. Owing to accident my
reconstructed text was drawn up before I had seen

and weighed the restorations suggested by others
;

and though later study has led me considerably to

modify my first draft, it has not prevented me from

retaining certain supplements which take a new direc-

tion. That I have done so is due, I hope, neither to

parental fondness for my own offspring nor to perverse
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love of novelty, but (if I may say so) to a feeling that

the right track had not yet been found.

In the Introduction and Commentary I have tried

not only to bring forward fresh considerations bearing

upon the problems involved, but also to represent and

consider the judgments of previous editors. This part

of my work was begun in 19 1 2 and continued during

intervals of leisure in the following eighteen months.

As a result I am conscious of a certain unevenress

of treatment which recent revision has not, I fear,

wholly eliminated.

For an editor to express obligations is often to

accuse the guiltless of complicity. While, therefore,

I cannot leave unspoken my very deep indebtedness

to Professor J. F. Bethune Baker for much help and

encouragement, I must add that I alone am responsible

for my extravagances and my faults. With the late

M. Jean Maspero I had the privilege of discussing

many points relating to the Sayings, and it is to his

memory therefore that I dedicate this little book.

I have to thank the Council of the Egypt Explora-

tion Fund for permitting me to re-edit the fragments

found by Professors Grenfell and Hunt under the

auspices of that Society. I should also like to express

my sincere gratitude to the Reader of the Cambridge

University Press for the very great pains with which

he has read my proofs, thereby saving me from a very

formidable list of errors and imperfect references.

H. G. E. W.
Cambridge,

July 5,' 1920.
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(Oxyrhynchus Papyri 654)
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(Oxyrhynchus Papyri i)
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THE RESTORED TEXT 1
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1 The restorations are not here distinguished. The parallel clauses

are as far as possible indicated by the arrangement.
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INTRODUCTION

§ . The Papyrl

In 1897 Messrs B. P. Grenfell and . s. Hunt, while

ivating on behalf of the Graeco-Roman Branch of the

I gypt Exploration Fund, recovered from one of the rubbish-

mounds of the city of Oxyrhynchus a leaf of a papyrus book

containing eight (or, as some think, seven) Sayings of Jesus 1
.

This fragment, which measures 15 cm. by 9 cm. in its actual

state, is a leaf from a codex and is inscribed on both si

The lower edge of the leaf is broken leaving no indication

to show how much has been lost. While the discoverers

think that as many as five or even ten lines may have been

lost, on the ground that the page of an early codex sue!

this would resemble the high, narrow column of a papyrus

roll'-', later editors fascinated by the temptation of combining

Sayings VIII and IX [Logia III and IV], claim that what has

been lost is not great in amount, and that the lacuna between

the texts of the recto and verso can be bridged by restoration

:

I have preferred to follow the expert authority of Grenfell

and Hunt. The upper edge of the leaf has not suffered

severely, and the right-hand side is also intact, but the left

side is very ragged, though fragments of the original <

:n to be preserved here and there
3

. There is an ample

1 Published by the discoverers under the title \fr,ia< , S

of our Lord (Frov. 1, and in Oxyrhynchu

rv of Oa 4 the term Lo(

Sayings has been proved to be mistaken : it is abandoned in thi^ edition.

The original is now in the Semitic Library. Harvard.
1 Ox. .7/. 1, p. 1.

' So far as I can judge from the facsimile in the t&i
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upper margin, while the left and right margins are decidedly

narrower: a strip of papyrus has been gummed along the left

edge of the recto. A few holes in the area of the text do

not in themselves constitute formidable lacunae; but while

the verso is tolerably legible throughout, the writing on the

left side of the recto is rubbed or faded and far less distinct.

The discoverers concluded that the verso (which bears

the numeral 1 , written by a later hand, at the top right-

hand corner of the text) came uppermost in the book, " since

it was usual to foliate the right-hand pages of a book."

A page from a codex of Sophocles
2
also shows the verso

uppermost: the verso indeed must necessarily come upper-

most as often as the recto where a codex consists in gatherings

of sheets once folded. Grenfell and Hunt advance another

reason for their conclusion which is surely decisive. The

scribe has filled out the ends of his short lines on the

verso with the character 7 : this device is intended to

make the outer edge of the text even throughout, just as

mediaeval cutters of inscriptions, scribes, and printers fill

out short lines with pieces of conventional ornament. On
the recto no such device is used, surely because this side was

undermost and the ends of the lines being next the inner

edge (and so less conspicuous) did not need such filling out.

This conclusion has been disputed by Batiffol 3
, who argues

that it was usual to number the last page of each quire in a

codex and that the papyrus is, therefore, the last leaf of the

eleventh quire of a codex, the recto lying uppermost. He
thinks that the ragged left edge of the verso has reached its

present shredded state because it was the outer edge and so

exposed to wear, and that the slip of papyrus gummed along

the left border of the recto (which the discoverers explain as

1 Wessely (P. 0. IV, p. 153) treats the l& not as a numeral, but as a

correction.

2 Ox. Pap. I, no. 22 (pp. 47sqq.).

3 Revue Biblique, 1897, p. 502.
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intended to strengthen the outer margin) is simply a b

of the juxtaposition of another Leaf. This last point can

only be decided by experts after examination of the original :

but it may be remarked here that the ragged state of the

left edge of the verso is very likely due to the tearing out of

the leaf, and that Batiffol overlooks the fact that in any

quire there would be as many versos uppermost as rectos.

There is, then, no good reason for doubting the discoverers'

conclusion.

In general the papyri found in the rubbish-mounds of

Oxyrhynchus date from the first to the eighth century, but

the mound which yielded the fragment under consideration

contained a great number of papyri of the first three centuries

of the Christian era 1

, and the Sayings were found in imme-

diate association with documents of the second and third

centuries. The hand is typical of the Roman period and

indicates 300 a.d. as the latest date to which the MS. can

be assigned, while the Biblical contractions, ic, dc, rrp, anoc

together with the codex-form as opposed to the roll-form

make an earlier date than 100 a.d. impossible and 15c a.d.

unlikely as a terminus ante quern. The discoverers, con-

sidering that the type of uncial here used is decidedly earlier

than that in use immediately before 300 a.d., conclude that

the probable date of their papyrus is not much later than

200 A.D. 2

In addition to the contractions already mentioned, final

is sometimes represented by a stroke over the preceding

vowel, and in the fifth so-called Logion (Saying X) the word

was written in numeral form . Marks of punctuation

are wholly absent, but a sign 7—as we have already seen

—

is used for filling in blank spaces at the end of lines.

Some eccentricities in orthography, such as are common in

Egyptian Greek, occur : e.g. for e and ei for 1 : in 11. 36 and

1 Eg. E.xpl. Fund Arch. Rep. 1896 7. [>. 6: \('\ p. 5,

- S< \071a, p. 6.
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3& mistakes are found, but the second of these has been

corrected.

Each Saying is introduced by the formula ^ 1

,

and the regular use of this together with the codex form,

the use of practically no abbreviations other than Biblical,

prove the papyrus to be a fragment of a literary work and

not a series of notes or jottings for temporary use.

In 1903 the same two scholars resumed work at Oxy-

rhynchus and found a second papyrus containing five further

Sayings of Jesus preceded by a Prologue 2
. The new fragment

is part of a roll, "244 m. high by '078 m. wide, and, as it stands,

is easily legible throughout. The entire right-hand side of

the column has been lost, so that only one half of each of

the 42 lines it contains has been preserved. Moreover,

after 1. 31 the beginnings of the lines also have been

destroyed, the lacunae increasing as we descend until in

1. 42 only two characters remain. These Sayings are written

upon the verso of the roll, the recto being occupied by

a land-survey list in a cursive hand which belongs to the

end of the second or early part of the third century a.d.

The hand of the verso is " an upright, informal uncial of

medium size," not so fine as that of the fragment found in

1897, but clear and well-formed, which the discoverers assign

to the middle or end of the third century. A date later

than 300 a.d. is regarded as most unlikely by them 3
. The

new papyrus (hereafter referred to as 654) is therefore nearly

contemporary with the " Logia-fragment," which is assigned

to an earlier decade in the third century.

1 For a discussion of this formula see below, § 9.

2 Published by the discoverers in Oxyrhynchus Papyri^ Vol. iv, as

no. 654, and, with less detail, in the Egypt Exploration Fund's New
Sayings ofJesus and Fragment of a lost Gospel (Frowde, London and

New York, 1904). I have borrowed the term Prologue in preference

to Introduction from Dr Swete, as the latter seems to misrepresent the

character of the opening five lines.

3 For this section see Ox. Pap. iv, pp. 1 ff.
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The only abbreviation which occurs is the normal 1

.

The scribe places diaeresis over initial V and , but baa

employed no punctuation marks. Though the words are

sometimes separated, this is by no means generally 01

systematically done. In 11. 20, 25, words have been omitted

but subsequently supplied above the line. In 1. 1 then

obviously an uncorrected mistake, as also in 1. 20; and in

11. 18, 23 and 31 are eccentricities, for e, e for ai, such as

are common in Egyptian papyri and ostraka. The end of

each Saying
2

is marked by the coronis , and is marked off

from the following Saying by a paragraplius, a horizontal

stroke drawn from the margin between the two Saying.

The use of these signs together with the uncial script, the

general absence of abbreviations, the systematic use of the

formula Ae'yei before each Saying, and above all the

presence of a Prologue, prove that 654, like 1, is a fragment

of a literary work 3
.

§ 2. The Oxyrhynchus Collection.

The results of the preceding section may be summed up

as follows: (1) both 1 and 654 are fragments from literary

works, (2) both were written during the third century and

probably in its earlier half, though 1 is considered by the dis-

coverers to be the earlier by a few decades.

Did these two fragments belong to one Collection ? Of

course they do not come from the same MS., since 1 is from

a codex and 654 from a roll ; but they may represent two

1 But others may well have occurred in the missing portion of the

papyrus.
2 In 1. 27 the coronis is placed after the formula^ ob-

viously by accident, and in 1. 36 at the end of the series of questions put

by the disciples.

3 The discoverers (Ox. Pap. IV, p. 1) point out that there is nothing

at all uncommon in the use of the back of an ephemeral document for a

literary text.
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copies of the same document. Now is numbered and

is therefore the eleventh leaf of a codex : it contains eight

Sayings. If we allow for the occasional occurrence of longer

Sayings, such as the second and fifth in 654, we may con-

clude that on an average each leaf of the codex to which

1 belonged contained five Sayings : more than fifty Sayings

must therefore have preceded 1, which, moreover, need not

have been the last page in the codex, and the Collection which

it represents must have been a large one. The same may

be said of the Collection of which 654 is a fragment, for the

papyrus begins with a formal Prologue which would be un-

suitable to anything but a work of some length ; and the

text is written on the back of a document which is likely to

have been a long one 1
. When we recall further that both

fragments are of one provenance and are approximately of

one date, we have a good prima facie case for treating them

as parts of one and the same Collection. Internal evidence

bears this out. (1) The use of Xe'yei absolutely, as a

formula to introduce Sayings is unique—though this argu-

ment is not very forcible since the Oxyrhynchus fragments are

the only extant remains of any formal collection of Sayings

of Jesus. (2) The peculiar relation of both to the canonical

Gospels is the same in the character of their divergencies and

resemblances alike 2
. (3) Both show distinct traces of the

influence of Hebrew literature
1

*. (4) The general level of

thought, the doctrinal development, and the colouring is

equal in both fragments. And in pure style there is the same

similarity : if the parallelistic form of the Sayings in 1 is not

as uniformly present in 654, this means no more than that

at some points in his source the compiler of the Collection

found much, and at others little parallelistic matter; and as

a matter of fact at least one, if not two, Sayings in 654 are

1 See Ox. Pap. iv, pp. 2, 10.

2 See § 4 (pp. xwiv if.), where this subject is discussed in detail.

3
I'p. Ixin It.
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cast in this shape (Sayings IV and V). Similarly the presence

of a context in Saying V (and probably in Saying II), and the

greater length of two of the Sayings in 654 are due to purely

accidental causes. Here the compiler of the Collection might

find short epigrammatic utterances, here longer Sayings which

needed something of a context to bring out their meaning,

—and would wish to include both alike in his " Treasury."

All our evidence then, so far as it goes, distinctly favours

the supposition that 654 is the first part of a literary Collec-

tion of Sayings, to which 1 also belonged.

§ 3. Collections of Sayings in general.

Is the Oxyrhynchus Collection unique in Christian litera-

ture, or is it but one example of a numerous class ? The
answer to this question must obviously determine the stand-

point from which we regard this document. And first we

must remember that Collections of noteworthy Sayings are

by no means unknown in literature generally. The Jews

preserved the Sayings of their famous doctors in the Talmud

and later in the Collection known as Pirke Aboth ; and since

Jewish colonies were to be found in many parts of Egypt, and

Jewish influence was necessarily strong in the early Christian

period, it is not impossible that the Oxyrhynchus Collection

was formed, directly or indirectly, after a Hebraic model 1
.

But it is not necessary to assume this. The Egyptian also

was naturally inclined to form Collections of Sayings, re-

cording in aphoristic form the virtues and teaching of famous

men ; and the Apophthegmata Patrum 2
has come down to us

as a remarkable fruit of this tendency, while the Precepts of

Ptah-hotep z
is partly preserved to us as a somewhat similar

1 Lock and Sanday, Two Lectures, p. 48.

2 For a Greek text of the alphabetic recension see Migne's Patrologia

Graeca, lxv, cols. 71 ff. On the origin and date of this and other

recensions see Butler, Laus. Hist, of Palladius, I, pp. 208 ff.

3 See Budge, Literature op the Egyptians, pp. 224 ff. To the same

general class belong the Maxims of Ani (see op. cit. pp. 228 ff.).
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monument from the Dynastic Period. We need not therefore

go outside Egypt to find the origin of such literature.

The discoverers have suggested that the Oxyrhynchus Col-

lection may well have been but one of many such works and

cite the Logia of Matthew and the Logia Kyriaka on which

Papias commented as other examples of Collections of

Sayings, though they regard the possibility of a connection

between either of these and the document found by them as

entirely remote. What, then, was the nature of the two works

referred to, and were they in their general structure and scope

similar to the Oxyrhynchus Collection ? In this connection

Dr Lock 1 has remarked that in the first and second centuries

the term or with, or , or

added, generally seems to mean either the Old Testament

or the whole Gospel message, while the combination^ is never found: accordingly he suggested (in 1897)

that the true title of the Oxyrhynchus Collection was
2—a brilliant conjecture which was confirmed by the

discovery of 654. But Papias 3
in his notice of Mark's Gospel

and Matthew's Logia seems to equate and, though

the latter term, no doubt, has the fuller meaning "inspired

Sayings." I therefore take and alike to mean
" Sayings." The passage is very important for an investiga-

tion of the nature of the Logia of Matthew and the Logia

Kyriaka : it may here be quoted in full. . toW 6-
6 , £) ' yap, , , ,•, ',, . yap-

1 Two Lectures, p. 16.

2 For 0705= ' Saying' (in our sense) cp. Matth. xv 12.

3 ap. Eusebius //. E. m, 39. 15, 16.
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I am reminded that the view that Papias' work dealt not

with Sayings of our Lord, but with Messianic prophecies—

which, of course, occupy a larger place in Matthew than in

any other Gospel— is now gaining considerable ground. It

is impossible to enter here upon a discussion of the nature

of Papias' work ; nor am I qualified to do so. But surely the

evidence before us goes to show that unrecorded Sayings,

parables and acts of our Lord were the materials Papias col-

lected and dealt with. Cp. the words of Eusebius where

after recording the miraculous deliverance of Justus Barsabas

he adds : (§ 1 1) 6 '-
CIS ', £' €) . It IS

difficult to see how such material and traditions, such as the

death of St John the Divine, the incident of the woman

" accused of many sins before the Lord " would be fitted into

a disquisition on Messianic prophecies. Again, Papias as

reported by Eusebius (in, 39. 4) tells us that :
-

aveKpLVov ', '' ,
€€ . It is doubtful if he would in

this way obtain much to enrich a work on Messianic prophe-

cies ; but he would be likely to hear of many unrecorded

Sayings, Discourses and the like. On the one hand Papias

seems to disparage a side of Mark's work : it was com-

posed for special needs, and the Sayings or discourses of the

Lord were somewhat loosely and disjointedly set down('£ /) ; on the Other,

he appears to find Matthew's work superior in this respect,

though some difficulty in the rendering or interpretation of
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it arose from the use of the " Hebrew dialect "(0
ovv [.1. €/],<. ' ). When we recall that

Papias is commenting on Sayings of the Lord we can hardly

doubt the reason for this comparison between the two works

as : he is choosing the Logia of Matthew as

the subject of his Commentary 1 and explaining why he pre-

ferred this work to Mark's Gospel. The remark

' ij «? is accounted for by the fact that

Papias proposes to give kpy^vdai of his own : he implies, of

course, that this interpretation had hitherto been ill done and

that his own would be authoritative. The Logia of Matthew

and the ' on which Papias commented are there-

fore, on this view, one and the same.

This identification is also made by Kirsopp Lake on

different grounds 2
. It is known that the Commentary of

Papias was in five books, and Sir John Hawkins has pointed

out 3 that the First Gospel shows signs of an underlying

document divided into five "pereks" or chapters, the ends

of which appear in Matth. vii 28, xi 1, xiii 53, xix 1, xxvi 1

—

roughly in the form kyivzro ore trtXeaev^
.... Presumably the underlying document is the

Logia of Matthew, a fact which would account for the other-

wise difficult ascription of the First Gospel to Matthew.

The Logia of Matthew and the Logia Kyriaka resolve

themselves on this argument into Q, the non-Marcan

source of the First and Third Gospels. Now though

there may be some disagreement as to the exact shape and

1 Papias clearly worked on the basis of an accepted document and

grouped his real material round those passages which it seemed to

supplement and explain. Compare Papias' own words-.
Tats, and the account of Eusebius {H. E. Ill, 39. 1 1)

auros 4 -...€, £$ rivas

...
2 Hibbert Journal, III, pp. 337-8-

3 Horae Synopticae, 13 1-5•
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details of Q, its general form and nature is clear : it con-

sisted in discourses and parables, with some short Sayings

and, apparently, brief narrative connections. This is a docu-

ment totally different from the Oxyrhynchus Collection

which is a series of short, independent Sayings without any

connections either of narrative or (apparently) of subject.

Professor Lake 1 has indeed suggested a connection between

the Oxyrhynchus Sayings and Q by an analysis of Luke i 1-4.

He points out that in the clause . ntpl, the word has a tech-

nical sound, and asks : can these be a series of Sayings

used for the instruction of converts which Luke is providing

with a historical framework ? If so, ol is equivalent to

Q and was used by Luke directly, while the First Gospel is

based upon a recension known as '—the Matthaean

Logia of Papias. But there is no need to suppose Luke

means more by' here than "matters," "subjects"—even

if be given its full technical sense ; and in any

case the Q of Luke like the Q of Matthew (supposing them

to have used different recensions) must still have been totally

unlike the Oxyrhynchus Collection.

The Logia of Matthew, then, together with its equivalents

and semi-equivalents cannot— so far as our evidence enables

us to judge—have been in any sense analogous to the

Oxyrhynchus Sayings.

Is it possible to discern behind the Synoptic Gospels and

behind, or independent of, Q a primitive Collection of

Sayings which is comparable to that of Oxyrhynchus ? The

theory that in the earliest days of Christianity there existed

a Collection of Sayings was enthusiastically championed by

Dr Rendel Harris 2 after the publication of 1, was accepted

and advanced a stage by Professor Lake 3 after the appear-

1 HibbertJournal, III, p. 337.
2 Contenip. Rev. 1897, p. 346.

3 HibbertJournal, III, pp. 332 ff.

W. c
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ance of 654, and has even found a follower in Dr Harnack 1

(who identifies this document with Q). Harris pointed out

that agrapha are quoted by St Paul 2
,
Clement of Rome, and

Polycarp with an introductory formula which varies but

little, wherever used, and considered that the constancy

with which this distinctive formula is used indicates that it

is borrowed from a Collection of Sayings. The passages in

question are as follows :

(1) Acts xx 35 ...
...

(2) i Clem. Rom. 1 1,
eVieiWav.

enrev ...

(3) Id. XLVI

€t7T€• ...

(4) Polycarp, ad Philipp. & 6, ...
Since, however, Polycarp appears to have borrowed

both formula and agrapho?i from Clement, St Paul and

Clement of Rome stand alone as authorities for this

formula. Professor Lake 3 claims that in the Prologue of

654 we have another example of this citation-formula and

one which by its position at the head of a series of Sayings

vindicates Harris' theory in the most striking way. And

indeed at first sight the words ovtol oi ...
;... seem to lie very near to the introduction

used by St Paul and Clement. Closer examination does

not confirm this. In St Paul and in Clement on

(or its equivalent) is always epexegetic of oi, whereas

the author of the Prologue makes cover the whole

Collection, and uses to introduce a casual citation

1 The Sayings ofJesus (E.T.), pp. 188-9.

2 St Paul has another logion (but without formula) in 1 Cor. xiii 2

? (cf. Matth. xxi 21).

3 IIibbe?-tJournal, III, 334.
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intended to clinch a point which he is driving home. The
Prologue of 654 cannot therefore be held to support

Or Harris' theory.

The main position moreover is open to attack from more

than one side. Clement's earlier citation does not seem to

be a Logos at all (in the technical sense) for the writer clearly

indicates that it is taken from a discourse on and

: and there is nothing to show that the same

may not be true of the remaining examples. Again, the

" formula " is by no means necessarily borrowed from a

Collection : in itself it is a natural hieratic form such as

would, when once established, come in very general use
1

.

But above all we find the " formula " or very close approxi-

mations to it in the Gospels and elsewhere in contexts

which do not allow us to regard it as a loan from a Collec-

tion of our Lord's Sayings.

(1) Luke xxii 61 67 ....

(2) Ld. XXIV 6 ^ ...... .

(3) Lb. 44 OVTOL oi otl

(4) Acts XI 16

//. /37 '....

(5) John XV 20€€€ .
(6) Ld. XVI 4 .,..
() Jude 17. ',,.... otl ....

(8) Clem. Horn. XIX 27 ....

(9) EpiphaniUS, LLaer. LXIV 5

7.. .

.

1 Just as "You will remember how our Lord says " is a stock pulpit-

phrase at the present day.
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Of these passages (8) alone introduces an agraphon (pre-

viously overlooked in this connection), and if we are to

maintain that the "formula" is still derived from a Collec-

tion, we must be equally prepared to maintain the proba-

bility that our Lord (as in 3, 5 and 6) and the angels at the

Sepulchre (as in 2) would be represented as quoting a

citation-formula from a Collection ; we must explain why

Luke uses it in (1) as part of his ordinary narrative, and

why Peter in (4) uses it to preface a Saying which he

remembers to have heard himself from Jesus. Are we,

lastly, to infer from (7) that there was also a Collection of

Sayings of the Apostles introduced by the same formula?

The example quoted from Epiphanius gives the key to the

whole matter. Formula and citation are there borrowed

from Acts xx 35, and we have already seen that Polycarp

borrows the formula (with an agrapkon) from Clement of

Rome. The form of citation is solemn and impressive and,

as we have said, once it had taken root, it would spread

widely. It is by no means unlikely that Luke—who has no

less than five examples—was the first to make it current

coin ; but in its origin it seems to be merely a natural

homiletic expression. May it not be that Luke learnt it

from St Paul himself, not at Ephesus alone, but in the

general course of his preaching, absorbed it into his own

literary stock, and so passed it on to other writers? We
conclude, then, that the citation-formula of Paul and

Clement cannot be held to be evidence for the existence

of a Collection of Sayings—much less of a Collection

analogous in type to the Oxyrhynchus Sayings of Jesus.

Lastly, can we discern such a primitive Collection in the

two sources of the Synoptic Gospels, Mark and Q? The

second of these contained a number of Sayings which are

short, epigrammatic, and often parallelistic in form: Luke

vi 27 ff. and Matth. 13 if. may be mentioned as special

repositories of such Sayings. These logoi are exactly what
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we should expect to find in a primitive Collection. In many

cases they are quite arbitrarily introduced without context,

and in others owe their grouping to an editor's striving

after. The probability that these isolated logoi

are derived from a Collection is greatly strengthened when

we turn to the second Gospel. Mark shows a decided

partiality to the historic present
;
yet in ch. iv we find a

series of Sayings—of which the first two (vv. 21-23 ar|d

24—25) have only a verbal connection, and the second pair

(vv. 26—29 and 30-32) though linked by their common
subject (the kingdom of Heaven), cannot well have been

uttered on a single occasion—preceded in each case by the

formula iXcye 1
. Now this formula "he used to say" or

" he was saying " is precisely that used to introduce supple-

mentary Sayings of Jewish Rabbis in such a work as the

Pirke Aboth from which Dr Burney 2 quotes as an example

"Hillel said... He used to say...." In the corresponding

Lucan passage (Luke viii 16-18) these remarkable intro-

ductions have been improved away. While, therefore, we

are far from possessing complete proof, the character of the

isolated Sayings and the Marcan use of the formula

make it probable that here at last we have traces of a

primitive Collection which was used by Mark and by the

compiler of Q or, as we may say, by Matthew in compiling

his Logia.

Assuming for purposes of argument that this primitive

Collection is now proved to have existed, what are we to

say of its relation to the Oxyrhynchus Collection? First,

the Egyptian example is not derived from the primitive

document : it is based—as we shall see—on the Gospels

and, indeed, contains elements which are obviously later

than anything in either Matthew or Luke, nor could we well

1 Should w. 2 fif.
, 9 and 1 1 be included in this series ?

2 Ap. Lock and Sanday, Two Lectures, p. 47. See also Taylor,

OxyrhyncJms Logia, pp. 25-6.
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imagine the Oxyrhynchus Collection to be a recension in the

light of later thought and more developed theology of such

a primitive Collection. Can we then regard these Collec-

tions as two links in a chain, and suppose that the inter-

vening links—a greater or less number of other Collections

—have been lost to us? In that case the Oxyrhynchus

Sayings would be, at least indirectly, modelled after the

primitive Collection, and the new matter in them, where

not demonstrably of later date, would acquire a very

weighty claim to historicity. But this is improbable : a

number of Collections covering the period from the earliest

days of Christianity -could hardly have perished without

leaving other traces and without the slightest literary

notice 1
. It is far more likely that the Oxyrhynchus Collec-

tion was made at a time when the primitive Collection

had been absorbed into the Synoptic Gospels and utterly

forgotten, by some person familiar with the Jewish and

Egyptian practice of treasuring up the pregnant Sayings of

famous teachers. So regarded, it would be but an uncon-

scious revival of the primitive Christian Collection, and its

true model would be Jewish or Egyptian.

§ 4. Relation to the Canonical Gospels.

The most hasty glance at the text of the two Oxyrhynchus

fragments is sufficient to show that the Collection stood in

intimate, but somewhat peculiar, relation to the Canonical

Gospels. If the nature of this relation can be determined,

we shall have achieved a distinct step towards ascertaining

the position of the Sayings in Christian literature and their

date, and, it may be, we shall find in our hands a clue to

their origin.

In the first place we can say positively that the Sayings

are not extracts from the Canonical Gospels. Some of the

1 Unless indeed \6yot. in Luke i 4 be a reference ; though Luke seems

to derive all his logoi from Mark or from Q.
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Sayings are completely new: others, indeed, approach one

or other of the Gospels very nearly at certain points, but

with such differences as preclude not only the theory of

direct extraction but even of loose citation.

\Vhat connection, then, if any, exists between the Oxy-

rhynchus Collection and the Fourth Gospel? In then-

general character the Sayings are clearly Synoptic rather

than Johannine. In the Prologue, indeed, we have what

appears to be a direct citation from John ; but this owes

its position to the compiler of the Collection, and therefore

stands quite apart from the Sayings themselves. In fact

the two fragments do not contain a single passage which

can be regarded as derived either from the Fourth Gospel

or from any other Johannine work. And though in 654

(1. 20) I have ventured on a conjecture which lies very

near to a passage in the First Epistle of St John, I do

not suppose that the restoration— should it ever be vindi-

cated—was derived either directly or indirectly from that

work: so impressive a dictum as "we abide in Him and He
in us " cannot have appeared for the first time in St John's

Gospel, but (historicity apart) must have its roots in very

early times ; and I do not see why the Oxyrhynchus Col-

lection may not have been indebted to the same source

(whether traditional or documentary) as St John, or to

some nearly related source. At the same time Johannine

influence is distinctly traceable in the Sayings. The most

important mark of this influence is to be found in Saying VIII

(Logion III) where the expression ev

distinctly implies, though it need not there consciously

insist upon, the doctrine of Pre-existence, a doctrine which

is quite foreign to the Synoptics : perhaps, too, the mystical

philosophy of the latter part of Saying II (so far as it is

extant) is also to be accounted Johannine. More numer-

ous are expressions and phrases which are characteristic

of the Johannine period. Harnack has remarked that in
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Saying VII (Logion II) 6 /xos is used in its Johannine

sense of all that is foreign and must remain foreign to the

Christian, and if in the same Saying^ can

be paralleled in St Matthew, the Synoptic use of the phrase

is altogether exceptional while in St John it is normal. In

Saying VIII (Logion III) iv not only indicates

a Johannine doctrine, but verbally also is characteristic of

the same movement. (Dr Sanday compares Tim. iii 16;

John iv 2 ; 2 John 7.) The use of «// similarly betrays

Johannine influence; but if the view expressed in the Com-

mentary is right, and there is some sort of a literary debt

to Isaiah, it marks incipient rather than fully developed

Johannism. Finally, Saying X (Logion V), though apparently

connected with Matthew so far as form is concerned, is

Johannine in spirit (cf. John xiv 18; xvi 32).

A fairly definite conclusion may be drawn from these

facts : Johannine influence is distinctly present, though

definite dependence on any of the Johannine works or

literary use of any of them is not likely. Nor is this ten-

dency a vital element in the Sayings, but belongs to their

colouring rather than to their substance. On a general view

we might say that the Sayings were formed at a period

when Johannism was already in the air but still nascent

and undeveloped, or if we hold that Johannine thought is

essentially the product of one master mind, that they were

shaped in a locality which lay back from the stream and

was only reached by ripples of Johannine thought.

The relation of the Sayings is therefore with the Synoptics1
.

Of these, Mark may be dismissed at once. There is no

Saying which finds a parallel in Mark alone, none whose

phraseology is distinctively that of the second Gospel. But

with Matthew and with Luke the Sayings are very intimately

connected. The first clause of Saying I recalls

1 The relations of the Sayings to the Synoptics are discussed in detail

in the Commentary on each Saying.
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€€€ which is common to both Matthew and Luke, and,

though it need not be dependent upon either, the probability

that it is an amplification of the canonical version is strong.

The earlier part of Saying II, though apparently in literary

dependence on Job, is likely to have been suggested by

Matth. vi 25 ff., but has a definite point of contact with

Luke in the phrase . On the Other

hand the ending of Saying III definitely follows Matih.

xix 30, as against Luke xiv 30, while Saying IV is com-

pounded of elements derived from both MattJmu and Luke

(Commentary, p. 18). Saying V again seems to be closely

parallel to Matthew in its substance, and probably in its

wording also, though the extreme mutilation of the papyrus

forbids a confident conclusion. Saying VI (Logion I) agrees

exactly with Luke so far as it is preserved. In Sayings VII-

IX (Logia II-IV) there is nothing to indicate a direct debt

to either Matthew or Luke, though Saying VII (Logion II),

as Harnack has pointed out, contains phrases which are

characteristic of the Synoptics. Saying X (Logion V) is

certainly connected with Matthew's f< Where two or three

are gathered together in my name, there am I in the midst,"

but diverges from it so markedly that the relation may not

be immediate. With Sayings XI and XII (Logia VI and VII)

we are on firmer ground : the former is undoubtedly con-

nected with Luke alone, as is proved by (1) the use of,
and (2) the manipulation of the physician-proverb; the latter

is a contamination of a Saying peculiar to Matthew, with

elements drawn from the Matthaean version of the parable

of the Wise and Foolish Housebuilders.

Such in brief review is the relation between the Sayings

and the Gospels. Three conclusions stand out clearly

:

(1) there are instances of literary dependence on the part of

the Sayings upon Matthew and Luke
; (2) there is no clear

trace of Marcan influence ; and (3) Johannine influence has

occasionally coloured the Sayings, but is superficial; and
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the Sayings are nowhere in literary dependence on the

Johannine books.

§ 5. The Nature of the Collection.

Three main views have been formulated as to the nature

and origin of the Oxyrhynchus Sayings. First, they have

been thought to constitute a genuine and independent Col-

lection ; that is, a Collection of Sayings hitherto current

orally and by tradition independently of written documents.

On another explanation the Sayings, while containing a

large element of accretion due to the mind of their editor

(or, perhaps, gathered in the course of tradition), spring

ultimately from the Canon. Others regard the Collection

as a thesaurus derived from one or more of the uncanonical

Gospels.

The first view is based by the discoverers upon two main

arguments. (1) "The primitive cast and setting of the

Sayings, the absence of any consistent tendency in favour

of any particular sect, the wide divergence in the familiar

Sayings from the text of the Gospels, the striking character

of those which are new, combine to separate the fragment [1]

from the Apocryphal literature of the middle and latter half

of the second century and to refer it back to a period when

the Canonical Gospels had not yet reached their pre-eminent

position 1." (2) The reference to St Thomas in the Prologue

of 654 as the authority for the Sayings makes it impossible

to believe that the Collection could have been derived from

an apocryphal Gospel : such a fraud would have been de-

tected at once 2
.

That the Sayings are in some sense primitive is, of course,

true; but the epithet is relative, and though the Sayings are

undoubtedly primitive as compared with apocryphal litera-

ture generally, they are as certainly not primitive when

1 Aoyia'lrjaod, p. 16.
2 Ox. Pap. iv, p. 16.
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compared with the Synoptic Gospels—unless indeed the

evidence summed up in the preceding section can be proved

to be misleading. The very divergencies of the Sayings

from their Synoptic parallels point the same way in as much

as they are traceable to the context of the authentic Saying,

or are the result of conflation with another Synoptic Saying

(see especially Sayings IV, XI and XII). Moreover, there

are in the Sayings clear signs of a somewhat later plane of

thought than that of the Synoptic Gospels, signs such as

the sense in which is used in Saying VII (Logion II)

or as the doctrine of Pre-existence implied in Saying VIII

(Logion III). It would indeed be difficult to regard the

Sayings as derived from any documentary source if we could

accept the discoverers' view that according to the Prologue

the Sayings were addressed to Thomas, or to Thomas and

one or more other of the disciples. But the Sayings them-

selves are addressed sometimes in the 2nd person singular,

sometimes in the plural, and are sometimes quite neutral

;

and one at least is in answer to a question put by the dis-

ciples as a body (Saying V). They can hardly be said to be

addressed exclusively to one (or two) persons. Moreover, in

the Commentary on the Prologue I have shown reason for

believing that the Prologue made no such claim to the

authority of Thomas, but merely mentions the apostle in-

cidentally. We cannot, then—at least for the reasons stated

by the first editors—accept the Collection as genuine and

independent.

In view of their common quality, Dr Sanday regards the

Sayings as the work of a single mind, starting as a rule from

a genuine Saying but working it up in a sense of its own :

the individual stamp which they show belongs to a later

generation and to a more developed stage of reflection than

do the authentic Sayings 1
. But while Dr Sanday believes

them to have originated under conditions of thought which

1 Two Lectures, pp. 34-35.
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the Gospels had created, he considers that direct literary

use of the Canonical books is not probable 1
.

This view can be accepted as it stands except in so far

as it denies the direct literary dependence of the Sayings

upon the Gospels. The question has already been considered

generally in the section on the Relation to the Canonical

Gospels, and the particular instances of dependence are

examined in detail in the Commentary : we need only

repeat here that literary dependence seems to be the only

explanation which will meet the double fact that the corre-

spondences, when they occur, are very close and often

extend even to minute points, as in Saying VI (Logion I),

and that the divergencies are clearly intentional and cal-

culated either to give a new direction to the Sayings, or

(apparently) to adapt it to a new context.

We are now reduced to a choice between two alternatives.

Either the Collection is entirely spurious and is a literary

invention by a writer of the early second century who set

himself to invent Sayings and made some use of Synoptic

materials in order to make his work seem genuine ; or the

Collection is a Treasury of Sayings culled from one or more

of the Apocryphal Gospels. The evidence which supports

the second alternative excludes the former. Now in an

independent Collection (whether spurious or genuine) each

Saying must be complete in itself and will reveal no traces

of a context : in a Collection of extracts, however, some

Sayings may be quite self-contained, but others may be

expected to show signs of the context from which they have

been torn. The Oxyrhynchus Sayings seem to show such

signs of extraction. Saying I is, of course, complete in

itself, though we know from Clement of Alexandria that

it was actually an extract (see Commentary). The second

is too mutilated to admit of absolute certainty, but the

question "Who are they who draw us?" postulates a

1 Op. cit. p. 41.
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preceding Saying or discourse in which a reference made to

ol€ provoked the question. The third Saying (see

Commentary) has all the air of being derived from a narrative

passage parallel to one or other of the Synoptic incidents

dealing with the seeking for precedence. Saying IV is

certainly addressed to an individual—a mark of precision

which is not in the least likely to have survived in a purely

independent Saying—and is therefore to be accounted an

extract : I may perhaps be allowed to draw attention to

my attempt to restore this Saying to its original context.

The discoverers have rightly remarked that the context of

Saying V, which the compiler was obliged to retain in order

to make his Saying intelligible, may be made to furnish an

argument either for or against the theory of extraction 1
.

None the less, this Saying is probably an extract : it begins

with a very forcible verb,, for which the discoverers

Compare John XXl I 2 ovSeU ,. The meaning in both cases is more than " to ask

him "
: it is rather "to examine him strictly," with a view to

clearing up uncertainty or difficulty or mystery. This being

so, we are forced to conclude that the Saying once had

a context representing something to have been said or done

by Jesus which caused the disciples to inquire what was his

precise teaching on prayer, fasting and the like. Saying VI

is addressed in the second person singular ; but the use

here may be purely rhetorical, unless the missing first half

gave the extant fragment a new and more particular direction.

But this will not apply to Saying XIII (Logion VIII): here,

as in Saying IV, it seems clear that an individual is addressed,

and we feel a curious sense of incompleteness in the absence

of the circumstances in which the Saying was uttered and

have to paraphrase it in order to understand its meaning.

We should understand better what is signified by ' hearing

with one ear ' if we knew for certain what called forth the

1 Ox. Pap. iv, p. rf.
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rebuke. The remainder of the Sayings are quite neutral

;

but the instances in which the loss of a context is more or

less clearly indicated are sufficient to create a very strong

presumption that the Oxyrhynchus Sayings are in fact

extracts.

§ 6. Relation to the Apocryphal Gospels.

In the preceding section I have shown reason for believing

that the Sayings are extracts ; and as they cannot have been

derived from the Canonical Gospels, their only possible

source is one or more of the Apocryphal Gospels. In this

connection Dr M. R. James has suggested that we probably

have to do with more than a single source and that several

Gospels may have been laid under contribution
1

; but the

definite homogeneity of the Sayings alike in style, in

method of composition, and in level of thought is fatal

to this view which can, indeed, rank as little more than

a guess without further precision as to what the plural

Gospels were.

It would, perhaps, be generally conceded by those critics

who regard the Sayings as extracts that only three of the

various sources which have been suggested any longer have

a serious claim to consideration—the Gospel of Thomas, and

the Gospels according to the Egyptians and the Hebrews'21

.

A connection between the Sayings and the Gospel of

Thomas is somewhat favourably regarded by the discoverers 3

for the twofold reason that in the Prologue the Sayings are

attributed to Thomas, and that the Saying "the Kingdom

of Heaven is within you " is thought to have occurred in

1 Contemp. Review, 1897, p. 157.

2 Zahn's view that the Ebionite Gospel was the source of the Sayings

would be very plausible (compare Saying VII with the agj-aphou quoted

by Epiphanius in Haer. xxx, 16) were it not that the Christology of

that Gospel is irreconcilable with that of Saying X.
3 Ox. Pap. IV, pp. 18-19.
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some form in the Gospel of Thomas as well as in the

Sayings. The former of these, however, is pure conjecture :

the attribution of the Sayings to Thomas depends on a

restoration of the text of the Prologue which, as I think,

can no longer be maintained ; and as I have shown in the

Commentary a more natural and less dangerous supplement

is possible. The second piece of evidence advanced by the

discoverers must also be rejected ; first, because Hippolytus
1

gives no ground for believing that 77 cvtos '
is other than a reference to the well-known Saying in Luke

(see Commentary on Saying II) ; and secondly because the

extant recensions of the Gospel of Thomas are confined to

a narrative of the childhood of Jesus and no evidence exists

to show that in its original form the Gospel had any wider

scope, while the Saying about the Kingdom of Heaven can-

not have occurred in a narrative of the childhood. And
further, the agraphon actually quoted by Hippolytus from

the Gospel of TflO??ias 6 iv

irwv €7 would seem to indicate that in its original form as

used by the Naasenes this document was no more than a

Childhood-Gospel.

On the other hand Dr Taylor 2 has shown that there are

some points of contact between the Sayings and the extant

versions of the Gospel of Thomas. Is it then possible to

maintain with any show of plausibility that the Sayings 3

which show connection with the Gospel may have actually

been derived from that Gospel in its primitive form ? This

must be answered in the negative. Not only is it almost or

quite certain that the original Gospel of Thomas was a

Gospel of the Childhood in which most, if not all, of the

Oxyrhynchus Sayings could never have occurred, but the

relevant passages in the extant versions of the Gospel are

so few and so slight, and their contexts are so obyiously

1 Refut. v, 7.
2 Oxyrh. Logia, pp. 90-93.

3 See Commentary on Sayings I, VIII and X.
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irreconcilable with those of the Sayings which they recall,

that they can be regarded as no more than reminiscences

due directly or indirectly to the Sayings or to their source :

no exercise of ingenuity can make it seem even possible

that Saying VIII (Logion III), for example, took the place

in the original Gospel of the Saying
1

, .
The claim of the Gospel according to the Egyptians to be

considered the source of the Sayings has been maintained

by Harnack 2
, Badham, Taylor and others. Harnack is

satisfied that the Sayings are extracts, and that their source

was a Gospel of Synoptic type. He goes on to indicate

that the citations
3 in the'ps.-Clementine Second Epistle to the

Corinthians bear the same relation to the Synoptic Gospels

as do the Sayings in their well-defined dependence upon

Matthew and Luke. All this coincides with the view which

I had formed independently, save only in one particular.

Not only do ps.-Clement's citations resemble the Sayings in

their relation to Matthew and Luke, but also in the peculiar

character of their divergencies from the Synoptic writers 4
.

Perhaps the most notable of these citations is the following

(xii 2) : yap?, « ,, . .
This Saying closely resembles the concluding part of a

fragment from the Gospel according to the Egyptians quoted

by Clement of Alexandria {Strom, ill, 9, 64),-
;... 6-- (id. Ill, Q> 63) []€ . (id. Ill, 9, 66)

;... 6-
1 Evang. Thorn. , (ed. Tischendorff).

2 Op. cit. pp. 26 ff.

3 Preuschen, Antikgomena, pp. 32-3.

4 See esp. Preuschen, p. 32, no. 10.
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V

, . (/</. Ill, 13, 9 2
)} 2//9 ^(•(. : Zahn)

7€ €, 6'" £.- €', dppev /€ aipptv . But can it be held that ps.-

Clement's citation is identical with this fragment ? The
divergencies between the two are such as can scarcely be

reconciled by the theory of quotation from memory.

(i) ps.-Clement's context is purely Lucan: in xii 13 and

xviii 18 Luke records inquiries addressed to our Lord by "a

certain man"; and in xviii 20 precisely the same question as

that recorded by ps.-Clement is asked ; though Luke ascribes

it to the Pharisees 1
. Contrast this with the fragment from the

Egyptian Gospel. Salome inquires : When the things about

which she asked shall be known (or shall come to pass)?

Her question was: "How long shall men die?" This may

be ultimately equivalent to " When shall the kingdom of

God come ? ", but formally the two are so remote that it is

extremely doubtful if ps.-Clement would have treated them

as synonymous. And would he have been likely to have

forgotten who put this question ? It is vastly more probable

that the author of the Egyptian Gospel substituted Salome

for the indefinite interlocutor of ps.-Clement's source 2
.

(ii) Further, ps.-Clement has nothing to correspond to the

remarkable clause concerning trampling upon the garment

of shame. It is not likely to have escaped his memory if it

stood in his original, and why should he suppress it? So far

indeed is the Clementine citation from being identical with

the passage from the Egyptian Gospel, that the former

appears to stand to the latter rather in the relation of grand-

father ; for the Gospel-fragment discovered by Grenfell and

Hunt (Ox. Pap. iv, no. 655, 11. 17 fF.) has a passage which

seems to stand between the two under consideration. On
the One hand the context ol )•

1 See Resch, Agrapha, p. 196. 3 Resch, op. cit. 203.

W. d
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«m 7€ ///€# ; seems closely

related to the Clementine version 1
; but on the other, the

actual Saying Xcyci €...
betrays kinship with the Egyptian Gospel.

(iii) Again, ps.-Clement has the clause: "and that which

is without as that which is within"—a clause which the

Egyptian Gospel omits. This omission can only be explained

(as I believe) on Resch's theory 2 as deliberate in order to

give a purely Encratite meaning to a Saying whose original

significance 3 was that the kingdom of God will come when

all differences and barriers are broken down.

In view of these divergencies the conclusion that the

Clementine version is not only not to be identified with that

of the Egyptian Gospel but stands at least two stages above

it, seems inevitable. Harnack's argument that the ps.-Cle-

mentine citations were derived from the Egyptian Gospel 4

rested solely upon the assumed identity of the Clementine

with the Egyptian version : if this may now be taken as dis-

proved, his attribution of the Sayings to the Egyptian Gospel

on the grounds already stated must fall to the ground.

We may add the following considerations : (i) if the passage

in ii Clem, xn 2 were proved to be a loose citation of the

Egyptian Gospel, this would not necessarily imply that all

the citations were from that source ; for apart from its con-

text the Saying is rather Pauline than Synoptic, (ii) Though

in view of their common quality the Sayings certainly conform

to one iype, this need not imply that they necessarily came

from one and the same document. The citation in ii Cle?ti.

2 may be referred on structural grounds to the Gospel

1 Immediately before the citation ps.-Clem. says :

rrjs iwicpavdas .
2 Resch, op. cit. p. 202.

3 For the elements in and interpretation of this Saying, cp. Resch,

op. cit. 197 ff.

4 And, we may add, his theory of the Synoptic character of that Gospel.
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according to the Hebrews as I have pointed out elsewhere '

—

a view which is perhaps strengthened by the fact that it is

immediately followed (in 5) by an oblique citation of a

passage known to come from that Gospel*.

Before we leave this matter, however, we must consider

the view of Dr Armitage Robinson :! who, without committing

himself to Harnack's theory as to the source of the Sayings

as a whole, considers that Sayings VII and X (Logia II

and V) at least may be from the Egyptian Gospel. Clement

of Alexandria 4 in his discussion of the subject of marriage

seems to meet an objection based upon a saying similar to

the first half of Saying X (Logion V), and further on in the

same argument mentions Julius Cassianus as quoting the

Salome dialogue from the Egyptian Gospel. Clement then

quotes the passage from Isaiah dealing with the eunuchs

and their Sabbath-keeping and winds up with an allegorical

interpretation of the eunuchs as keeping Sabbath by refraining

from sin: ''Blessed are they," he concludes, "who fast

from the world." Dr Armitage Robinson argues that,

while certainty is impossible, Clement is probably dealing

with not one but three citations from the Egyptian Gospel.

This probability may be admitted ; but the admission

does not involve the attribution of Sayings VII and X
to the Egyptian Gospel. As I have tried to show in the

Commentary on the latter of these Sayings, the Saying with

which Clement had to deal had a reference not only to

One and Two, but also to Three which is lacking in the

Oxyrhynchus Saying though it is found in a version quoted

by Ephraem Syrus. If therefore the Saying with which

Clement deals actually occurred in the Egyptian Gospel,

1 J.T.S. xiv, 401-2.

2
ii Clem. V 2 iwayyeXia - at

? .
3 Expositor, 1897» • 4 1 ? •
4 Strom .III, pass it) .

d2
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we may be sure that the Sayings are not derived from that

document, since it is there found in an extended and more

developed form. Neither does it seem likely that Clement's

blessing on "those who fast from the world" is directly

derived from our Saying. If I am not mistaken in my inter-

pretation of Saying VII, Clement's allegorical explanation of

the terms "Sabbath" and the "fast from the world" is

altogether later than the sense in which they are used in the

Saying : and, as I have argued in the Commentary, the

positive beatitude " Blessed are they who fast from the

world" is probably a direct quotation (whether from the

Egyptian Gospel or no), and is therefore not to be identified

with the converse form " Unless ye fast the world, ye shall

not find the kingdom of God " of the Oxyrhynchus Saying.

Lastly, Mr Badham 1 finds that in "their seeming Gnosti-

cism, their asceticism, the country where this papyrus was

discovered, and, above all, some remarkable points of contact

with the Pistis Sophia and allied works, no other source

than the Egyptian Gospel seems possible " for the Sayings.

First of all we may dismiss the argument from the place of

origin : hitherto many Gospel fragments have been found in

Egypt but not one which can pretend to come from the

Gospel according to the Egyptians, a work which seems,

indeed, never to have been so very popular in Egypt and

to have been the treasure of a sect rather than of a Church.

As to the alleged asceticism of the Sayings, it is non-existent.

The fast towards the world of Saying VII means no more

than abstention from sin as the thing symbolised in the

rite of fasting, and in Saying V fasting is regarded only as

one of the normal religious observances to be performed

sincerely and without ostentation. Finally, there is the Gnos-

ticism which Mr Badham sees in Saying VIII (Logion III):

" Christ refers back to the days of His flesh in a way which

distinctly implies some occasion between the Resurrection

1 Athenaeum, Aug. 7, 1897.
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and Ascension" and "from the ' Pisiis Sophia* and Irenaeus

we know what an attraction the Gnostics found in this

interval." How unfounded this view is will become clear

(I think) to anyone who will weigh the considerations put

forward in the Commentary on Saying VIII. I need only

repeat here how inappropriate the expression " My soul

grieveth over the sons of men " would be in the mouth of

the risen Christ.

To sum up. We have now examined the arguments by

which Harnack, Robinson and Badham have sought to

refer the Sayings to the Gospel according to the Egyptians,

and as a result we find (a) that the passages in the Sayings

which have been thought to correspond with citations from

the Egyptian Gospel certainly cannot be identified with these

citations; (b) that while the Egyptian Gospel approached

such works as the Pis/is Sophia in character, the Sayings

are strictly of Synoptic type and unmarked by any Gnostic

or Encratite traits. In a word, the Egyptian Gospel was

certainly not the source of our Sayings.

We turn, then, to the Gospel according to the Hebrews

which was claimed as the source of the Sayings by Batiffol

immediately after the discovery of I. But before we review

the evidence which points to this Gospel as the source of

our Sayings, we must clear the ground by ascertaining what

we mean by the Hebrew Gospel. For Bartlet 1

,
accepting

Dr Sanday's view as to the formation of the Sayings, has

taken up a much more advanced position and claims that

Ox. Pap. I, 654 and 655 are fragments of a Gospel (as

opposed to a Collection of Sayings) which is an Alexandrine

Gospel according to the Hebrews and to be distinguished

from the Palestinian Gospel known to Origen and to Jerome.

Now the character of Ox. Pap. 655 is quite unmistake-

able: it is that of a Gospel in the ordinary sense of the

term. Though its matter is wholly discourse, it is continuous.

1 Coniemp. Rev. 1905, pp. 1 16 ff. ; Rev. of TkeoL and Phibs. I, p. 16.
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The change of subject in 1. 17 is no more significant than is

a new paragraph in the Canonical Gospels; and though it

may be argued that the general form of 11. 17-20 corre-

sponds so exactly to that of Saying V as to suggest that

that passage is merely one of a string of Sayings, this corre-

spondence proves nothing : it is more likely that Saying V
was extracted with its context because of its compact form

and because the context was necessary, than that 655 is to

be regarded as a string of Sayings merely because one of

the Sayings it includes forms with its context an independent

paragraph cast in the same shape as the fifth Oxyrhynchus

Saying.

The fatal objection to Bartlet's theory, however, lies in

another direction. In 654 we have the beginning of a

document stated in the Prologue to contain Sayings and

not a Gospel( : contrast Mark i 1), and consisting in a

series of Sayings which exhibit only the loosest connection,

if any, with one another. Moreover, these Sayings are care-

fully marked off from one another not only by the intro-

ductory formula Ae'yei, but also by the orthographic

coronis and paragraphus. In 1, a fragment from a point

considerably further on in the same document, the critical

marks are indeed not found—since 1 belongs to another

copy—but the formula \eyet still introduces each

saying with that " monotonous regularity " which Dr Bartlet 1

considers so improbable. The natural inference is that since

the introductory formula occurs regularly in these two widely

separated fragments, it occurred throughout the whole work.

Contrast this with the use of 655. At the end of the dis-

course (1. 17) a saying is introduced by Aeyct alone, while in

1. 41—the context is lost—the reproof of the Pharisees is

introduced by ZXeye. Such a use is quite normal in a

Gospel: equally certainly the regularly repeated

of 654 and 1 introducing disconnected apophthegms is

1 Kev. of Theol. and Philos. 1, p. 16.
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foreign to a Gospel unless we are prepared to use that term

in a new sense.

Dr Bartlet has also stated what he thinks to be the

occasion of his "Gospel" 1
. Holding the Sayings to be post"

resurrectional
2

, he considers that they were uttered on the

occasion mentioned in John xx 26 and Luke xxiv 44, and

that they conveyed the inner meaning of the Sayings uttered

during the Ministry. This view seems to be quite arbitrary.

(1) The Prologue of 654 does not say—as it might surely be

expected to do—that the Sayings were uttered on any such

occasion as Dr Bartlet suggests, nor does it affirm that

they were addressed to Thomas or to Thomas and others•

(2) On the occasion mentioned by Luke it was not the inner

meaning of the words of the Ministry that was expounded,

but (as is expressly stated in w. 44-6) the Messianic passages

of the Old Testament. (3) Dr Bartlet's theory as to the

exposition of the " inner meaning " depends wholly upon the

connection he sees between the Sayings. Yet there are few

critics who can see any such connection, and fewer still

who can agree as to its exact nature. Surely if the compiler

intended the Sayings to carry an inner meaning, he would

not have buried it in such obscurity as to be extracted only

by the ingenuity of a modern scholar ; more especially as his

readers were probably comparatively simple folk. (4) The

Sayings themselves do not support the post-resurrection

theory. Saying VIII (see Commentary) is not an utterance

of the risen Christ, nor does the Prologue indicate such an

occasion. All the Sayings are appropriate to the period of

the Ministry and to that alone; for who would represent

the disciples as asking for instruction as to prayer, fasting

and the like in the period which intervened between

the Resurrection and Ascension? I conclude, therefore,

1 Contemp. Rev. 1905, pp. 118-9.

1 Taylor holds the same view as to the occasion of the Sayings, com-

paring further Acts i 3 {J.T.S. vn, p. 546).
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that 655 is not to be associated with 654 and I, and that

these latter are certainly not fragments of a Gospel.

We now come to Dr Bartlet's theory of a twofold Gospel

according to the Hebrews, the Alexandrine Gospel known to

Clement of Alexandria, and the Palestinian Gospel of Origen

and Jerome. This theory is built mainly upon the fact that,

although Clement of Alexandria knew no Aramaic, he uses

the Hebrew Gospel familiarly and as a document well

known to his readers 1
. It is therefore presumed that when

Clement describes a Gospel as *', the term is

purely descriptive and means "the Gospel in use amongst

the Hebrews" as distinguished from the Gospel according to

the Egyptians, that this was no other than that Gospel

according to the Twelve which Origen 2 pairs off with the

Egyptian Gospel, and cannot be the Gospel known to

Jerome, since Jerome never shows knowledge of Saying I

and would not have translated the Aramaic Gospel in Greek

had a translation already existed.

This argument cannot, I think, possibly be maintained.

The qualifications '' and ' are

obviously correlative and can have arisen nowhere else

than in Alexandria, so that we can surely infer that the

Hebrew Gospel was current, at least in Aramaic, in the city

of Clement. Bartlet seems to attach a territorial sense 3 to

these qualifications: it seems much more likely that they

have a sectarian significance, that are not really

Egyptians but Jews of Alexandria who had dropped their

own tongue and adopted the language and something of

the philosophic culture of their adopted home 4
, and that, are the more scrupulous Jews of Alexandria who

refused to be absorbed by local influences. The position

1 In Strom. V, 14, 96 Clement quotes Saying I, referring to it as.
2 Horn, in Luc. I (Preuschen, p. 1).

3 As does Harnack, Altchr. Litt. II, 1, p. 639.

4 These would correspond exactly to the ... ol

of Acts ii 5- 1 1

.
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would be exactly paralleled if we compare the Jews of the

Ghetto in any of our modern cities with the Jews of the

higher financial and commercial classes : the One

excludes the alien culture, faith and manners by which it

is surrounded, while the other wholly or partly is eager to

assume them. Such a distinction agrees exactly with the

different characters of the two Gospels: the one party would

evolve the Egyptian Gospel, Gnostic, mystic, and sophistic,

and the other, clinging to old customs and rites, would

produce the Hebrew Gospel in their own tongue.

That the Gospel &' is identical with the

Gospel according to tlie Twelve mentioned by Origen is

in all probability true, but the fact does not indicate two

Hebrew Gospels, for Jerome 1 actually mentions "secundum

Apostolus " as one of the titles of his so-called Palestinian

Gospel.

Again, Bartlet assumes an extraordinary as well as a most

unfortunate coincidence when he postulates that Clement

chose purely for purposes of distinction a title which all

other writers reserve as the special designation of a particular

and most important Gospel.

Finally, there remains the difficulty as to Clement's use of

an Aramaic Gospel. This difficulty vanishes at once when

we recall that an early translation into Greek is a priori most

probable, and that there is actual evidence in favour of this

in the use of the Gospel by Hegesippus, Eusebius, Clement

and Origen 2
. That Jerome translated the Gospel from the

Aramaic into Greek and Latin indicates no more than that

he knew of no other translation : and by his time the Gospel

according to the Hebrews may well have sunk before the in-

creasing authority of the Canonical Gospels into a position

1 Contra Pelag. Ill, 2.

2 Hamack, Gesch. d. altchr. Litt. II, i. 635-64

1

\ Sitzungber. d.

k. Preitss. Akad. 1904, p. 176. Handmann, Das He

pp. 33, 116-117.
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of merely provincial validity—a supposition which would

carry with it the gradual disappearance of the early Greek

rendering. Nor can I see force in the argument that

since Jerome does not quote Saying I, it cannot have

occurred in the Gospel which he translated. It was obvi-

ously impossible to quote everything that was remarkable

in that book, and Jerome never attempted to do so : for

neither, it may be observed, does he quote the remarkable

Saying concerning the Division of Souls 1
. As a result of these

various considerations we are now able to claim that when

Clement of Alexandria and Jerome mention the Gospel

according to the Hebrews, they are speaking of one and the

same document. We have now to inquire what is the evi-

dence which connects the Sayings with this Gospel.

Our external evidence is limited to the fact that Clement

of Alexandria twice quotes parallels to Saying I, once in an

abbreviated form which he expressly attributes to the Gospel

according to the Hebrews, and again in a shape which is

identical in all but minute points with the Oxyrhynchus

version, but this time without naming his source. The ques-

tion whether Clement's longer or shorter form is the more

exact quotation from the Gospel according to the Hebrews is

therefore of great importance : it is discussed in its proper

place in the Commentary on Saying I ; but for purposes of the

present argument it will be sufficient to state the conclusion

there arrived at, that Clement's longer form is the more exact

:

and this conclusion is, so far as I know, admitted by all critics.

One of the Sayings, then, is certainly derived from the

Hebrews' Gospel. Does internal evidence go to show that the

remaining Sayings are also taken from this source 2
?

In Saying IV the use of the second person singular dis-

tinguishes that fragment of the Mission Charge from the

1 Preuschen, p. 8, no. 22.

2 Schmidtke's Neue Frag. u. Untersuch. z. d. Judenchristl. Evang.

has come into my hands too late to be of use in the following pages.
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Synoptic versions and connects it with the only Other known

version, the non-canonical fragment quoted
I ido-

Clement 1
. Now this apocryphal fragment exhibits a rhetoi

structure which is peculiarly striking and which we find

peated in a fragment, quoted by Jerome from the Gospel

according to the Hebrews, and nowhere else. We may th<

fore conclude with some degree of confidence that Saying [V

also comes from the Hebrews' Gospel8
.

Secondly, the relation of the Sayings on the one hand and

of the extant fragments of the Gospel according to the

Hebreivs on the other to the Synoptic Gospels seems to be

the same. In the Sayings we found (§4) a very strong Lucan

influence combined with an almost equally marked depend-

ence upon Matthew : Johannine influence was seen to be

not essential, being strictly occasional and more a matter of

colouring than of form. No clear sign of dependence upon

Mark could be detected ; but there is an important amount

of new matter 3
, and some striking results seem due to the

author's combination of his sources. How do these features

agree with the Gospel according to the Hebrews ?

The Gospel according to the Hebrews, as its alternative title

"according to Matthew" shows, must have been very closely

allied to our First Gospel. At first sight this predominating

Matthaean influence may seem incompatible with the charac-

teristic Lucan predominance in the Sayings, but it is not

really so. Judging by the extant fragments, we are led to

believe that the framework and narrative of this Gospel

closely followed that of the canonical Matthew, and to this

its subtitle is due. But (to anticipate some of the results of

our examination) the apocryphal evangelist made great

of Luke in elaborating or recasting minor incidents, matt

1 Ad Corinth, v, 2-4.

2 See Commentary on Saying IV and my note \x\Journ. Theol. Stud.

xiv, 400 ff.

3 Some part at least of this may he due to local and oral tradition f

(as is likely) the Hebrews' Gospel originated in Palestine.
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of detail, and Sayings. Eusebius 1
tells us that the Ebionite

readers of the Gospel according to the Hebrews " made little

account of the rest" : may this not have been because the

evangelist had worked into his main " Matthaean " fabric

practically all in Luke that was at once striking and acceptable

to Jewish converts who would not break wholly with their old

faith—and so had robbed Luke of importance ? If such were

the case it is only to be expected that fragments from the

Hebrews' Gospel like the Sayings should show a predominant

Lucan influence. Had we their contexts, it is likely that we

should find that they occurred mainly in Matthaean settings.

First of all, the extant fragments of the Hebrews' Gospel

shows a number of very striking passages in which Lucan

influence is incontestable.

(i) The remarkable reproof of the Rich Man quoted by

Origen 2 follows Matthew generally in the first half, but later

we have :
" et ecce multi fratres tui, filii Abrahae, amicti sunt

stercore, morientes prae fame et domus tua plena est bonis,

et non egreditur omnino aliquid ex ea ad eos." Comparing

this with Luke xvi 19 ff. we get the following parallels which

cannot be accidental : alter diuitum (in the first part) at once

recalls Luke's " there was a certain rich man "
; filii Abrahae

and amicti sunt stercore are the converse of "father Abraham"

(v. 24) and of "who was clothed in purple and fine linen";

domus tua plena est bonis corresponds to " fared sumptuously

every day " ; egreditur is reminiscent of " was laid at his

gate " and morientes praefame of " desiring to be fed with the

crumbs which fell from the rich man's table." There can be

no doubt whatever that the evangelist of the Hebrews' Gospel

is here elaborating his main source, Matthew, with reminis-

cences of the Lucan parable of the Rich Man and Lazarus.

(2) Eusebius 3 has preserved in abstract the parable of the

1 H.E. , 27. 4.

2 Comm. in Matth. xv, 14 (Preuschen, p. 6, no. 11).

3 Theophania (?) (Preuschen, p. 7, no. 14).
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Three Servants. One of the servants by a bold departure

from the Canonical version is there described as.,. .(. WOOVW. Now the original of the Parable in the

Hebrews' Gospel is certainly Matth. xxv 14-30; but with

this has been fused the story of the Wicked Servant of

Matth. xxiv 48-51 who is remodelled on the lines of the

Lucan Prodigal Son. This is clear if we compare the descrip-

tion just quoted from Eusebius with Luke xv 13, 30: -) .,.6 ^€ .
(3) The fragment describing the appearance after the

Resurrection to James 1 has no parallel in Matthew: nor does

that Gospel contain anything upon which it can be thought

to have been built. The appearance to James is otherwise

recorded by St Paul alone 2
, and the attestation of this might

be thought to be quite the most valuable piece of information

preserved to us by the Hebrews' Gospel were it not more
than probable that the whole incident is composite. It would

pear that the evangelist started from the fact recorded by

t Paul and possibly otherwise known ; that James's vow "se

non comesurum panem ab ilia hora qua biberat calicem

domini donee videret eum resurgentem a dormientibus,"

which can scarcely be historical 3
,
was suggested by the vow

of the fanatics who sought to kill St Paul (Acts xxiii 12), and

that the remainder of the incident is fashioned after Lukt xxiv

30, 42 : compare especially Luke's ,
iireBioov? with " tulit panem et benedixit ac

fregit et dedit Iacobo iusto." In this case the Lucan influence

seems to have radiated from Acts as well as from the Gospel.

1 Jerome, de Viris ill. 2 (Preuschen, pp. 7-8, no. 18).

2 1 Cor. xv 7.

3 If indeed the Synoptics are right in limiting the Last Supper to the

Twelve alone. Adeney {Hibberl Joarn. in, 157) is probably right in

seeing here confusion between James the Apostle and James (\.
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rigs and approximately equal in extent. We must now
ask whether the Johannine element which is to be distin-

guished in the Sayings has a parallel in the Gospel.

(i) Jerome 1 has preserved an account of the Baptism

of Jesus which is remarkable both in Other respects and

daily in its insistence on the rest of the Holy Spirit:

(cendit...requievit super eum....Expectabam teul venires

el requiescerem in te. Tu es enim requies mea." In tin• first

place it is evident that the writer is thinking of the dove and
the ark (Genesis viii 9) ; that is, that the passage is a product

of the age of reflection '. And secondly it is to be noted that

the Synoptics have nothing like the " requievit... requies " of

the Hebrews' Gospel : Matthew has€ •

}
Mark,

hr ; Luke, cV*. John's

account alone is parallel : rrcv/ia ...

eiid.iev «V'. Again in the same passage, where all the

Synoptics have, the apocryphal Gospel has " films

primogenitus," which in its developed theology is nearer to

St John's 4 , though for an exact parallel we
must go to Hebrews i 6

;
and it must be remembered that

the writer is applying Psalm lxxxix 27 in a Messianic sense.

(2) The appearance to Peter and those with him quoted
above to illustrate the Lucan element in the 1 ie >rews' Gospel
shows in one respect a strong development beyond Luke in

the direction of Johannism. Luke does not record that the

iples touched Jesus, whereas our Gospel not only states

that they touched him, but emphasises the effect whieh this

bad upon them*. St John's account of the appearance to

nias, however, is essentially parallel. Is not our evan

t, like St John, combating a form of Docetism ?

1 Comm. in L. IV, p. 156 ( Prcuschtu, p. 4 , no. 4).

\ .Vlcricy remark.-, on other grounds [NMiti /sum. nr, p. \ ).

}»«

'lis. tin- epithet() is certainly doe to /'>alm \\x\w 7.
b Ci./oAn xx 22.
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(3) Still more definitely Johannine (though an alien

element is also to be felt) is the logos cited by Eusebius 1
:

11
1 choose even the good ones [souls] whom my Father in

Heaven has given me." It would almost seem as if the com-

piler of the Hebrews' Gospel were here borrowing directly 2

from St John when we compare Joh?i xiii 18', and XVU 6( **
, £ ' \ .

Yet the context of this Saying was Synoptic :
" He taught

the cause of the division of the souls which would happen in

the houses "—a context which is obviously parallel to

Matth. X 35—37 yap

...
(4) Johannine, too, in tone and feeling are such Sayings

as that quoted by Jerome 3
: "et nunquam (inquit) laeti sitis

nisi cum fratrem vestrum videritis in caritate " ; and that

reported by the same Father 4
:
" ut in evangelio quod iuxta

Hebraeos Nazaraei legere consueverunt, inter maxima ponitur

crimina qui fratris sui spiritum contristaverit "—even though

the second of these may seem to be related to Matth.

22-23.

In the Gospel according to the Hebrews, then, there is a

distinct Johannine element, but it is by no means deep-

seated. There is only a single passage which can possibly be

dependent upon St John's Gospel, and in view of our

ignorance of St John's sources, it is as likely that in this case

both evangelists are reproducing something out of a common
stock, as that one is dependent upon the other. So far, at

least, the Hebrews' Gospel is parallel to the Sayings. In

matters of dogma, it contains the Johannine doctrine of the

1 Thcophan. iv, 12 (tr. Greissmann) =Preuschen, p. 9, no. 22.

a At any rate so close a correspondence will perhaps justify the

seeming boldness of my restoration of Saying II, 1. 20.

3 Comm. in Ephes. v, 4 (Preuschen, p. 9, no. 21).

4 Comm. in Ez. xviil, 7 (Preuschen, p. 8, no. 20).
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Rest of the Holy Spirit and is anti-Docetic, while Saying VIII

in its consciousness of the doctrine of Pre-existence similarly

betrays Johannine influence. Yet in none of these matters is

dependence on the part of the Hebrews' Gospel or of the

Sayings upon John in the least likely. These with the

remaining and slighter Johannine touches (such as the use of

in Saying VII) observable in the Sayings indicate

rather that the fragments of the Hebrews' Gospel together

with the Sayings are not widely separated in date from John,

than that one is dependent upon the other. In a word, then,

the Johannism of the Gospel according to the Hebrews is both

in its character and its limitations fairly concordant with the

Johannine features of the Sayings.

A variety of other considerations contribute to support

the case—already a strong one—that the Sayings are taken

from the Gospel according to the Hebrews.

(i) Unfortunately those writers who have quoted from the

Hebrews' Gospel found little or no occasion to cite apoph-

thegms of the type of our Sayings. We cannot therefore be

sure how far the new matter in our Sayings was comparable

with the new matter in similar Sayings occurring in the Gospel

according to theHebrews. Probably, however, it was very much
the same : Saying I, on other grounds the strongest link be-

tween the Sayings and the Gospel is wholly new, and the

fragments of narrative and discourse from the latter which

are extant show new matter or new combinations to an extent

which makes legitimate the inference that the apophthegms

also must have exhibited a similar quality. The loss of these

short Sayings is regrettable also because we are unable to say

howlargelythe Hebrews' Gospelemployed parallelism. In the

Sayings we find this literary feature most prominent: more

than half of the thirteen Sayings are parallelistic. Now
parallelism is quite a common feature in the Synoptic Gospels,

no doubt because it was the form in which short maxims

were couched in their sources; but in the Oxyrhynchus

w. e
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Sayings we find apophthegms cast in this form although

they are composite : that is, the form has been deliberately

adopted. It can hardly be supposed that anyone but a

Semite writing for Semites would have done this.

(2) Other characteristics in the Sayings point to a source

of essentially Jewish character. The questions asked by the

disciples in Saying V— especially if my restoration of the

fourth be fairly accurate—would be of interest mainly, if not

only, to Jewish converts; and Saying VII (Logion II) deals

with purely Jewish institutions. Could we only accept

Professor Cersoy's conjecture that in that Saying

is a blunder of translation for - this view would

be greatly strengthened, as the reference would then be the

Day of Atonement, and we should be able to recognise one

of the chief traits of the Gospel according to the Hebrews—
its attachment to the Old Law 1

. With the matter of insti-

tutions we may couple that of language. It has been

thought that traces of an Aramaic original can be found in

the Sayings, and if the truth of this could be shown, it

would go far to prove that they were derived from the

Hebrews' Gospel which was in Aramaic 2
. Yet such traces

may originate a stage further back, in the period of oral

rather than of documentary currency ; and in some cases

they may be no more than Semiticisms in the Alexandrine

or Palestinian. Unfortunately the instances in which

such peculiarities have been thought to occur are never

definite. In Saying VII (Logion II), as we have just seen,

Cersoy shows that our actual reading may be a

translator's error for (the original being either

Hebrew or Aramaic). The same scholar points out that in

1 Eusebius, H.E. Ill, 27. 4.

2 I am inclined, however, to suspect that this Gospel was composed

in Greek—the version used by Clement of Alexandria—but was almost

at once rendered in Aramaic, perhaps in deference to national prejudice
;

and that this original Greek version was then lost. But I have not tried

to mature or to test this view.
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Saying X (Logion V) the injunction "raise the stone," which

has caused some difficulty, may be again a mistranslation for

11 hew the stone " ; but such an emendation postulates a

Hebrew original. Again in Saying XI (Logion VI) Cersoy

notes that 7roi€t tfcpcnrcta? suggests an Aramaic original

—

though the recurrence of the idiom in the Protevangelium

(xx) makes it more like a mere Semiticism current in the

—and that avrov is again the blunder of a

translator from the Aramaic for -.
Harnack has further pointed out that the use of ...
is a Semitic feature. No one of these instances 1

, however,

forces us irresistibly to the conclusion that the Sayings were

translated from Aramaic, and the matter must be left as an

open question.

(3) In the Commentary on the Sayings we have noted

frequent instances of the use of Jewish literature. In

Saying II the mention of birds, beasts and fishes as sym-

bolical of creation and as a link between Man and Heaven

is almost certainly to be connected with Job xii 7-8, or

perhaps with Psalms viii. Saying VIII (Logion III) opens

with an adaptation in a Messianic sense of Baruch iii 28;

its use of Suf/dv and in a spiritual sense is likely to be

due to Isaiah lv 1 and xxiii 1, while the phrase.
derives from Isaiah liii 10. The ninth Saying

(Logion IV) seems to make use of a traditional Jewish

Saying to be found in the Pirke Aboih : and the second

part of the same Saying undoubtedly is related to Pedes.

9. The conflation of two New Testament elements in

Saying XII (Logion VII) is due to Isaiah ii 2, and the "high

hill '' of that Saying seems to be inspired by Isaiah xxviii 4.

Such a use of Jewish literature is what might be expected

1 To these should be added the idioms and viol in

Saying VIII (Logion III) : the repeated use of throughout the

Sayings to introduce new clauses might be an Egyptian feature ; for in

Coptic narratives clauses are commonly introduced by OTO£» ' and.'

e2
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in fragments which (as we are urging) came from a Gospel

designed for Jewish readers. How far, then, do the known

fragments of the Gospel according to the Hebrews show a

corresponding use of Hebrew literature ?

i. The Baptism fragment which we have already noticed

as containing a Johannine element certainly looks back to

Genesis viii 9, the dove and the ark being regarded as sym-

bolical of the Holy Spirit and Our Lord. It is important to

notice that this Alessianic interpretation corresponds exactly

to the application of Barach iii 28 in Saying VIII. But the

literary affinities of this passage extend further 1
. The idea

of the rest of the Holy Spirit is derived primarily from

Isaiah xi 1 " the Spirit of the Lord shall rest upon him "

;

while the words " tu es enim requies mea " not uncertainly

echo Psalms cxxxii 14 " This is my rest for ever : here will

I dwell, for I have desired it " ; and lastly " tu es films meus

primogenitus " are inseparably connected with Psalnis ii 7

"Thou art my son," and Psalms lxxxix 27 "And I will

make him my first-born."

2. Origen
2
quotes a remarkable fragment from the Story

of the Temptation found in the Gospel according to the

Hebrews. Matthew, it will be remembered, narrates the

beginning of the Temptation in the simplest way :
" Then

was Jesus carried up by the Spirit into the wilderness 3."

But the Gospel according to the Hebrews with characteristic

boldness and love of novelty represents Our Lord himself

as telling the story of his Temptation, and puts into his

mouth these startling words :/ ^ , €®. The expression " my mother the Holy

1 The important parallels which follow were pointed out by Dr
Armitage Robinson {Expositor v, p. 194).

2 Cotnm. in/oh. II, 12. 87 (Preuschen, Antilegomena, p. 5, no. 5).

3 iv, 1.
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Spirit" does not immediately concern us 1

; but the remainder

is beyond doubt a literary loan. Thus in Ezekiel 2 we have

*- , and in Bel and the Dragon*, /. One, probably both, of these passages was

imitated by the author of the Apocryphal Gospel. Even the

reference to Tabor is not without significance. Dr Adeney 4

points out, indeed, that it was occupied in the time of Our

Lord by a Roman fortress and so was unsuitable 5 as a site

for the Temptation, but considers that Psalms lxxxix 1 2 and

Jeremiah xlvi 18 suggested the reference.

3. The Evangelist elaborates in characteristic fashion

the account of one of the signs which followed the Cruci-

fixion. Matthew 6
says simply that at the last cry of Jesus

the Veil of the Temple was rent in twain ; but the Gospel

according to the Hebrews (as rendered by Jerome 7

)
gives

" superliminare templi infinitae magnitudinis fractum esse

atque divisum." Once again the change seems to be due to

literary imitation dictated by a desire to find fulfilments of

as many Messianic passages as possible; for the original is

Isaiah vi 4, where the LXX 8 has

1 The Ophites (see Irenaeus I, 28. ) held that the Spirit was

feminine (grammatically the word is feminine in Semitic languages) and

was beloved by the First Man to whom she bare a Son. See Resell,

Agrapha, p. 382.

2 viii 3.
3 36. 4 HibbertJournal III, p. 162.

5 But may not the Roman fortress have been regarded as roughly re-

producing "Babylon" and the "den"? In such a neighbourhood, too,

something might be seen of the "kingdoms of the world and the glory

of them."
6 iv 1.

7 Comm. in Matth. xxvii, 51 (Preuschen, Antilegomena, p. 7, no. 17).

8 The Hebrew of Isaiah does not give the same parallel : the A.V.

renders "the posts of the door," the R.V. "the foundations of the

threshold." From this it appears that the author of the Gospel according
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Hebrews had something parallel to the -rj

of Matth. xxvii 50).

In their use of Jewish literature, then, the Sayings and

the fragments of the Gospel according to the Hebrews are

parallel ; and in this we have one of the strongest supports

for our attribution of the Sayings to this Gospel.

4. The conflation of elements or expressions from differ-

ent Gospels or from different parts of the same Gospel is

one of the most salient features in our fragments of the

Oxyrhynchus Collection (see Commentary on Sayings I, II,

III, IV, X, XI and XII), and in this again it corresponds

exactly with the Gospel according to the Hebrews. Thus in

the earlier
1

of the two fragments of the Baptism-narrative

the opening words " ecce mater domini et fratres eius " at

once recall Matth. xii 46 , ol, and

are grafted on to the general narrative of the Baptism.

Again, in the dialogue on forgiveness between the Lord and

Peter 2
, the words "in die" are derived from Luke, while

the " septuagies septies " belongs to Matthew. But the

most striking example of this method of composition is the

incident of the Rich Man 3
. Here the main Matthaean

framework has been filled in with material taken, as we

have already seen in detail, from the Lucan parable of the

Rich Man and Lazarus. And similarly in the story of

the Three Servants
4

, one of the Matthaean characters is

remodelled on the lines of the Lucan Prodigal Son. As in

to the Hebreivs used the LXX (see Dr Armitage Robinson in Expositor ,

198 ff.) ; but Jerome {de Vir. ill. ch. 3) says that the " Hebrew Matthew"

followed the Hebrew of the O.T. and not the LXX. Nestle (Evang.

Kirchenbl. f. Wiirt. 1895, no. 16), however, gives reason for thinking

that the Hebrew for "lintel" is more original than that for "veil" (the

latter being a variant). If so, the Evangelist need not be supposed to

have used the LXX.
1 Preuschen, p. 4, no. 3.

2 lb. p. 6, no. 10.

3 lb. p. 6, no. 1 1.
4 lb. p. 7, no. 14.
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its use of the Old Testament, then, so also in its method

of composition and in its use of existing Gospels, the Gospel

according to the Hebrews shows the same features as do

our Sayings.

We may now sum up the results of this somewhat lengthy

review of the evidence connecting the Sayings with the

Gospel according to the Hebrews. The only Saying which

can be positively identified as a quotation is from the

Gospel according to the Hebrews. The peculiar relation of

the Sayings and of the Gospel to the Synoptics and to the

Fourth Gospel are identical. Moreover in their parallelism,

in their interest in matters such as would only concern

Jewish converts, in their u~ : ^emitic idioms and syr.

and perhaps even in traces of an Aramaic original, the

Sayings postulate a source of Semitic character. Both

documents, finally, are exactly parallel in the method and

extent of their use of Hebrew literature, and in the peculiar

method of their composition from conflated elem.

. proof we cannot have, unless some new disco

should hereafter add to our evidence; but this at least

may claim, that circumstantial evidence in abundance

and from every side points to the conclusion that the

nchus Sayings are excerpts from the Gospel according

to the Hebr

- The Date of the Collection.

The discoverers date I ''not much later than the beginning

of the third century,'" and 654 to the middle or end of the

same century : they consider, therefore, that the Collection

as such must go back at least to the end of the second

century, but, in view of internal evidence, consider that it

is likely to have been formed before a-D. 140. Since the

papyri belong to the third century and one, at least, of them

to the earlier half of it, we may accept the first part of Grenfell

and Hunt's conclusion, that the Collection must have been
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formed not later than the end of the second century. But

can we carry the date further back? The Sayings themselves

seem to carry tolerably distinct marks of their relative,

though perhaps not of their numerical date : they are later

than both Matthew and Luke in that they draw upon both

these Gospels, and since these Gospels must have taken

some years to become generally current, they must be

decidedly later. At the same time they are obviously

products of the true, if later, Synoptic age. On the other

hand, if the view expressed above as to the Johannine

element in the Sayings is true, the Sayings are somewhat

earlier than the Fourth Gospel. While we find in the

Sayings something of Johannine phraseology and dogma,

these are both limited in extent and rudimentary in develop-

ment The natural inference then is that the Sayings belong

to a period when the Synoptic tendency had not yet failed,

but when Johannine influence—of which the Fourth Gospel

marks the acme—was still only nascent. Now Messrs

Grenfell and Hunt take the step back from 200 a.d. to

140 a.d. or earlier relying on their theory that the Collection

is essentially independent, a theory which permits them to

date the Collection by the internal evidence of the Sayings.

In our view, however, the Sayings are extracts ; and if this

is correct, the date of the formation of the Collection cannot

be fixed from the character of the Sayings themselves. The

Prologue, which dates from the formation of the Collection,

furnishes us with one clue in the use of a citation from

St John, allowing us to infer that the Collection was made

at a period when the Fourth Gospel was already accepted

as of universal authority. This, however, is but vague and

would admit the possibility that the Collection was formed

at quite a late date. Fortunately the Prologue gives another

indication which is of the highest value. The compiler

describes his work as containing ol '
and he prefaces each Saying with Xeyei. Now even
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in Luke the substitution of for the name 'Ir/ is

growing marked and towards the end of the second century

becomes the normal method of reference to Our Lord. The

heading of the Didache, which is perhaps the nearest parallel

we have to the Prologue of the Sayings, begins not/ but8 . The use of the name,
then, both in the Prologue and in the introductory formula

may be taken as a sign of distinctly early date, and we may
conclude, though on different grounds, that Grenfell and

Hunt's date, a.d. 140, is the latest that is likely for the

formation of the Collection.

§8. The Purpose of the Collection.

The problem of the purpose of the Collection is not

altogether distinct from the question of its origin. If, for

example, it could be proved that the Sayings are totally

disconnected and possessed of no common quality, it would

be extremely probable that the Collection was a mere record

intended to preserve Sayings which were in danger of being

lost, simply because they were Sayings of Jesus. Two main

views—apart from the discoverers' view that it is a genuine

collection—have been taken as to the purpose of the Col-

lection : some critics consider that they had a didactic

purpose, and therefore were connected by a continuous

thread of subject or idea : others fail to see any connection,

or any continuous connection, between the Sayings, and

regard them simply as a record. This second point of view

is adopted by the discoverers who consider that, prior to the

formation of the Collection, the Sayings were current in

tradition and were gleaned up here and there. They admit,

of course, that in 654 the first four (? three) Sayings are

linked by the idea of the Kingdom which recurs in each,

but point out that with Saying V the interconnection ceases

altogether, and that it is in any case unlikely that such

a link could have been maintained throughout a long series
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of Sayings. In the discoverers confess themselves totally

unable to trace any thread of connection.

This is indeed the only logical conclusion which can be

reached, if indeed the Sayings are to be taken at their face-

value. Other critics, however, have preferred not to do this

and consider that the Sayings are mere texts covering an inner

and connected meaning and are not to be interpreted literally,

(i) Mr Badham 1 traces the connection as follows:

"[Wouldst thou see Christ? ...] Purify thine eye by self-

examination (Saying VI). Purify thine eye by abstinence

from the world and by observing times of tranquil meditation

(Saying VII). Remember how satiety blinded the world when

I came (Saying VIII). If thy home be godless, go forth and

find me in the stocks and stones of the desert (Saying X).

Forsake thine uncongenial Nazareth (Saying XI). Look up to

where the lights of thy true home are burning (Saying XII)."

He therefore takes the fragment to be "a page from some

middle-Christian ' Garden of the Soul '." The main objection

to this allegorical interpretation is that there is nothing to

warn us that such is intended, although we now possess the

Prologue to the Collection as a whole. The Sayings are there

stated to be merely " lifegiving words of Jesus," and the plain

man would naturally take them at their face-value as such

and no more. Mr Badham's result, in fact, is only attained

by patting into the Sayings much more than is actually to

be found in them : take, for instance, his interpretation of

Saying X. It urges, in effect, "Seek loneliness: it is the

best way to find Christ " ; whereas the real meaning of the

Saying is " In spite of loneliness, Christ is ever present."

Nor can I think that this "inner meaning" adds to the

value which the Sayings already possess as independent units.

(2) Dr Bartlet 2 also finds an inner meaning in the Sayings,

which he considers to be a collection of texts forming the

1 Writing on 1 {Athenaeum, Aug. 7, 1897).

2 Athenaeum, July 24, 1897 ; Rev. of Theol. and Philos. I, pp. 13-14.
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basis of a manual of instruction designed, perhaps, like the

Two Ways of the Didache for catechumens prior to Baptism.

I is held to come from the close of the series of Sayings to

which it belonged: "The earlier pages have presumably set

forth the nature of the Kingdom of God. ...Then come the

conditions of true receptivity ; and the thought proceeds

thus :—To judge aright one must purge one's own eye.

Only he who cultivates an unworldly spirit can find God's

kingdom : to see the Father, one must not neglect to observe

the Sabbath in spirit and in truth. Incarnate wisdom testifies

sadly to the unreceptiveness of the mass ; but speaks cheer

to the solitary soul amid the faithless many—ever near though

hidden from the careless, superficial eye. That his own in

Judaea have not believed should be no stumbling block : it

is according to rule. Yet in spite of present fewness believers

are bound to hold out and make themselves felt at last,

because firm-built on the very Mount of God." Here, as in

Mr Badham's paraphrase, connection is attained—if indeed

it is attained—only by reading into the Sayings what is not

there and what is not even hinted at. But is unity of thought

really attained? On Dr Bartlet's interpretation Saying VI
inculcates right judgment ; Saying VII, unworldliness and

Sabbath keeping; and Saying VIII complains of the un-

receptiveness of men. The Sayings surely break up into

separate units as they were before. And certainly it would

be difficult to establish connection between two such Sayings

as the eighth and tenth, where the words " I found all men
drunken and none found I athirst " are followed by " where

there is one alone, I say I am with him."

The attempt, then, to trace a thread of connecting thought,

which constitutes the didactic purposes of the Collection,

must be abandoned. The first three Sayings do indeed

deal with the kingdom, but can these be thought to provide

a sufficient basis for an adequate treatment of the subject of

the kingdom, more especially as Saying I asserts that the
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kingdom is reached through seeking, finding and amaze-

ment, while Saying II declares that the kingdom is within

us and is to be attained by self-knowledge 1
? When the

compiler therefore grouped the first three Sayings together,

he did so because they were concerned with the same

subject, and not in order to provide a compendium of

scriptural teaching on the Kingdom of Heaven : had that

been his aim, he would doubtless have devoted many more

Sayings to the subject. I believe, then, that the order of

the Sayings is almost fortuitous : here and there a catch-

word may have led the compiler to group together Sayings

which happened to deal with one subject 2
; but there is no

connecting thread of thought running through the whole.

At the same time, if the Sayings are—as we hold—extracts,

the compiler must have selected them because of some

quality which they possessed. This quality, I believe, was

made clear in the Prologue and I would refer to the Com-

mentary for my reasons for this conviction. But apart from

my restoration of "life-giving" as the epithet applied by the

compiler to the " words of Jesus " which he collected, the

Sayings one and all are of the type known in modern

devotional works as "helpful." It is hard to see any

connection between the Sayings, but their individual value

is clear. If, then, we regard the Sayings as having been

selected for their independent worth and not as units

illustrating any developing principle, as a thesaurus designed

to give in a small compass 3 so much of a Gospel as was

1 Dr Lock (67;. Quarterly Review, LVIII, 425) thinks truth is the idea

which links the first five Sayings. In I, however, the idea depends upon

a restoration; in II and IV, it is not obvious, but (at most) latent; it is

hard to see how it can enter into III at all, and only in V is it explicit.

2 It should be noted that while Sayings I—III deal with the kingdom,

the same subject is brought up again in Saying VII many pages further

on : this does not seem to indicate an orderly arrangement such as is

required by the theory of arrangement on a definite principle.

3 A small book of Sayings, we should remember, could be searched
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judged most likely to be of help and comfort in daily life,

does not this view agree best with the data on which we
have to work ?

§ 9. The Formula \4yei.
Each Saying in the Collection is preceded by the words

Aeyei ?;9, a form which has given rise to much discussion.

Consequently it will be well to begin by clearing the ground.

And first, these words are not part of the excerpt (if we hold

the Sayings to be excerpts), since it is inconceivable that

such a series of selected passages should all happen to begin

with an historic present and not occasionally with cnre or. For the same reason it is impossible to regard these

words as narrative connections in what is really part of a

Gospel (as opposed to a series of distinct Sayings). The
phrase, then, is a formula introducing each Saying. This

formula, however, is decidedly remarkable, and no parallel

is readily forthcoming. We are familiar with such a prefatory

phrase as € (or) 6 in the Fourth

Gospel and, less frequently, in the Synoptics ; but the

absolute use without a dative is certainly most unusual.

Probably the Synoptics have no parallel; and in St John's

Gospel only xi 39 and xiii 31 (to which may be added the

absolute ci-ei/ 6 of vi 9) readily present themselves.

How is this general suppression of the dative to be explained?

The first, perhaps, and most important consideration in the

compiler's mind was the need to keep his formula from

passing into a vague context : had he added or or

a personal name like to the simple Xc'yei,
he would no longer have the advantage of a formula, and

would feel more and more the necessity for enlarging his

through in a very short time, whereas it would take long for the devotee

in search of consolation to find in his copy of a Gospel—whether roll or

codex—the particular Saying which should satisfy his need.
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rudimentary context by adding when or in what circumstances

the Saying was spoken to such and such persons.

What, then, was the compiler's object in repeating this

formula with such regularity ? Partly, no doubt, it is due

to the influence of the Jewish Collections of Sayings where

two or more Sayings of one teacher are introduced thus :

"A. said.... He used to say...." But this fails to explain the

regularity with which the personal name and the present

tense is repeated. We may to some degree account for this

regularity on the grounds of literary propriety : just as the

Sayings could not be strung together one after another

without any formula at all, so it was in a literary sense

impossible to preface each Saying with a mere eXeye or

ZXeye : only in a short series would such a form of in-

troduction be tolerable. The formula chosen, Xc'yct,
however, most successfully avoids this danger. With each

new Saying it demands and rouses our attention afresh, and

its effectiveness can best be understood if by way of experi-

ment we substitute eXcyc./ccu eAcyc./cat, eAcye. But beside

the literary motive there was also, no doubt, a feeling that

the incisive repetition of the formula added to the solemnity

with which the Sayings sound.

Lastly, what is the significance of the present tense Xcy«,

since its unvarying use shows that it cannot be regarded as

an ordinary historic present ? Dr Burney l has suggested that

the present tense may have been adopted by a translator from

neo-Hebrew or Aramaic who found a participle alone in

his original, and that a participle might be expected if the

formula represents the formula of citation used in the Talmud.

This explanation may account for the repeated present tense,

but I am by no means clear that it accounts for the repeated

personal name, and am still more doubtful that the Collection

as such ever existed in any other language than Greek 2
.

1 ap. Lock and Sanday, I'wo Lectures, pp. 47-8.
2 The Prologue seems to reproduce the exact wording of St John except

where the writer found it necessary to adapt the citation to his period.
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Dr Lock 1 somewhat favours the suggestion that the present

tense is used because Jesus was still living when the Col-

lection was made by some disciple ; but apart from the

difficulty noticed by Dr Lock in applying this to Saying VIII,

there are so many points in which the Sayings are obviously

later than the Synoptic Gospels that this explanation is quite

inadmissible. Dr Lock considers Swete's suggestion that

the formula is parallel to the common Aeyei where

a sacred book is cited as a present witness to the truth,

but rejects it ''as inappropriate in a disconnected series

of Sayings which are not apparently illustrative of any one

truth." The best and, as I believe, the true solution of the

difficulty is to explain the present as having a mystical force2
.

Dr Lock very happily cites in illustration the verse from

Cowper's hymn: "Jesus speaks and speaks to thee," and

an incident from Dr Pusey's Life) and this is confirmed

by the Prologue to the Collection with its marked insistence

on the fact that Jesus lives. If the author of the Epistle to

the Hebrews could write of Abel (xi 4) . ' (sc.

7'€) , we can surely conclude that

when he wrote' the compiler of the Collection

meant that the Sayings were not to be regarded as words

uttered in the past and only historically interesting, but as

being ever repeated 3 by that Jesus "who lives and appeared

to the Ten and to Thomas."

The formula uses not 6. In this, I think,

we have another mark of Johannine influence in the com-

piler of the Collection. In the Fourth Gospel 6• is

1 Two Lectures, p. 18.

2 At the same time the historic use of the present in Gospel narrative

(such as /ohn xi 39 \ayei. 6 $...\"/€ €\...(^) ^«
6 $...(44) ^ya ) is likely to have contributory

influence.

3 The sentiment is somewhat that of Hymns Anc. and Mod. 207.

"And His that gentle voice we hear,
|
Soft as the breath of even,

|
That

checks each fault, that calms each fear,
|
And speaks of heaven."
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the normal mode of reference, but^? (without the article)

is by no means uncommon (see John iv 47, 50; viii 1, 49,

54, 59; xii 44, 54; xviii 34; xix 26). In the Synoptics, on

the other hand,^ is very rare. Personages referring to

Jesus may indeed say (see Matth. xxvii 17, 22 ; Mark

7 ; as also in John i 46, ix n); but otherwise 6

seems to be always used in the narrative after Jesus had

entered on his ministry : Mark i 9 and Luke iii 21 ; iv 1, [4]

significantly fall within the narrative of the Baptism and

Temptation 1
.

1 But Luke iv 8, 13 (Temptation) uses .



THE PROLOGUE

[] \oyoi [ -]
^() 6 [ ]

/«, \' ]
\6 \),]. 5

. , : {}, Swete, Heinrici, Taylor: {} ',

GH, Wessely :, Bmston:, GH:, Lock:, Swete, Taylor:, Hicks:, Wilamowitz':,- Heinrici :, Batiffol. 2., Ed. : or , GH : (or ro?s ), Bartlet: 6, Heinrici: ... ?
|
, Lake:, Lock : , Brusion : 77,

Batiffol: ^,, Wessely: (?),

Wilamowitz. 3•,', Swete: , Lock :• -, Taylor. 1-5. ' ' 6

|
. 6

\

. ,
|
. . . : Hilgenfeld.

These are the life-giving Sayings which Jesus spake who
liveth and was seen of the Ten and of Thomas. And He said to

them : Whosoever heareth these Sayings shall not taste of

death.

. []. The first of Swete and Heinrici is certainly

syllable 1
is certainly 01 (with an 1, more natural than =6,

and not with a damaged as Hein- supported though this is by late

rici and Taylor supposed). GH prose use, and is strengthened by

consider the possibility of the cor- the parallel

rection, but prefer to omit
2 quoted by the

the initial syllable and to read discoverers ; and to this—remem-

oi. The insertion of a superfluous bering that the Prologue ' is in

initial syllable, however, seems reality no more than a diffuse title

very doubtful, whereas an ad- —we may add Barach i

ditional 01 may well have crept yo t-
in after 01• The correction .

1 Ox. Pap. iv p. 4. * Luke xxiv 44.

W. I



2 SAYINGS OFJESUS. Such restorations as

those of Hicks and Wilamowitz
are impossible since most if not all

the Sayings are demonstrably pre-

resurrectional. The Prologue—as

a Prologue—has every appearance
of aiming at the terse and forceful,

and on this ground epithets like

'wonderful,' 'true,' and the rest,

must be discarded. Swete, indeed,

suggests, comparing Apoc.
xxii 6 ovtol oi Xoyoi

; but the epithet used
attributively, as here, is weak.
Something like seems to

be required 1
. The phrases

and " make
the idea of life very prominent in

the Prologue, and the second of

these especially seems to be in-

tended to make good some claim

made by the Editor for the Sayings.

This claim must have been con-
veyed in the lost epithet of 07,
and seems most suitable.

Parallels are plentiful : John vi

63 . ..~
; Psalms cxviii (cxix)- £ ; Barnabas

vi

€''€$ --
; lastly, the Fourth

Gospel concludes (xx 31) with a

claim exactly similar to the claim
of the Prologue : ye-

ypaa ' . . .
'€ ?€ iv -

2
.

2. The restoration of this line

is of the greatest importance, since

here and in 1. 3 all editors find

a declaration of the ultimate au-

thority for the Sayings, and con-

sider that this, whether true or

false, has an important bearing on
the origin of the Collection.

The published conjectures 3 deal

with two points which are, or

seem to be, more or less distinct

:

{a) What followed ? () Who
was coupled with Thomas? All

editors take it as granted that

depends on.
(a) GH 4 suggested—but with

equal reserve in both cases

—

or , and Swete 5 pre-

fers the latter of these, for which
cf. Apoc. i 18. Heinrici 6 thinks

a likely solution,

but finds the expression only in

Gnostic writings. Lock 7 supports
his by reference

to the Litany of Sarapion :

—

0eos

...

yevvas^, but
was probably chosen in that pas-

sage as an appropriate epithet for

rather than as ordinarily

connected with .
() Who was associated with

Thomas? GH 8 suggested Philip

or Matthias, as the Pistis Sophia
represents these with Thomas as

recipients of a special revelation

;

and Batiffol and Bruston have
followed this suggestion. Professor

Lake's brilliant conjecture 9$ has the advantage
of leaving Thomas' authority for

the Sayings undivided, and is sup-

ported by the

of the Acta Thomae. All these

proposals, however, are checked
by an insuperable obstacle—the

fact that the use of one (or two)

1 When I proposed this (J.T.S. xm 74) I was unaware that Bruston had already
made the same suggestion (Fragm. d'un anc. recueil de Paroles de Jesus p. 13).

1 Compare further Apoc. xxii 18 seq. ; ps.-Athan. X. (ad init.) ", . ...,, ev tjj

{|.
3 The reading © is almost universally admitted. Wessely alone (P.O. iv

p. 161) reads ["] ; but the original does not bear out this

suggestion, which in itself is unsatisfactory.
* Ox. Pap. iv p. 4.

6 Expos. Times xv 490.
6 Theol. St7id. u. Kritiken 1905 p. T92. 7 Ch. Quarterly Rev.jjvm\>. 426.
8 Op. cit. p. 4. Hibbert Journ. Ill p. 339.
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names distinctly excludes the main
body of the Apostles. We cannot
assume that the Editor meant
otherwise any more than that

Barnabas 1 writing yeypavrai iv

\6yois ...
-77»' meant that others

than Moses received the Ten
Commandments. Yet if we judge
of the Sayings—as we must—by
their Synoptic parallels, we must
conclude that neither were they

the fruit of private revelation, nor
have they any connection with
Thomas : Saying V offers the most
obvious proof of this point. The
difficulty is so real that Swete 2

is

driven to think that the Prologue

is the opening of one of twelve

groups of Sayings each of which
was conventionally attributed to

one of the Apostles, citing the

title of the Didache, ', and suggesting that the

real title of the Oxyrhynchus Col-

lection may have been 0701'? . Bruston 3 takes

a desperate position maintaining

that the Prologue is really the

colophon to a preceding section

of 'Words of Eternal Life' ad-

dressed to Philip and Thomas,—

a

theory which the arrangement of

the papyrus alone puts out of court.

Nor is the difficulty which we are

discussing surmounted by Bartlets

rots re &\\ois or- This restoration singles

out Thomas (presumably as the

recorder of the Sayings) without

excluding the rest of the Apostles :

cf.John xx 26 '', Mark
xvi 7. But it is hard to see

why Thomas should be claimed as

the recorder of Sayings with which
tradition has never connected him :

and if the Editor really claimed
the authority of Thomas, he would
surely have done so categorically.

We are therefore driven to doubt
that the dependence of. on

is inevitable. Two pas-

sages suggest another form of

restoration. Mark xvi 1 r' ', and Acts i 3.,.-'*. In each case the

statement that Jesus lives is fol-

lowed immediately by quotation

of proof : he was seen by such and
such persons. These passages to-

gether with John xx 26 (quoted
above) suggest the restoration given

in the text 5
, which makes the refer-

ence to Thomas natural and easy.

The Editor, thinking, doubtless,

of the appearance to Thomas as

recorded by St John, says in effect

:

' These are the words of One who
lives now and once gave proof of

his immortality by appearing not
only to the Ten, but even to the

Apostle who had most strongly de-

clared his scepticism.' The sharply

marked present and aorist partici-

ples (cp. Mark xvi 1 1 ,
quoted above)

contrast, of course, a continuous,

permanent state and a past, mo-
mentary action respectively.

3. The restoration of the first

half of the lacuna, though not of

the greatest importance, is inter-

esting. The discoverers proposed
avrots, and this is perhaps the

most acceptable : it involves the

assumption, indeed, that the Editor
has made a mistake (since in John
viii 48 sqq. the Saying is addressed

to the Pharisees) ; but such an as-

sumption is reasonable enough on
general grounds and is supported

by the verbal errors in the Saying
itself. Doubtless he was quoting

from memory. The of Swete

1 xv. 2 Op. cit. p. 494.
3 Fragm. dun arte, recueil de Paroles de Jesus p. 12.

* See further 1 Cor. xv 4-8 : Luke xxiv 34.
5 Alternatives are ? and i

1—2
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cannot be accepted. If right it

would imply that the quotation is

from a document, now lost, in

which the Saying was actually

addressed to Thomas; for the

substitution of a definite person,

Thomas, for the Pharisees as ad-

dressee could onlybe accounted for

by the theory of defective memory.
Lock would supply, in

imitation of the ' citation-formula'

of St Paul and Clement of Rome.
But, as I have tried to show in

the Introduction, the Prologue is

something very different from that

formula, if indeed it can properly

be called a formula.

While reading in the

Text, I venture to suggest auros,

believing that emphasis may ac-

count for the peculiar position

of the pronoun 1
. In this connec-

tion it will be well, at the risk of

partial repetition, to consider the

whole train of thought of the Pro-

logue. I have already argued that

life is the dominant note, and if

the conjectured epithet of the

Sayings, 'life-giving,' is right, it

was natural for the Editor to de-

velop, enforce, and justify the

implied claim. If I am not mis-

taken, the following paraphrase

will represent his idea :
' These

are the life-giving words of Jesus

—life-giving, because they were

spoken by one who lives for ever,

as he proved by appearing after

his death and burial to his dis-

ciples, so that even the most scep-

tical was convinced. And Jesus

himself and no other claimed pre-

cisely this virtue for his words.'

In such a form the Prologue is at

least rid of the dangerous and
extremely difficult claims to the

authority of Thomas, while the

thought seems reasonable and ap-

posite. The Prologue, then, is, as

I have said, no more than a diffuse

title or head-line like Mark i or

Baruch i (quoted above) ; but

the Editor was carried away into a

vindication of the claim he had
made for special quality of his

Collection.

One point of some interest

remains to be examined. What
relation does the citation (11. 3-5)
bear to its Johannine parallel?

The passage in question {John viii

51-52) is as follows:,,
Xeyu» tis \oyov, eis, oi '

... \iyeis is \6yov^
els . The Jewish perver-

sion of the Saying is decidedly

closer to the version in the Prologue
than is the actual Saying. It is pro-

bable, as we have seen, that the

Editor is actually quoting from the

Fourth Gospel 2
: how, then, are we

to explain the divergencies? GH 3

note that in the Synoptics {Matth.

xvi 28, Mark ix 1, Luke ix 27)
denotes physical

death ; and Dr Taylor is certainly

right in saying 4 that in the Johan-
nine parallel the Jews perverted the

Saying 'he shall not die spiritually'

(. ) into ' he shall

not die physically' (. -). The citation in the Pro-
logue is therefore erroneous as it

stands. But the error seems due
simply to uncritical quotation from
memory. The Editor failed to per-

ceive the distinction between the

two expressions, and perhaps the

Synoptists had made the second
phrase the more familiar to him.
Similarly, inexact memory and

1 Cf. Mark iv 27 ol&ev.
2 The Prologue (the work of the Editor of the Collection) is of course later than the

actual Sayings, and therefore stands on a different level in its relation to the Canonical
Gospels.

8 Ox. Pap. iv pp. 3-4. 4 Oxyrh. Sayings p. 4.
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confusion will adequately explain

the use of (which is, ofcourse,

certain) for Si John's : cp.

John\ 24 \6yov .... seems to

be an adaptation, made consciously

or unconsciously to apply the

Logion directly to the Sayings of

the Collection.

SAYING I

Xeyec ?7())•
6\ ? \

evpy, evprj[, -]
]€\<;,\ -]
€.

6. ' , GH: , Heinrici: or, Taylor : , Lock : -, Swete : ,
Bruslon : ..., Batiffol. 6-9. . 6 . ifcos

\
•\ . \, Hilgenfeld. 7•,

Swete. 8. BACiAeyCH, P.

Jesus saith :

Let not him who seeketh cease from seekinguntil hehath found

;

And when he hath found, he shall be amazed

;

And when he hath been amazed, he shall reign ;

And when he hath reigned he shall have rest.

This Saying is quoted with very

slight divergencies by Clement of

Alexandria 1
, so that the restoration

of the discoverers is, in all essen-

tials, certain. As they observed, a

word not quoted by Clement must
have followed z.x\d, must have
been either an object or something
dependent upon 2

. They
suggested tentatively ,
which is not unattractive. But the

verb gives the impres-

sion that something less abstract

is required—something which will

produce amazement. Lock's
3 and Taylor's

seem too frigid and trite. The
former supports his conjecture by
reference to the Clementine Homi-
lies (ill 52): ~/

ol
'

' -
...' ,-. But in this passage it seems

unlikely that the homilist is inter-

preting two familiar Sayings by

1 Strom, 9. 45 (quoted below, p. 7, q.z'.).

3 Ch. Quart. Rev. lviii 422.

2 Ox. Pap. iv p. 5.
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means of a third and less known
utterance : the explanation has
rather the air of being his own.
And the supplement is too long
for the lacuna. Swete's
and Bruston's (for which
cp. Isaiah lv 6) chime ill with what
follows : it is a little too obvious
to say that to find the Father will

cause amazement.
Moreover, these restorations, if

accepted, would make it hard to

understand why Clement should
have omitted a positive object such
as 'truth'or 'wisdom.' But Clement
may well have dropped out some
word or phrase which was slightly

redundant and seemed to him to

carry no particular weight : Hein-
rici's is exactly such a
phrase and has therefore been
adopted in our text.

It may be objected that this

leaves the meaning of the clause

too indefinite : what is the object

or aim of search ? The answer is,

that no precise definition of the

object sought was intended. The
search is that vague aspiration of

humanity after something above
and beyond itself—the-

of Romans viii 19.

To a pious Jew of the Old Dispen-
sation this aspiration might em-
body itself in the expectation of a

Messiah (cp. Luke ii 25), though
this specialized form of the idea

is, of course, far narrower than

the spirit of the present Saying.

It is, in fact, the fulfilment of the

vague, instinctive longing or aspi-

ration of mankind—in Pauline

phrase the revelation 1 of the glory

which is to be—which provokes
amazement, a condition of mind
necessarily preceding ability to

partake in the Kingdom itself.

Harnack understands-
in the sense of joyful surprise,

comparing the Parable of the

Hidden Treasure {Matth. xiii 24).

This parallel exactly illustrates the

transition between evpeiv and-, though should
rather mean awed amazement 2 as

in Luke , : ££eX0e 7' \.
yap ; Mark

xvi 5 (of the women
at the Sepulchre).

The Saying as a whole is new,
but every part of it falls into line

with the Synoptic record of the
teaching of Jesus. The first clause

is close enough to the familiar- of Matth. vii 7

and Luke xi 9 ; and the discoverers

also quote Matth. vi. 33\ [ \.
For the second stage we have no
such verbal parallel. Yet the sense

is quite in harmony with the

Synoptic account. Amazement, as

Harnack remarks, follows finding

in the Parable of the Hidden
Treasure 3

; and the same Parable
covers the third clause also, for in

both amazement is followed by
enjoyment of the thing found.

The final clause echoes the pro-

mise of Matth. xi 28 5eGre$
€...- : to come
to Christ is synonymous with
attaining the Kingdom, and both
the First Gospel and the Saying
promise rest to those who do
so.

In 1. 7 Swete has proposed to

read as shorter than
the future (which the discoverers

regard as somewhat long for the

space to be filled), and because the

imperative is used in the initial

clause. This seems unnecessary:
the future is apparently possible

graphically—and an error such as

is quite possible,

—

and the context surely requires it.

Wonder follows upon finding as a
natural consequence and not as a

state to be induced.

1 Romans, viii 18. 2 See Swete Exp. Times xv 491.
8 Joy is a concomitant of finding in the Parable because of the nature of the thing

found.
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11. 8-9. is a vulgar

form of : it occurs in

the parallel Clem. Alex. Strom» 11

945, and Apoc. xiv 13
1
.

The popularity of the saying is

proved by the number of parallels

in patristic and apocryphal writ-

ings. The most important of these

are two citations by Clement of
Alexandria

:

(1) Strom. 9 45
(sc. )-, ' -

\f'7fi (p. 1 55 D) ^

ev ' '-' '' ' *
' — yaypaiTTai— ' 6.'

(2) Strom. V 14 yap
(Plato Tim. p. 90)

'

' 6 £ euprj'

£ '

£ • -
avaaea. ,

Two questions now arise:

(a) which of these two citations

is the more faithful quotation

from the Gospel according to the

Hebrews! {b) Is the more exact

citation independent of or identical

with our Saying?
(a) It is probable that the former

passage is a substantial and not a

verbal quotation from the Gospel.

Clement is putting the Platonic

doctrine that wonder begets know-
ledge : assuming for the moment
that the longer version is that

which was actually found in the

Gospel, may we not fairly argue

that Clement would have reduced it

to theshort form found in Strom. II?

For the first two clauses of the

longer form would be omitted as

irrelevant ; and' would be
substituted for, because

the latter, while essential in the

citation as such, was unsuitable in

Clement's application of it

—

-

being an emotion which
occupies the mind exclusively and
therefore not conducive to recep-

tivity. We may remark also that

the longer version is far more
Synoptic in style 2 than the shorter.

While, therefore, absolute cer-

tainty is impossible, it seems in

the highest degree probable that

Clement's shorter version is a

modification—made by himself

—

of the longer form, and that the

longer form is the true citation

from the Hebrew gospel.

(b) In what relation, then, does
the longer form stand to the pre-

sent Saying ? In Clement we have
— —--

for the —€— of the Saying.

Such variants as these which
carry with them no difference

of meaning are such as occur
naturally wherever quotation is

made from memory. They are

common enough in early Christian

literature to justify us in treating

the instances under consideration

as negligible, and consequently

deciding that the Oxyrhynchus
Saying is identical with a Saying
recorded in the Gospel according

to the Hebrews. Further, in the

Introduction, as also at various

points in the Commentary, reason

has been shown for regarding the

Sayings as extracts. Coupling,

then, the conclusion that the Say-

ings are extracts with the identity

of Saying 1 and Clement's citation

from the Gospel according to the

Hebrews, we reach the important

conclusion— which, I believe, is

universally admitted, that Saying I

is quoted from the Gospel according

to the Hebrews.
The other citations are less

direct, and for the most part do
little more than show how popular

the Saying was. (1) Clement II 6

1 Cp. Heinrici op. cit. p. 194.
2 As we should expect a citation from the Gospel according to the Hebrews.

the climax-form cp. Matth. 25.

For
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iirayyeXia ~
. Resch thinks this passage
is dependent on Clement Strom.

119; but in any case the passage
unmistakably refers to the last

clause of the Saying: Taylor 1 be-

lieves that proves refer-

ence to the preceding clause also,

a view which would oblige us to

regard the passage as confirming
Clement's shorter citation as the

genuine form. But to say ' the

promise is wonderful ' is very
different from saying 'the promise
is attained through wonder,' as

the Saying does. ' Clement ' doubt-

less uses without any
reference to our Saying 2

. (7) Acta
Thomae (ed. Tischendorf) oi, -. Though and

are reversed, it is clear

that here again the reference is to

the final clause of the Saying.

(3) Evang. Thomae (ed. Tischen-
dorf) A. v.. This passage has

not hitherto been connected with

the Saying. It seems to mean ' It

is bad enough that, with all your
search (expectation) as a pious

Jew for the Messiah, you have
failed to recognise him when he is

before you. Do not make it worse
by ill-treating me,' and so agrees

exactly with the explanation of

the initial clause in our Saying
given above. (4) It seems at least

possible that in Pistis Sophia

(§ 251 ed. Petermann) there is

an adapted version of Saying I :

Schwartz's translation of the Coptic
is as follows :

' et dicite iis : ne
remitte quaerere per diem et noc-

tem, et ne (?=) vos
usque dum inveneritis pur
gatores quae purgabunt vos ut red-

dant vos lumen, ut euntes

in altitudinem lu-

men mei regni.' If we leave out
the Gnostic dressing of this passage,
the remainder neremitte qtiaerere. .

.

usquedum inveneritis . ..ut euntes in

altitudinem (lumen)
mei regni, is obviously very close

to the Oxyrhynchus Saying ; in-

deed the first clause of the Coptic
is verbally almost identical with
the first clause of the Greek.

SAYING II

\eyet,[' ],,[ irore iXevaerac] 10

(rj) iv[ ; \eyet() •]

7€€ \_, -]< £[ eVt ',][, \~]• \ \\€ ] 15

[]' [ ]
1 O.S. . 6.
2 Cp. Hippol. Comm. in Dan. iv 60 .,.? eiij/£ .
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yv(fi [,' \
\otl viol \\[,\() [{) () iv.] 20[\ ()].

gff. \tyeL• €$ ' '. el .; . yijv

) "? ol . , ' ,' yvu}" '
..^()

, GH.
. '• '. . 777s• yap . ev, ' ., artlet..• ' <. .; ^, Taylor.

.'' ' '. . ; . • ol

8 yfy . . . y.

' . , \, Swete..• yov ol . .
; . ^^ yrfv; ' ' . ; ' ./ ,

yv$, yve .
. . . yv, ., , Deissmann.

.• , ' '. . yijv .• . yov . . y.

' . ; ol •
. .. yvip .yv i

~. . . ., 'yv . ,
(?), Brnston.

X^7et •' ' ; . ., yrjv ; ol . .. 6 yvip .
yv• . , yv ., Hilgenfeld.

.'', Lock: .'• , Bartlet.

9-1 1, y^' ' '. . • yap ., Wessely.
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17. €€• eav yap, Swete : ,
Heinrici. 18. fNcocecGAi, , corr. GH: viol dvyaripes, Swete.

19.' ', Bartlet. 20. iv 7roXet 6eod, lass:, Heinrici : , Swete : iv, Taylor. 21. , Blass, GH, Swete:,
Heinrici: (€), Bethune Baker.

Judas saith :
' Who, then, are they who draw us ? And when

shall come the Kingdom which is in Heaven?' Jesus saith:

' The birds of the air and, of the beasts, whatsoever is

under the earth or upon the earth, and the fishes of the sea
;

these are they which draw you. And the Kingdom of Heaven
is within you ; and whosoever shall know himself shall find it.

And when ye have found it, ye shall know that ye are sons and

heirs of the almighty Father, and ye shall know that ye are in

God and God in you. And ye are the city of God.'

Critics differ widely as to the

meaning to be attached to the par-

ticiple' (1. ), and this

disagreement together with the
mutilation of the Saying and the

absence of any general parallel to

the whole, has given rise to a large

number of reconstructions.

The renderings of' may
be grouped as follows: (1) GH 1

and Swete 2 understand • attract

'

or 'influence'; (2) Taylor 3 takes

the word in its literal and physical

sense, 'pull' or 'draw'; (3) Bart-

let 4 would interpret it ' persecute'

;

(4) Deissmann renders ' drag' (sc.

before the judgement-seat). These
views can be considered only
briefly. Taylor's rendering must
be rejected on the ground of the

extreme naivete' it assumes on the

part of the author of this Saying.
That the birds of the air might be
said to draw us up to Heaven,
is perhaps admissible as a poetic

figure and not without a classical

echo ; but to claim that the beasts
' on the earth and under the earth

'

also perform this service, borders

on the ludicrous, while the admis-

sion of the fishes of the sea to the

same privilege is surely intoler-

able 5
. Bartlet's reconstruction fails

on the grounds given by GH,
that authority over brute-creation

hardly justifies the command ' fear

not them who persecute you.' And
it should be noticed that the

parallel advanced by Bartlet from
Baj-nab. VI 12 and 18 attributes

this authority to mankind in

general (following Genesis i 26).

Deissmann's restoration 6 yields to

none in ingenuity ; but is it likely

that unbelievers would be repre-

sented as making such a taunt ?

Surely the whole course of early

Christian history shows that those

who 'dragged Christians before

the judgement-seats' failed to

1 Ox. Pap. iv p. 7.
2 Expos. Times 491

.

3 Oxyrh. Sayings pp. 9-10.
* In Ox. Pap. I.e.

4 In/. T.S. vii p. 548, however, Dr Taylor compares Philo de Praem. et Poen.
(M. ii 415, 421) to the effect that by contemplation of the world and its order men
may rise up as on a sort of heavenly ladder to the thought of God.

fi Beilage zur Allgemeinen Zeitung(\Qo$)'s>. 117.
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understand this very point that

'the Kingdom was in Heaven.'
Moreover, the reconstruction of

11. 11-14 has a strange sound and
makes but a lefthandcd reply to

the supposed taunt of the perse-

cutors.

Bruston 1
fails to see any con-

nection between birds, beasts and
fishes and the Kingdom, but finds

a double opposition (1) between
birds and fishes, (2) between the

Kingdom and those who draw us

to the earth. But Matthew (as we
shall see) gives a key to the con-

nection between birds and the

Kingdom, and Psalm viii, with
many other passages 2

, shows that

birds, beasts and fishes are con-
ventionally representative of the
whole lower animate creation.

The sense in which GH and
Swete understand eXxovres is surely

the right one, being supported, as

the latter points out, by Clement
{Strom, vii 2 § 9) who speaks of

men as - \€3
:

the discoverers also compare the

use of in John vi 44 ; xii

32. Taking' in some such

sense, GH base their restoration
' on the close parallelism which
we have supposed to exist between
1. 15 -Tes

and 1. 10 oi FKkovtcs

followed in 1. 1 1 by iv.' Such a view, implying as

it does that the Saying was in the

form of question and answer,

alone adequately explains the frag-

ments of the text. The restoration

\]€$ (11. 14-15) is, of course,

inevitable.

The restoration printed in our

text rests upon two considerations

to which perhaps too little impor-

tance has been attached. (1) In

L 10 the papyrus has and in

1. 15 .% : the change may, as

GH point out, be no more than
an error which is very common in

papyri
;

yet a restoration which
can retain the MS. reading has at

least a slight advantage. (2) In
1. 15 [ol Z\kov]t(s is separated
from 77 by: does this

not force us to conclude that the

parallel 01 eXkovres also was
followed by, or, in other words,
must not the question have been a

double one 4
? If this be so, the

restorations hitherto put forward
must be profoundly modified

;

and it remains to give further

grounds for the reconstruction

here put forward. If the ...$ of the papyrus is right, the
question must have been put to

Jesus by a second person (just as

Saying consists of a series of
questions followed by an answer) :

it cannot well be a rhetorical or

echoed question as GH regard it,

and it is most unlikely that Jesus
would have included himselfamong
those who are ' drawn ' by the birds,

beasts and fishes. In 1. 9 the sur-

viving Xtyei [... naturally sug-

gests the familiar Xiyei'
;

but this is not inevitable, and I

have conjectured Xeyei' in-

troducing the question (cp. John
xiv 22, quoted below), and have
filled out the otherwise difficult

lacuna in 1. 11 with the formula
Xiyti ' which introduces

the answer : why Judas has

been selected as the interrogator

will become clear later. If, again,

the answer is in two parts, con-

nected by, it is highly probable
that the question also was similarly

1 Fragm. dun anc. recueil de Paroles de Jesus p. 114.
2 E.g. Hesiod, W. and D. 277 ; fob xii 7, 8.
8 Mr Badham cites further Clement Strom, vi 6 yap 4.• -« opeyei aveXjcei. Id. V 12

... .\ (.
4 Dr Taylor (J.T.S. vn p. 548) regards as 'editorial': in view of the

apparent parallelism between question and answer, this explanation cannot, I think,

be maintained.
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divided. Leaving on one side, then,

the first part of the question ' Who
are they who draw us?' with its

answer ' These are they who draw
you,' we must ask what was the

second question which is answered
by ' The Kingdom of Heaven is

within you.' Now this answer is

familiar enough. Luke xvii 20 has :

,€
... yap, -.
Since Luke, then, gives the reply

contained in our Saying as the

answer to a definite question, and
since we have reason to believe

that our Saying contained a double

question, is it not at least highly

probable that the second part of

the question which we are seeking

to recover, was similar to the

question answered in Luke by the

remarkable saying ' The Kingdom
of Heaven is within you ' ? I have

therefore restored ' And when shall

come {or cometh) the Kingdom
which is in Heaven 1 ?'

I have supposed that Judas
(' not Iscariot ') is the interroga-

tor. Luke, indeed, makes the

Saying ' The Kingdom of Heaven
is within you ' part of the reply

to the Pharisees; but this is not

likely to be historically true, in-

asmuch as the Pharisees are nor-

mally represented to us as the last

people of whom it could be said

that the Kingdom was within

them. Possibly Luke had before

him some notice of a question of

the Pharisees, ' When is this King-

dom to appear?' and the detached

logos . , and uncriti-

cally welded the two together.

Judas, however, appears in Jo/in

xiv 22 with a closely parallel ques-

tion : ^ ..., '^'
; where

is latent the same contrast between
a material and spiritual view of

the Kingdom as in the present

Saying. Hippolytus 2 also has pre-

served a notice of a question asked

by Judas (Iscariot?) concerning

the Kingdom : --- . . .- 6..."
; We might almost suppose

that the name of Judas became
traditionally associated with a cer-

tain type of question, though pos-

sibly the two owners of that name
were not always clearly distin-

guished.

We may now turn back to the

remarkable reference to the birds,

the beasts and the fishes. These,

as we have seen, are representa-

tive of lower animate creation

;

but what is meant by saying that

these 'draw' or 'influence' us?

The answer is to be found, as

Dr Taylor has shown 3
, in Matth.

vi 26-30, where the fowls of the

air and the lilies of the field 4 are re-

presented as drawing us, if we will

but heed the lesson they teach, by
their example of faith in provi-

dence 5
. Dr Taylor further com-

paresJob xii 7-8 ,
'•/ yrj ,

' -, a passage which alike in its

main thought and in its phraseo-

logy lies so closely parallel to our

Saying as to make almost inevit-

able the conclusion that the com-

1 For another setting of this question cf. 2 Clem, xn 2.

2 Comm. in Dan. IV 60 (
= Preuschen Antileg. p. 29 no. 23 b).

8 Oxyrh. Sayings p. 11.

* Cp. also Luke xii 24 ff.

5 Cp. Hymns A tic. and Mod. 276, especially the last stanza.
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piler of the Saying elaborated the

essential idea of Matthew or Luke 1

on model derived from the Old
Testament.

In this connection it will be
well to consider the relation

between our Saying and Luke
in regard to the logos. GH,
indeed, incline to see connection
between the Saying and the Gospel
of Thomas, quoting Hippolytus

Refut. 7
' -

? \oyip -,
yeyovOTuv "-

-,
eiriy euayyeXiip-

XtyovTes ' "
yap ev . But

surely this passage does not state

or imply that the logos was found
also in the Gospel of Thomas : it

seems clear that the Naassenes
urged in defence of their doctrine,
1 The Happy Nature, in which
we believe, is the same as your
canonical doctrine of the Kingdom
of Heaven within a man, though
its nature is more explicitly re-

vealed in a logos in our own Gospel

of Thomas.^ The logos, then, is

common to Luke and our Saying
alone: are we to suppose that the

evangelist and the logographer
derived it from the same source
or parallel sources, or that one is

indebted to the other? Circum-
stantial evidence makes it pro-

bable, if not certain, that the

Saying is indebted to the Gospel

;

for ( 1 ) we have already seen good
reason to believe that the first

part is composite and owes one of

its elements to the first Gospel ;

(2) if the second part of the Saying
i^ genuine and not a later addition,

its mystical and quasi-philosophical

character demands a post-synoptic
date; (3) the other Sayings gene-
rally betray dependence upon one
or more of the Synoptics, and
analogy therefore is in favour of a
similar dependence here.

The second part of the Saying
is less compact than the first, and
restoration is consequently more
hazardous. No detailed criticism

of the suggestions hitherto pub-
lished, therefore, is likely to serve

any good purpose : it will be
sufficient to remark on the new
supplements given in the text as
they occur. The restoration of
GH in 1. 16 is certainly right, and
that of Heinrici in 1. 17 almost
equally so. In 1. 18 I have sub-
stituted (for which com-
pare Luke 25 but especially

Romans viii 14, 16-17 0<X0L

dyovTai,

viol ... -.,. ', '
, avy )

for^ (Swete, Taylor). In
I.19 the discoverers'•
may well be right, though the

epithet is a matter of minor impor-
tance. Lines 20-21 are decidedly
difficult : in the former only the

suggestion of Heinrici

seems plausible. Following
his suggestion, I had once thought
of ev (cf.

John vi 56 ; xiv 20 ; xv 5) ; but
this is a little too long ; and I

therefore read #(e)o?

() , and compare John
iv 13 ^
. In the latter Blass' supple-

ment 7[5 3 alone seems pos-

1 The common phrase nertiva ovpavov makes it likely that Matthew rather
than Luke, who has(, was in the compiler's mind.

2 Cp. 2 Cor. vi 18. 8 Cp. Matth. 14.
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sible ; and though the change of
subject is abrupt, this is not
necessarily an objection. I have
adopted Prof. Bethune Baker's sug-

gestion (privately communicated)
that () should be added.
The second part of the Saying

in its abstract and philosophical
character stands in strong contrast
against the first. While the earlier

portion is redolent of the country-
side, the latter sounds like an echo
from Alexandria 1 or some similar

centre, and it seems at least pos-
sible that this part of the Saying
is an addition to the less artificial

first half.

Whether the second part is an
amplification or no, there seems
good ground for believing that the
first part at least is an extract
from a larger context. Whether
the Saying began 'Ye ask who
are they who draw us' (or the
like), or ' [Judas] saith : Who,
then, are they who draw us?' it

must have been preceded by some
enigmatic statement which pro-
voked the question (whether real

or assumed), by some such state-

ment as ' Ye shall be drawn unto
the Kingdom.' If this be granted,
the passage to which our Saying
belonged was of the same type as
the citation in 2 Clement dis-

cussed in the Commentary on
Saying iv, and this citation, as I

have there tried to show, must
come from the Gospel according to

the Hebrews. In itself this attri-

bution is obviously precarious; but
the Saying seems to show certain

tendencies which may in some

degree strengthen it : (1) there is

a naive unconventionality in the

statement that birds, beasts and
fishes 'draw' us which is generally
similar to the spirit of the well-

known fragment 2 from the Gospel
according to the Hebrews,

ayiov- opos ": both passages, moreover,
seem to be adaptations from ancient
Hebrew literature 3

. (2) The meta-
physical and theological character
of the second part of the Saying
(apart from restorations) on the
one hand is Johannine—and as we
have seen in the Introduction the
Gospel according to the Hebrews
shows a distinct though minor
Johannine element—, and on the
other lies parallel to Saying I,

which is attributed by Clement of
Alexandria to the same Gospel.
The argument of the Saying as

a whole seems to be that men can
be greatly influenced towards the
Kingdom by the example of faith

and trust shown by the lower crea-

tion ; for the Kingdom is not a ma-
terial one : it is latent in man and
consists in his capacities for faith,

trust, and the like. When a man
becomes conscious of these and
develops them (knows himself)

—

a process in which the example of
the birds of the air and other
creatures exercises a powerful in-

fluence— , he has found the King-
dom, and realizes all that this

implies, sonship with God and
unity with God.

^Cp. Clement of Alexandria Paedag. 1 (quoted by Badham in Ox. Pap. iv
7) , eoace, ? eav, eoace,', Oebv elaeTai.

2 Orig. Comvi. in Ioh. ii 12 87.
3 Job xii 7-8; Ezech. viii 3.

eavTOv yap eav
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SAYING III

\e<yet ()'[ -]\ Siat-][ ; -][,\ 25- teal[-].
22-2 7• . ' . . .

'. . . ., Deissmann.() • ' . .

. . ', Wessely.

. .• (.) -, Swete.

. . ., ' (.) -', Taylor.

22 ff. . . . .• 6. . . (.) , Bruston.

22. , Bartlet. 23. , Bartlet.

enepGOTHCe, (corr. GH). 24• , GH.

25. , suprascript in P. 26. , GH.

Jesus saith:

Shall a man who has found the way not fear to ask...determin-

ing all things concerning the place of his seat? Ye shall find

that many first shall be last, and the last first, and they shall

inherit eternal life.

The discoverers offer no restora- b \
tion for the main part of this Saying, ; but
and those of Swete, Deissmann, no reconstruction on this basis
Taylor and Bruston are, on general seems possible,

grounds, not satisfactory. Mr Bad- I have ventured to follow what
ham has suggested comparison with seems to be another possible line of
Apoc. Petr. ^ restoration. Here, as elsewhere in
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the Sayings, the Synoptics seem
to give the safest clue, and the

latter part of this Saying is

obviously very close to the Synop-
tic Gospels. Matth. xix-xx has

a series of incidents which are

likely to help us. First (xix 27 ff.)

we have' ' -
... &£ ; 6

....... Then follows

the Parable of the Labourers in

the Vineyard (xx 1-16), ending like

the preceding incident and the

present Saying. Thirdly we have
the episode of the ' mother of

Zebedee's children ' who asks pre-

cedence for her two sons (xx 20-24) •

Lastly Jesus himself utters a warn-

ing to those who seek the first

place. These passages form a

group which might be headed
' On seeking Precedence,' and
the warning 'the first shall be

last ' surely links the whole with

our Saying. It is highly probable,

then, that the Saying also deals

with the matter of seeking prece-

dence in the Kingdom ; and this

probability is increased by the use

of, a word which in Luke
xiv 9-10 means ' place ' (the

'room' of A.V.) with a definite

connotation of precedence 1
.

In consequence, the restoration

of in 1. 24 seems
almost inevitable

—

should then be treated as an in-

dignant question ; and we may
assume that the lacuna after

was once occupied by
wordswhich gave reason why aman

should be ashamed to ask of such

matters. I have therefore restored
2

. The general sense

of the Saying would then be :
* a

man who has found the one great

and essential thing (the Way) ought

to be ashamed to haggle about his

precedence over others.'

There remains the lacuna in

1. 23 which I cannot fill with any
confidence. The missing words
may possibly have been explana-

tory of, and I have
accordingly suggested [ . .

.

] 3
,

' determining (or trying

to determine) all things concern-

ing the place,' etc. The comple-

tion of 1. 26 is a matter of only

secondary importance. GH sug-

gest *, which
is adequate ; but Matth. xix 29
may be thought to favour '.
The Saying—however we restore

it—is a remarkable instance of that

salient characteristic of the Oxy-
rhynchus collection as a whole

—

the mixture of elements at once
parallel to and divergent from the

Synoptics. For while the first part

of the Saying has nothing exactly

similar in the Synoptics, it never-

theless seems related to a clearly

marked group of episodes in the

Gospels. On the other hand the

second part of the Saying corre-

sponds exactly with the Synoptic
version, and as compared with
Mark 31 this correspondence is

exact (Mark, indeed, inserts

after, but this is due to his

different context) : Matth. xix 30
differs only in the omission of

oi before the second 5
. The

1 Note that almost immediately above (xiii 29-30) Luke says ' they shall come
from the east and from the west... and shall sit down(-) in the kingdom
of God. And lo, there are last which shall be first,' etc. (This after speaking of the

rejection of the self-righteous.)
2 Cp. 1 Clement XXXVI 6Sos...iv j5»/ ; John xiv 4 « oldare .
3 For this use of cp. Aristotle Phys. vi 9 2.

* Cp. John iii 16, 36 ; 24.
5 Luke's eiCTiv . (xiv 30) is obviously remote from

the present question.
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Synoptics and the Saying are in-

deed so close that it is incredible

that the two are independent, and
the evidence reviewed in the Intro-

duction goes to show that it is the

writer of the Saying who is the

borrower. The points of difference

between the versions of Matthew
ami Mark are, however, so slight

that it is impossible to say with

certainty whether the author of

the Saying borrowed from the first

or the second : only we may be
sure that he borrowed from one
of them.

The abrupt rebuke conveyed in

the first part of the Saying re-

proving as it surely does the ten-

dency to seek for precedence, can
hardly be anything but an extract

:

it must have formed part, not of

any general exhortation, but of a

reply to some request. It is, indeed,

only intelligible to one who can
reconstruct the context. If con-

jecture is permissible, we might
regard the Saying as coming from
a lost version of the incident of the

Sons of Zebedee.

SAYING IV

Xeyec()' \irav €-], []\()\ yap eV-]€[ yevfaerai,] 3°[^].
28. , GH. ig.&€, - Wessely x

(corr. GH). 3 • -'^ tois...* or (pavepuaei

Bruston. 31. .\6, (corr. GH) : - GH
(alternative reading) : -, Bartlet : (pavepbv rj /rots or, Bruston.

Jesus saith :

Every thing that is not before thine eyes,

And that which is hidden from thee, shall be revealed unto thee
;

For there is nothing hid that shall not become manifest,

And buried that shall not be raised up.

The restoration of this Saying

does not admit of much contro-

versy : the second half of 1. 30 and
of 1 . 3 1 do indeed admit of different

supplements ; but these do not

affect the general structure and

meaning of the whole. As far as

I know, Bruston alone has dis-

turbed this critical calm. In 1. 30
he objects 2 to the discoverers'

([> and thinks that

( =) or 3 should be read.

1 Comparing the analogous form of the aorist passive participle^: see

Karanis et Sknopaiu Nesos in Mim. Acad, de Vienne xlvii p. 6.

2 Fragm. cCun arte, recueil de Paroles de J Ssus, p. 17.
3 lb. p. 34.

W. 2
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The first half of this Saying is

new, though John xiii 7 iyi»

oldas , yvwarj

affords a parallel in

the most general sense.

The latter half has parallels in

all three Synoptics, Luke giving

two versions of the Saying. These
passages may be divided into two
groups, as follows :

I (a) Mark iv 22 yap ', eyaveTO' ' els.
() Luke viii 1 "] yap

yev^eTai, -
yvuodr\

els eX6fj.

II {a) Matth. 26

yap

6 yvuoQi)-.
(b) Luke xii 2 -

yv-.
In the first of these groups,

where Luke is clearly dependent
upon Mark, the Saying occurs in

a series of disconnected logia and
is therefore without context ; but

in the second we find it in the

Charge to the Twelve {Matth.

5 ff. ), or to the Seventy {Luke
ff.), though the third evangelist

defers some of the most characteris-

tic matter—including the parallel to

the present Saying—tochapterxii.

Our authorities for the Saying in

its two-fold form are, then, Mark
(for Group I) and Q (for Group II).

Whether the latter owes its context

to the ingenuity of an editor or no,

is a matter which need not be dis-

cussed here : the question before

us is the relationship of Saying IV

to this double tradition. Grenfell

and Hunt consider it to agree with
. Matthew and Luke (Group II)

in general arrangement, but with

Mark in the language of the first

clause of the second half. Else-

where—in the Logia of 1897 as in

the Sayings of 1903—the influence

of Mark is very slight, if indeed it

exists, while that of Matthew and
Luke is strongly marked. Now
the first clause of the second half

of Saying IV coincides word for

word with the Lucan parallel in

Group I, and it therefore seems

likely that Mark should be left out

of the matter altogether. On the

other hand the relationship be-

tween the Saying and Group II

seems to extend beyond arrange-

ment. is peculiar

to the Q version—a fact which
suggests that another Q word,, should be supplied

instead of the discoverers'-
vov. It may, then, be claimed that

the Saying is dependent partly

upon the Q tradition, and partly

upon the Lucan version of Mark's
tradition.

This, together with the novel

first and fourth clauses, calls for

explanation. The Saying would
seem to have grown in the follow-

ing way : the final clause either

grew up naturally in post-apostolic

days, or (as is more likely in view
of the dependence of the third

clause upon Luke viii) was de-

liberately substituted for the final

clause in the version of Group I.

Then, it appears, this revised Say-

ing was contaminated with the

Group II version, its first clause

superseding the second clause of

Group II, which it closely resem-

bles. In consequence the first

clause of Group II was left out

of the parallelistic scheme, but
was retained by prefixing a totally

new first clause. It is significant

that this clause contains the Johan-
nine word.

Is Saying iv an extract ? If so,

we must—in view of its relation-

ship to Group II—assign it to a
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version of the Charge to the

Apostles (( >r t< > tlu- Seventy), though
the remarkable final clause indi-

cates that the particular connec-

tion must have been other than

Synoptic. The discoverers, indeed,

held that the Prologue claimed
S. Thomas as the authority for

the Sayings, and that it is there-

fore inconceivable that the Collec-

tion is a series of excerpts from
well-known Gospels. In the notes

on the Prologue I have shown
reason for believing that the men-
tion of Thomas is there only
casual, and that he was not claimed
by the Editor as the source from
which the Oxyrhynchus Sayings
were derived. Consequently, there

is no initial objection to the theory

that the Sayings are extracts.

Does our Saying then show
signs of extraction from a context ?

The use of the second person
singular is remarkable : it gives

the Saying a precision and direct-

ness which an isolated logion

would hardly be likely to preserve.

It is used, indeed, in discourses as

an oratorical device to secure

vividness 1
, but this explanation

does not seem to meet the present

case. Surely Saying IV is addressed

to an individual, and the striking

character of the final clause may
be taken as lending support to

this conclusion, since the departure

from the Synoptic version may
well be due to use in a more
specialized context—a context in

which such a version would be
particularly appropriate.

This context may perhaps be
recoverable. We have seen that

the Saying in its Synoptic setting

is part of the great missionary

Charge, but we must here note

that neither in the version of

Matthew nor in that of Luke is

any individual specially promi-
nent. Yet our Saying is, apparently,

addressed to an individual. Now
the author of the Second Epislle of
Clement'1 lias an interesting frag-

ment of a version of the Charge
which is related to the Synoptic
versions, but diverges markedly
from them. In this, the indivi-

dual, St Peter, is introduced. The
passage is as follows : Myei yap' tv.
\ayei • ol

;' '
--

'

ytevvav. In this

citation from an unnamed gospel

the monologue is broken by an
interlocutor—St Peter. May not

our Saying well have been the

reply to another question ? I will

venture to suggest what this ques-

tion may have been. A very note-

worthy deviation from the Synoptic

version in the Clementine passage

is the oxymoron ' those that kill

you and can do nothing to you.'

We shall see presently that the

citation is highly rhetorical : for

the present, is it not likely that

the oxymoron is intended to evoke
another question which might be
restored as follows?

—

? ^7 ' , Xtyeu; The reply to such

a question might well be in the

form of our Saying :
' you do not

understand this now 3
, but later it

will become clear ; for that which

is hidden shall be revealed, and

that which has been buried shall

1 Matth. vii 3, though the Saying may well be one which has lost its real context

(in some incident) and been worked up here for convenience.
2 § 5.

s Cp. John xiii 7.
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be raised up.' The remarkable

fourth clause of our Saying becomes
very apt in such a context.

If, then, the Saying is a frag-

ment from the gospel used by
pseudo-Clement, can we discover

which of the many rejected gospels

this was? Lightfoot and Harnack
have, indeed, consigned all pseudo-

Clement's citations to the Egypt-

ian Gospel, chiefly because one of

them l appears to be a part of the

dialogue with Salome cited by
Clement of Alexandria from that

Gospel. The citation in question

may indeed be from the Gospel

according to the Egyptians ; but

we now know that that document
was not the only record of the

material contained in that dia-

logue 2
. And if it were certain

that pseudo - Clement used this

Gospel once, the fact would not

prove that he used no other,

indeed, it would be hard to ima-

gine a more complete contrast

than that which exists between the

remaining Clementine citations on
the one hand, and the Salome
dialogue as preserved by the

Alexandrian Clement on the other

:

the former are Synoptic in charac-

ter and of the type of the First and
Third Gospels, while what little Ave

actually know of the Egyptian
Gospel 3 indicates that that docu-

ment was of a very different charac-

ter. Now the Clementine fragment

of the missionary Charge shows a

peculiar rhetorical structure. It

commences with an abrupt state-

ment ' Ye shall be as lambs in the

midst of wolves.' In its brevity

and obvious incompleteness this is

certainly designed to lead on to the

question which follows—a ques-

tion, however, which is not parti-

cularly forcible. This put, the

monologue continues by way of

formal reply. The arrangement

—

which is not likely to have any
historical foundation— seems in-

tended to relieve the monologue
by introducing a kind of dramatic
variety. Possibly, then, this rhe-

torical structure will serve as a

clue to the source of theClementine
citation, and so—if the connection
between this and the Oxyrhynchus
Saying be admitted—to that of

our Saying. Happily a passage
which shows exactly the same
structure is extant. Jerome 4 cites

the following passage from the

Gospel according to the Hebrews :

'"Si peccaverit," inquit, " frater

tuus in verbo et satis tibi fecerit,

septies in die suscipeeum." Dixit

illi Simon discipulus eius :
" Septies

in die?" Respondit dominus et

dixit ei :
" Etiam ego dico tibi

usque septuagies septies.
' '

' Here as

in the Clementine citation we have
first an abrupt statement, then the

mechanical question of the inter-

locutor, and lastly the remainder
of the canonical Saying, here
made into a response 5

.

Stylistic considerations at least

do not oppose the ascription of

the Oxyrhynchus Saying to the

Gospel according to th e Hebrews. At
the outset of these notes we saw that

the Saying depends upon Matthew
and Luke, and later we recalled

that pseudo-Clement's citations in

general have the same tendency.

The fragment of the missionary
Charge is certainly Matthaean in

the connected form it gives to that

address, but the influence of the

Third Gospel is perhaps to be

1 Preuschen Antilegomena p. 2 f.

2 The Saying about "trampling on the Garment of Shame" occurs in the
Oxyrhynchus Gospel fragment (Ox. Pap. iv no. 655).

3 Cp. Batiffol Riv. Bibt. 1897 pp. 513-15.
4 C. Pelag. 2 (Preuschen Antilegomena p. 6 no. 10 a).
5 There is not the least doubt that such dramatic presentations of Sayings are later

. than their canonical versions, though Handmann (das Hebr. Evang. p. 87) thinks
Jerome's citation is earlier than its parallel in Matthew and Luke.
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seen in the use of apvla 1
. In

Jerome's citation this double influ-

ence is more clearly marked, the

words in die depending on Luke
xvii 4, while septuagies septies is a

phrase borrowed from Matthew
(xviii 21-22)-. The whole ques-

tion both of the derivation of the

Oxyrhynchus Sayings from the

Gospel according to the Hebrews and
of the dependence of that Gospel
upon Matthew and Luke has been
considered in the Introduction.

It may be well to sum up by
way of conclusion the various

heads of the theory for which I

have been arguing. (1) The Say-
ing in its use of the second person
singular is, so far, extra-Synoptic,

and a parallel to this feature can
be found only in the fragment of

the missionary Charge preserved

by pseudo-Clement. (2) This cita-

tion is remarkable in style, and in

this regard is identical with a frag-

ment known to belong to the Gospel

according to the Hebrews. (3) The
Saying on the one part, and the

apocryphal excerpts with which
we are here concerned on the

other, have an identical relation to

the Synoptics.

Alternatively, this Saying might
be thought to be an explanation
substituted by the Hebrews Evan-
gelist for the rebuke to St Peter

in the episode recorded in Matth.
xvi 21-23 ( = Mark viii 30-33).
Following out this conjecture we
may suppose that the passage in

St Matthew was combined with its

doublet Matth. xvii 22-23, where
the first evangelist leaves an open-
ing for questions, whereas Luke
ix 45, Mark ix 32 state that the

disciples did not understand the

saying ( •
: Luke ix 45) and

feared to ask for an explanation.

SAYING V

£~\€ [
Xe]iyovaLV [€, -
€]€ [-,\[ - 35] ; Xeyei

,1()• [\' [ ,] av\re^ea6e, -][~\[* -
yap• ][] [ iv 4°, OTt iv€][ 6

~\ [iv .
1 Matthew ( 6) uses, Luke ( 3)•.
- Cp. Adeney //ibbert Journal 154. Jerome's fragment indeed uses the title

dominus(), while Clement's fragment uses. This however is no objec-
tion to my theory : Luke uses both and? (see , 39-41 ; xi 39 ; xii 42

;

xiii 15 ; xvii 5).
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33 ff. 7tcjs .; . .• .
el • yap "^ • 6 &..., Swete.

33 ff• $
' ; . . rots• , '
' ,, Bruston.

34 ff• ' -
; . .• '•. - ,
..., Taylor.

35• {or '), Heinrici.

35 ff ' ; . .• '

; yap ,
..., Barnes.

37• 7«•], Taylor'. JeiTAI, P. 39• ^ - ,
Lock.

His disciples examine him and say : How shall we fast,

and how shall we pray, and how shall we do alms, and what

shall we keep of the traditions ? Jesus saith : Ye shall not be

as the hypocrites. Do not these things openly, but cleave to

the truth ; and let your righteousness be concealed. For I say

:

Blessed is he that doeth these things in secret, for he shall be

rewarded openly by the Father who is in Heaven.

The condition of the Saying is is inevitable : as they remark,
such as to discourage restoration, is not likely in view of
and the discoverers have confined what follows, nor, it may be added,
themselves to the completion of would such a reading as ' /^^
1. 32 and the filling of some of the , since John had already
smaller lacunae. Here, as else- given definite teaching on both
where in the Sayings, the only fasting and prayer 1

. We pass on
hope for a plausible restoration lies then to the four questions put by
in following whatever clue the the disciples. The first alone is

canonical Gospels may offer. adequately preserved, but the

Let us first consider the restora- second may be confidently re-

tion of the question to which the stored as ' How shall we pray?'
Saying proper is a reply. The both because the fragmentary read-

discoverers' supplement for 1. 32 ing of the papyrus seems to point

1 Luke xi 1.
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to this, and because fasting and
prayer are continually linked to-

gether as two inseparable things.

No word survives in the papyrus
to indicate directly the subjects of

the third and fourth questions, yet

these also may be recovered if we
can find and follow a Synoptic
clue. Now in Matth. vi a series

ofsubjects are discussed— (1) Alms-
giving {w. 2-4), (2) Prayer (w. 5-

15), (3) Fasting(z^. 16-18)—which
furnish parallels to the first ques-
tion. May we not then confidently

conclude that the subject of the
third question in our Saying was
almsgiving " ? If further parallel is

needed to support the association

of these three, reference may be
made to the pseudo-Athanasian
\6yos irpbs § xii

p. 46 (von der Goltz.) :. The restoration of the

fourth question is less obvious :

the supplements of Swete and
Taylor seem too vague to be ac-

ceptable ; indeed, they do not

amount to a really distinct ques-

tion such as is needed. On the

other hand, Bruston's suggestion
' what shall we observe, that we
may inherit eternal life?' is alto-

gether too wide, since the disciples

are obviously inquiring on par-

ticular points. The discoverers 2
,

however, threw out a suggestion

which has been strangely neg-

lected, 'How far, it was probably
asked, are existing Jewish ordi-

nances to be kept? ' Now the

verb 3 at once sug-

gests comparison with Mark vii 9?€€

( ,

and maybe restored

in our Saying. This explains the

form of the question (' what shall

we observe'): fasting, prayer and
almsgiving are fundamental things,

and the disciples need only ask

how these are to be performed ;

but they would naturally ask what
was to be kept and what rejected

of the less authorised mass ofJewish
ritual and ceremonial tradition 4

.

But if (as seems to be the case) the

first three questions are parallel

to, and perhaps derived from, a

part of the Sermon on the Mount,
how are we to account for the

association with them of the fourth

question as we have restored it?

That section of the Sermon on the

Mount which precedes the teach-

ing on prayer, fasting and alms-

giving, is a series of corrections

and amplifications of the Old Law,
introduced by the formula-€ or toIs, and
these sayings of ' men of old time

'

might fairly be summed up as

or or per-

haps.
We may now turn to the Saying

proper, the answer to the four

questions put by the disciples.

None of the published restora-

tions of the second half seems
to be satisfactory. Dr Taylor
seems to reconstruct the reply with

little or no relevance to the ques-

tions of the disciples 5
, and Prof.

Swete's conjectures make only a

remote answer, which fails to give

any direction as to the manner
of doing alms, of praying and of

fasting : and the introduction of
6 seems specially arbi-

1 This view is taken by GH, Swete and Taylor and is, I believe, generally

accepted.
2 Ox. Pap. iv p. 9.

3 For this compound cp. Gal. iv .
* Cp. Mark vii 4 (quoted above).
J Dr Taylor (/. T.S. VII p. 549) sees in 1. 39 a reference to Col. iii 3. ev .
For which cp. Col. i 26 . »•.
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trary. Here, as in the first half

of the Saying, the Sermon on
the Mount seems to be the best

guide to restoration. The opening

sections of Matth. vi on alms-

giving, prayer and fasting are

each accompanied by a warning,$... '
(v. 2) ; $ ol

(v. 5) ;
' oi

[v. 16), and in view of

these some such restoration of the

first half of 1. 37 as Dr Taylor's

appears inevitable.

The main answer to the dis-

ciples' questions seems to lie in

11. 37-39, and if the questions

themselves and the warning with

which the reply opens appear to

stand in intimate relation with the

directions given in the Sermon on
the Mount on Fasting, Prayer and
Almsgiving, it is likely that the

answer also should find a parallel

in the same context. For the re-

storation given in the text, I would
compare: (1) Matth. vi 3-4, ~/''

(and the parallel passages,

w. 6 and 17), (2) Matth. vi 1. In

1. 38[ was suggested to

me, before I had seen Dr Taylor's

reconstruction, by Matth. vi 24
and especially by Isaiah lvi 1

(quoted below) : it being granted

that] (1. 37) is right,

some such antithesis is required.

The introduction of

which covers religious and moral
observances is justified alike by
Matth. vi 1 (just quoted) and by
Matth. 20, where the word is

apparently equivalent to the ' Law
and the Prophets.'

Lastly, the Saying clearly ends

with the promise of a blessing on

those who comply with the direc-

tion given above. The few letters

extant in the papyrus are, of course,

wholly inadequate of themselves
to make any restoration probable

;

but if, as we have seen reason to

believe, the whole preceding part

of the Saying is parallel to a defi-

nite section of the Sermon on the

Mount, our restoration, which re-

lies upon the same passage, is at

least plausible : cp. Matth. vi 1... "£: ib. 4

1
. The form of the

blessing is perhaps dependent upon
Isaiah lvi 2,

2
. For the introductoryy

yap cp. Matth. 2, 2 Clem.
viii 5.

The general correspondence of
our Saying to the section of the
Sermon on the Mount, accom-
panied as it is by a marked freedom
of treatment, raises the question
of the relation between the logo-

grapher and Matthew. The Ser-
mon on the Mount is, as a whole,
a highly edited document, and of
no part of it is this more true than
of the section which lies parallel

to the Saying : the recurrence of
the set form ' When ye... be not as
the hypocrites who...: verily they
have their reward. But when ye...,

do it secretly. And the Father who
seeth in secret shall reward you

'

as each of the three great subjects
is considered is an effective but
essentially a literary device. The
Saying, on the other hand, is quite
informal and as we might think
far more natural :

' How shall we
do this and that ?

' are answered
not separately after one set form,
but altogether. And it should be
noted here that the disciples are

1
fc5, B, D, Zi with some versions and witnesses omit the final phrase.

2 Cp. also Matth. xxiv 46.
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presumably bidden to keep
: cp. Matth. xxiii 3,

17-19.

Is it, then, possible that the

Saying is an earlier and more
original version of a part of the

Sermon on the Mount ? A priori

such a view is perhaps attractive,

but it is hardly probable. The
reply is cast in parallelistic form
which is indeed a characteristic of

many genuine Sayings, but in the

Commentary on Saying iv we
have already seen reason to sus-

pect that parallelism may be the

work of the author or editor upon
whom the logographer drew ; and
the presence of the word,

which isdistinctlyjohannine rather

than Synoptic, forces us to believe

that here again the parallelism is

not a primary trait. And ingenious

as is the shape into which the

whole Saying is cast 1
, such com-

pression finds a parallel in [Athan.]

07< ix ad init. (p. 4;,,

ed. von der Goltz)$-...' ef

ttouls, iv . 6

6 iv. Moreover, the corre-

spondences of the Saying with

Matthew and the differences from

that parallel are just such as we
find in other Sayings {e.g. Saying II)

which are manifestly post-Synoptic.

SAYING VI

[Logion I]

a [\eyei,()' -]
b [ hoicbv]

c [ ,]

iv .
—c. LS ( = Lttke vi ^2). \

eis
|

€-\€ I, Bruston. .,
Wessely-.

Jesus saith :

Cast out first the beam out of thine own eye,

And then thou shalt see clearly to cast out the mote that is in

thy brother's eye.

1 It was possibly suggested to him by Luke xi 1 ; and that incident might be
thought a possible occasion for the present Saying.

2 Wessely regards the (usually regarded as the page-number) as an alteration of.
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The surviving fragment of this

Saying stands first on the verso

which the discoverers maintain to

have come uppermost in the codex.
The evidence on which their view
is based 1 seems entirely satisfac-

tory, and as it has already been
reviewed in the Introduction, it

need not be restated here. If
Batiffol 2 were right in asserting

the opposite view, the order of
the Logia would be reversed,
iv-viii becoming i-v : Bruston 3

actually accepts this inverted order
and seeks to unite Logion with
Logion vin, a change which
carries with it a challenge of the
discoverers' reading of the last two
lines of the recto. This reconstruc-
tion cannot claim serious con-
sideration unless examination of
the papyrus should show Grenfell
and Hunt's reading to be mistaken.
The Saying occurs in Matth.

vii 3-5 and Luke vi 41-42 ; but
there is nothing to show whether
it appeared in our codex in the
full form given by the Synoptics,
or in the shorter form winch LS 4

have suggested. The fragment as

it stands agrees exactly with the
textus receptus of Luke vi 42, and

that as Batiffol notes 5 in a minute
point ( as against

Matthew's ). West-
cott and Hort, however, following

Codex Vaticanus (B) and some
other MSS., put at the
end of the clause in preference to

the other uncials and the Coptic
version. Taylor has therefore sug-

gested 6 that the extant portion
may be derived from Matlh. vii

3-5, the phrase $ ev

being taken from v. 3,
and the preceding part from v. 5.

But such a hypothesis is as unlikely

as it is artificial : surely it is both
simple and natural to regard the

fragment as identical with one of
the two divergent lines of the
Lucan text.

The Logion then must be derived
from Luke or Luke's source (i.e.

Q) ; but since on the one hand the
Sayings and the Logia as a body
are distinctly later than Luke, and
on the other the phrase to ev

is a literary refinement
such as we might well attribute to

Luke himself, every consideration

goes to show that the Saying
derives from the Third Gospel.

SAYING VII

[Logion II]

Xeyec ()<; •

eav -
€ ,-

{)' eav/3€ -, (){).
1 pp. 6-7.
"3 Les Paroles de Jesus p. 10.
5 Op. cit. p. 503.

2 Rev. Bibl. 1897 pp. 501-2, 508-9.
4 Two Lectures p. 7.
6 Oxyrhynchus Logia pp. 6-7.
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5-6. MH NHCTeyCHTAl, P. (€, K'ipp {ap. Zahn), Weiss:, von Gebhardt :€ (for ), Harnack^)., LS, Gifford : , Ilarnack : eis rbv, Redpath :

£'ws , Anonym, in Academy : , Quarry :,
Davidson : €, Cersoy. 7., P.

Jesus saith

:

Except ye fast toward the world, ye shall not find the King-

dom of God

;

And unless ye sanctify the whole week, ye shall not see the

Father.

The reading of the papyrus is

sufficiently clear throughout, but
the unusual
has very generally been treated as

a blunder. Yet none of the emen-
dations proposed is satisfactory.

The association of with

or its equivalent airo-

is well enough attested to

put out of court all attempts to

change either verb or noun : thus

Clement of Alexandria 1 has -
... oi ,
and

: and in Acta Pauli
et Theclae'2 we have oi, and
again in Pistis Sophia* ^-

omni et omni.'

Others have tried to alter the

accusative, Harnack suggesting

the dative, Lock and Gifford the

genitive. This last would at least

bring the phrase into line with

Clement's use ; but the laws of

parallelism certainly require an ac-

cusative after to balance. Cersoy 4 has sought

another solution of the difficulty

and one which is very attractive :

the Aramaic words answering to

and are so closely

similar that a confusion of the two

"
§ v.

would be the easiest matter pos-
sible. If, therefore, the Sayings,
or the document from which they
were derived, have been translated

from the Aramaic, a translator

working in the earlier part of the

second century would the more
easily fall into this error from his

knowledge of the current expres-
sion ' to fast from the world.'

The correction of to eiav

would have the advantage of per-

fecting the parallelism,

exactly balancing~€ . How-
ever attractive this view may be,

other considerations seem to make
it inadmissible ; for the supposed
translator would surely have written

had he been thinking of
the current v. . And the

proposed change radically alters

the meaning of the Saying, attri-

buting to Jesus a rigid formalism
of which we have no other evidence
and which is improbable in itself5 .

Even granted that the Logion is

taken from the Gospel according to

the Hebrews*, it would be difficult

to believe that the compiler of that

book could have so far misrepre-
sented the teaching of Jesus. If

we are to accept Cersoy 's sugges-

3 P. 157 [250] ed. Petermann.1 Strom, in 15. 99.
* Rev. Biol. 189S pp. 415-16.
5 But cp. Matth. ' one jot or one tittle shall in no wise pass from the law until all be

fulfilled.'
6 Since this Gospel satisfied Christian adherents to the old Law (Euseb. H.E.
m 27 4).
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tion at all, we must suppose that

the Saying either belongs to an
early period in the ministry before

the characteristic antagonism to

formalism had been developed
—which is improbable in view of
the references to the Father and
to the Kingdom of God, signs

which indicate a more mature
period— , or was intended to cor-

rect a tendency to carry customary
religious observances too lightly.

In favour of this last compare
Matth. 1 8, 19.

The construction

is certainly unusual, but
seems defensible 1

. Matthew (v 6)
has oi ireLvwvTes

where the accusative

is not the object of the participles,

but expresses that in respect of
which men hunger or thirst 2

;

similarly

surely means ' to be fasting in

regard to (towards) the world 3.'

Further, Professor Bevan 4 has cited

the Arabic :
' If thou desirest to

escape the chastisement of God,
it i

then fast the world' (L3 jJI ju*o).
The shade of thought conveyed

by the phrase in question deserves
closer examination. When Clement
of Alexandria uses, his meaning is clearly ' to

abstain from all that characterises

the world as opposed to the
heavenly kingdom' : he uses -
CTeuetv metaphorically. In the

Logion, however,, retains

its literal sense in part : fasting is

merely symbolical and so, in itself,

worth nothing ; it must be in

respect of the world, of evil things.

The emphasis, so to say, is on, which introduces a new
element, while the verb carries the
old idea of fasting (abstinence
from food) which is to be de-

veloped in the new direction.

The second halfof the parallelism

has caused some difficulty, though
less than the first. Most editors

are forced to use'
in a sense which has no

parallel, ' to keep true sabbath,'

or the like. Taylor 5 after collect-

ing the LXX uses of
concludes that ' in no case does
'

' to sabbathize a sabbath" mean to

keep the Sabbath in the ordinary
sense,' and that the Logion incul-

cates something altogether different
from keeping the Jewish Sabbath
in the ordinary way. Now, followed
by,, the verb
means either ' to keep the sabba-
tical year,' or 'to keep the Day of
Atonement' (Levit. xxiii 32). The
first of these senses is obviously
out of the question here : the
second would force us to accept
Cersoy's correction in the first part
of the Saying, since on the Day of
Atonement the ideas of Fast and
Sabbath were specially connected 6

.

That the Saying 7 merely laid stress

on keeping the Day of Atone-
ment is, however, to narrow it

beyond the limits we can admit,
and if . means
only ' to keep the Day of Atone-
ment,' it no longer balances.

Early Christian writers develop
the idea of a spiritual Sabbath as
opposed to the formal Jewish in-

stitution, and of these the most

1 Taylor [J.T.S.Vlip. 549^ points out that a similar accusative is used in 1 Cor.
vii 31 .

'* The A.V. rendering 'they who hunger and thirst after righteousness '

is there-
fore incorrect :

' taivard righteousness ' might be better.
Wessely renders ' fast in that which concerns the world,' and regards the phrase

as equivalent to : cp. Luke xiv 33. See also Empedocles
ap. Plutarch De Cokibenda Ira (adfin.) vrjo-reveiv.
\Darembourg-Spiro, Chrestomathie (ed. 2) p. 34: see Taylor/. T. S. Ill 549.
s Ox. Log. pp. 13-14. 6 lb. pp. 15 sqq.
7 It may have been uttered on the Day of Atonement.
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important in the present connec-
tion is Justin, who writes 1

: •
6(, apyodv-,•.

He then goes on to show that the

true Sabbath consists in ceasing to

sin and concludes: -
. Here the words-$ are particu-

larly important, implying, as they

do, censure of the Jewish practice

of observing one day formally to

the neglect of other days, whereas
the new law bids men hold Sab-
bath . Now, as in the

first half of the Saying, so here the

verb retains in a large measure
its customary sense, and the object

indicates the direction in which the

old ordinance is to be developed., consequently, is not

used in its ordinary sense here,

but means ' week,' a use which is

well attested : cp. Luke xviii 12

; John
, 19 ; 1 Cor. xvi 2

; Didache viii -
yap,. The word was

used in this sense commonly enough
to have passed into Coptic ; for in a

collection oiSayings oftheFathers
2

we read 'they of Shiet fasted

the whole week' (iiCisiinekTOit

thou) while the corresponding

Greek version 3 has ol-.
The general idea of this part of

the Saying, therefore, will be : the

observance of one day in the week
as holy is symbolical ; and if this

fact is forgotten, Sabbath-keeping
degenerates into fetichism — the

cult of one day on which certain

standards are in force which do
not apply to other days. The new
law requires men to sanctify, or

make a Sabbath of, each day of

the week.
The Saying as a whole is in-

dependent, but is not without
Synoptic relations. It may be con-

jectured that it was uttered on
some such occasion as that to

which the group of incidents re-

corded in Luke 33-vi 1 1 belong :

there the question of fasting is

discussed, to be followed by two
episodes directed against formalism
in Sabbath-keeping. Vet it is im-

portant to observe that there is a

distinct post-Synoptic shade in the

teaching of the Logion, which
urges a reapplication of the exist-

ing religious observances, while

the protest of the Synoptic Jesus
is against the exclusion of good or

necessary work on the Sabbath,
and against ostentation in fasting.

The general sense of the Logion,

as also its form, is best paralleled

by Alatth. 2 -
ypaav ,, where not only is the last

clause strikingly close to the apo-

doses of the Logion, but the
' righteousness of the Scribes and
Pharisees ' is to be taken to mean
just such things as fasting and
Sabbath-keeping. One is tempted
to conjecture that the Saying was
developed in the atmosphere of

later thought from this passage with

the aid of particulars borrowed
from the Lucan passage noticed

just above. At least such a method
would be just what we might
expect (cp. Saying IV, Logia vi

and vi 1). The apparent Synop-
tic element in the protases—to

which must be added the formula

introducing conditions of

salvation— is still more obvious

in the apodoses. Harnack 4 has

shown this most fully :

1 Dialog, c. Tryph. 12.

3 Id. xiv p. 363 (no. 242).
4 Die jiingst entdeckten Spriiche Jesu p. 8.

2 Rev. de rOrient Chrot. xvni p. 178 (no. 171).
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is of course Synoptic
(J/atth. xix 24) ; is not
actually used in connection with

by the Synoptics, but we
have the corresponding

(Matth. vi 33,
Luke xii 31) and

(Matth. vii 7). In the
second apodosis, however,

has a distinctly

Johannine ring (John xiv 9), though both the verb
and the absolute use of
have Synoptic parallels (Matth.

8 oxj/, id. xi

27 ^ vibv el). The use of

deepens this impression of Johan-
nine influence : cp. 1 John ii 15. The Logion therefore

has a peculiar technical, as apart
from an intrinsic, value. It is

indebted chiefly to the Synoptics :

Johannine influence is apparent,
but certainly not dominant ; and
we would conclude that the Logo-
grapher while post-Synoptic, wrote
at a period whenJohanninethought
was only nascent, or, perhaps, in

a locality to which only echoes of
that movement had reached. The
peculiar shade of thought which
we have traced is probably charac-
teristic of the period in which the
Saying received its definite form :

in its attitude towards fasting and
Sabbath-keeping it lies somewhere
between the Synoptics andClement
of Alexandria, nearer perhaps to

the latter than the former.

Clement ofAlexandria J develops
from Isaiah lviii 6-14 the idea of a
spiritual Sabbath in contradistinc-

tion to the Jewish institution 2 in a
passage which has been thought to

imply a knowledge of this Saying
or of something intimately related

to it. .,. ayovos, -
' -,

. . . ~. '

,' ay
-, ' '

' '. Robinson 3

holds that Clement is here making
use of the second Logion(...
' ) which
he found in the Gospel according
to the Egyptians, and that later on
he adapts the fifth Logion from
the same source. Both in the
Introduction (pp. xl ff.) and in the

Commentary on Logion V I have
given reason for rejecting the attri-

bution of the Logia to the Egyp-
tian Gospel : in this place it will

be sufficient to point out that, while
there is nothing to show any con-
nection between Clement's refer-

ences to ' keeping Sabbath ' and
to ' they who fast from the world,'

his source was certainly not our
Logion in that the beatitude-
... '
is certainly a direct quotation 4

, as

is clear from Strom. Ill i 4 el yap
rv ... ,.
And that apocryphal literature

produced such beatitudes, it will

be sufficient to quote Acta Paitli

et Theclae § 5 ' -. We
conclude, then, that, while Dr
Robinson may well be right in

urging that in the passage quoted
above, Clement has his eye fixed

upon the Egyptian Gospel, our
Logion was different from his

source both in form and—if our
interpretation of the Logion is on
the right lines—in the shade of its

meaning.

1 Strom. 111 15 §99, quoted by Professor Mayor ap. Rendel Harris Contemporary
Review 1897.

2 Cp. LS p. 9.
8 Expositor 1897 pp. 417 sqq. * In imitation of IsaiahWi 1.
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SAYING VIII

[Logion III]

\eyet, [()' []
ev ,

ev )' -, 15

ovheva evpov Setyjrcu^v)-

ev' Tro-

ve? €(),
ore\ elaiv rfj- 20

(), []-[ rfj Siavoia].
3• C&pKei, (corrected by the original hand) : y,

Brnston. 21. KAl-.-BAejC, GH': ", Swete (combining with Logion iv) : ,, Cross : . . ., Taylor : , Zahn : . ,
Davidson : . , Lock :, '/€€ , Sanday :€€ , Heinrici : ,
Bruston.

Jesus saith :

I stood in the midst of the world, And in flesh was I seen of

them ;

And I found all men drunken, And none found I athirst among
them

;

And my soul grieveth over the sons of men,

Because they are blind in their heart, And see not with their

understanding.
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The length of the lacuna after

I. 21 has been a matter of dispute.

Most editors and critics have not

found strength to resist the tempta-

tion to join the remains of Logion I

to Logion III, and so argue that

little more than a line or two has

been lost at the foot of the verso 1
.

Of the restorations based on this

assumption, that of Mr Cross 2
is

by far the best, as brilliantly con-

tinuing the parallelistic form.

Taylor's reconstruction while rest-

ing on Apoc. iii 1 7 shows less clear-

cut parallelism. On the other side,

the discoverers claim that as many
as five lines or even more may
have been lost 3

; and in a codex of

this date the page is likely to have

resembled the column of the roll

in its proportions. I have therefore

not attempted to unite Logia ill

and iv, and, since 1. 21 almost

certainly concludes with []\[] 4
, have ended the Saying

with rrj
5 which

balances the ttj of

II. 20-1. For the parallelism

... cp. Acts xiii 11

2€... .
The two opening clauses of the

Logion are closely parallel to

Baruch iii 28 iirl

yrjs , iv, and literary depend-

ence seems quite certain, in view

of the fact remarked by GH 6 that

some of the Fathers 7 applied this

passage to the life of Jesus. The
discoverers are inclined further to

see a connection between the words

iv and the agra-

fikon
H 'hie est medium mundi,'

but the phrase in the Logion

certainly has no local or mystic
meaning, and, as the parallelism

shows, means no more than ',
' among men.'
The aorists,,€

are thought by Harnack 9 to in-

dicate a form of Logos doctrine

implying pre-existence as in John
xvi 28- iK

eis . Batiffol 10

on the contrary sees in them the

doctrine of post-existence, and
thinks that there is here Docetism
such as that of the Acta Johannis.
But surely the aorists indicate past

actions and not past states, while
the present, (which leads

Batiftol to split the Logion in two),

indicates the speaker's consequent
state of feeling at the moment of

utterance. The meaning, then,

will be :
' I took my place among

men (sc. at the beginning of my
ministry), and now, after ex-

periencing the ways of men, my
soul grieves.' Moreover,

would be most inap-

propriate in a post-resurrectional

Saying ; and iv while it

implies pre-existence does not
emphasise that doctrine, but dwells
rather on the humanity of Jesus 11

,

as a reason why men ought to have
been able to understand and accept
him : we might paraphrase ' as a
man among men ' (cp. the Saying
quoted by Origen --,, -
™).
The words.,.

are regarded by Canon Sanday as
marks of Encratite influence:,
he argues, is used only once by

I LS p. 38.
2 Expositor 897 p. 259.

3 Ox. PaP. 1 p. 1. * lb. p. 3.

6 For this expression cp. 2 Clem. I 6 tjj'.
c p. 12.

7 E.g. Irenaeus Adv. Hacres. iv xxxiv 4 (ed. Harvey).
8 Resch Agrapha pp. 457 ff. Die jiuigst entdeckten Spriichc Jesu p. 14.

1° Rev. Biol. 1897 pp. 507-8. Taylor (/.T.S. vn 550) seems to take the same
view, that Jesus is represented as looking back after the Resurrection to the days of
his flesh : he compares Hebr. kv .

II As, perhaps, in Barn, €t yap ^K6ev tv, >
;

'12 Prcuschen Antilcgomcna p. 28 12.
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a Synoptic writer (Matth. 6)

in a spiritual sense, while in the

fourth Gospel " the sense is always
made clear by the context " ; for

the technical use of he can
find no parallel. This view seems
rather extreme. Any reader, especi-

ally one who had the slightest ac-

quaintance with Johannine phrase-

ology, could not fail to grasp the

meaning of, which is as

clear here as x&John vii 37 iav tis$ 1
.

But here again I think we have
a literary debt to Isaiah lv 1 01'. If so,

we may perhaps discern not de-

veloped but incipient Johannism
at work, just as in the earlier

clauses the Logos doctrine is rudi-

mentary as compared with its

presentment in the fourth Gospel.
Similarly need not be
Encratite, but is again perfectly

clear in the light of Isaiah xxviii 1

oval rrjs, ''.... In the Logion, however,
men are not represented as drunken
with; and Luke xxi 34 --

'' >?, may
have been in the compiler's mind 2

.

Compare further Matth. xxiv 38 f.

( = Luke xvii 26) yap
reus (sc. of Noah), *$"'...$' ,

and 5 (cp. Luke xii 45) where
eating and drinking

are amongst the sins of

the Wicked Servant. Probably,

therefore, both Old Testament and
Synoptic influences are blended in

this part of the Saying.

Batiffol, as we have seen, pro-

poses to meet the change of tense
fromaorist ({) topresent()
by dividing the Logion into two
Sayings ofwhich the second begins

with , bring edi-

torial, lie supports this view by

thefollowingconsiderations: (i)the

change of tense indicates two
different occasions; (2) the first

four clauses form a complete
parallelism which would be dis-

turbed were the clause truly

a part of the same Saying; (3) the

lack of antithesis between this and
the preceding clauses. It has been
shown already that the change of

tense is accounted for by the sense,

and surely it is perfectly natural to

find the clause following the

four earlier clauses ; for the first

part of the Saying, a complaint
against the attitude of men, would
seem incomplete without a follow-

ing statement of the result upon
the feelings of Jesus. Thirdly, the

clause does indeed stand out-

side the parallelism, but the same
thing occurs in Matth. vii 3-4,

where the clause 'or how shalt

thou say to thy brother' occupies

an exactly similar position 3
: and

the isolation of this clause gives it

the special prominence which it

deserves. Dr Abbott has aptly

quoted the Sibylline Oracle 4
:

'',
... ,
which possibly stands in some
relation to this Logion and, if so,

fortifies its unity by the association

of the ideas of drunkenness and
blindness. Similarly Reitzenstein 5

quotes pseudo- Hermes Trismegis-

tus: ,-, ~
(6-)6...;,

1 Cp. also Apoc. xxi 6 eyio ^^ kit £, which again surely recalls Isaiah lv 1.

a Cf. also Luke viii 14.
3 Cf. also' in Saying v, if our restoration is right. 4

t 360, 370.
5 Poimandres p. 204.

W. 3
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toU. But it seems unnecessary

to see here the influence of Egyptian
syncretism.

The general character of the

second part of the Logion is quite

Synoptic : compare Matth. xxiii

37; Luke xiii 34, xix 41 (cited by
Harnack). John i 10-n and the

Apocrypha ' qui mecum sunt non
me intellexerunt,' -"

1
, are

animated by the same feeling. The
phrase is certainly

to be attributed to Isaiah liii 10, and Harnack
also quotes Matth. xxvi 38, Mark
xiv 34, John xii 27 for trouble of

soul in Jesus. The occasion of the

Saying must have been similar to

that of Matth. xiii 58, Mark vi 6

or Matth. xv.

In the two final clauses of the

Logion the idea of spiritual sight

or blindness finds an exact parallel

in the Gospel according to Thomas'2
,,

'
;

but its virtual equivalent is common,
as in Psalms lxviii (lxix) 24,

Matth. xv 14, xxiii 16, /Okn ix

39 (quoted by Harnack) 3
. Com-

pare also Luke iv 18 ...
(cited from

Isaiah).

As a result of this examination
we can trace three lines of influence

in the Saying. Hebrew literature

has left a deep mark, and to this

must be added the Hebraisms
and 4

, the repeated

use of to introduce each clause,

and the parallelistic form. The
opening clauses of the Logion
betray a tendency to Messianic
interpretation later than that of

the Synoptics. Secondly, the latter

part of the Saying is Synoptic alike

in the character of its thought, and
in the simple directness and depth
of its expression. Johannine charac-

teristics, lastly, are perhaps not

so prominent as they have been
thought to be

; yet the use of

and, while not un-

Synopticand probably derived from
the Old Testament itself, suggests

that the Logion was formulated

in an atmosphere not wholly
free from Johannine metaphorical
phraseology.

SAYING IX

[Logion IV]

[\eyei l(vjaov)s' ...]

* * * *

[

—

^€[\ €().
22., - 22-3- () .

|
'

..., and . ' ...,
Bruston.

Jesus saith

* * * to... (their?) poverty.

1 Preuschen Antileg. pp. 30-2. 2 a viii (ed. Tischendorf).
3 For its use in early Christian literature cf. 1 Clement xxxvi, and 2 Clem, 6 (quoted above).

' * Harnack op. cit. p. 13.
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The restorations which connect
this fragment with the preceding
Saying have been discussed already

in the Commentary on Logion III.

Bruston's attempts to unite this

with the succeeding Logion rest

on certain corrections 1 of the

discoverers' readings made, ap-

parently, without a re-examination
of the original, and for that

reason alone cannot be considered
seriously. The obvious fact that

11. 23-30 form a single Saying for

which we have parallels, and in

which the idea of poverty has no
place, puts his reconstructions com-
pletely out of court.

GH observe that does
not occur in any recorded Saying
of Jesus, and that the Logion is,

therefore, probably new. Yet the
occasion may have been Synoptic,
for occurs frequently, and
we might perhaps think of the

incident of the woman with the

alabastron of myrrh [Matth. xxvi

n) as a possible occasion for the
fragment: the Saying may have
concluded :

' Ye have the poor
with you always, and when ye
will ye are able to relieve their

poverty' ['][ ] -.
SAYING

[Logion V]

[\iy]ei [(7;))?•
07r]of eav

[',] €[1] aOeoL'

\\ e[U~\ ,
['] -
]. eyei[p]ov \(),€€ ,

\, Kayo)

6K6L.

25

3
23-26. [...] [-...] e*N [....] [...]. [..]'

[..] monoc [.•] " ..., : \^ ()•
e ..• ., 6% ..-, GH:

, , eis 6$, \- ^7 ^">
Blass: ' els, Harnack: 3. e. .
ivdpes el els, Cross: . i. .5
els, Swete: . i. . , .,. iyw. els, Heinrici: . i. . ol, Redpath : . . . els, von Gebhardt :

. i. . ' rrj } tis 6vos, and

. . . {^ 6s 6vos, flrusfon

1 Paroles de Jesus pp. , 15-16, ai.

3—2
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(with Saying IX prefixed in both cases): '. e. . ' y, e/cei eioiv€
6eou, et els , eyo€', Jiilicher.

26. [••]" '
'• ^7 5 Blass 1

, Redpath, Cross:, Clemen:,
Zahn, Reitzenstein, Blass 2

:, Swete:, Heinrici:, Hamack:, von Gebhardt:, Badham:, Davidson. 27. ii-apov,

Hamack, Bruslon : ty&aov {for^) Wessely.

Jesus saith :

Wheresoever there be two, they are not without God,

And where there is one alone, I say, I am with him.

Lift up the stone, and there thou shalt find me

;

Cleave the wood, and there I am.

For the actual reading of the

papyrus reference must be made to

the exhaustive note of the dis-

coverers 1
. Blass' brilliant restora-

tion is certainly final: its central

point is, of course, the conjecture

' [), and that 'Two' is here

required is certain in view of the

extant parallels to the first part of

the Saying to be noticed presently.

Objection has been raised 2 to the

use of a cipher in a literary text

and side by side with a number
which is written out in full; but

there are parallels which sufficiently

cover this use. A papyrus fragment

of St Matthew 3 has

ye[i>e]ai '
yeveal . Mr Redpath has drawn
attention to the fact that in a MS.
like Codex of the LXX ciphers

are frequently found alongside the

full word, as in Num. xxviii 19, ',
f , and Dr Sanday 4

points to the variants in Acts xxvii

37 as evidence for the use of ciphers

in a literary text. But a far more
satisfactory parallel is forthcoming

in the recently published fragment

of Tobit 5 where we find (11. 2 ff.)

eyu)€'\ f ' yv,
and again (11. 7 f.) oi

' €€ . Since,

therefore, Blass' restoration is so

strongly supported and in itself is

so entirely satisfactory, it is un-

necessary to discuss the other and
less adequate conjectures which
have been put forward.

The Saying is in two parts, the

second of which is wholly new,
while the first seems to stand in

some relation to the canonical

scriptures, and has parallels more
or less close in citations from non-
canonical documents.
The most obvious parallel to the

first part is Matth. xviii 20 ol•

yap € ^ els, iKel €, and there can be no doubt
that the relation is real 6

. Yet it is

characteristic of the Logion that

it sounds a distinct note: while

Matthew by the addition of^-
... makes the promised

presence conditional on a formal

gathering or congregation, the

Saying has a diametrically opposite

2 Ox. Pap. 1 p. 2.1 p. 13.
3 Ox. Pafi. 1 no. 2 (recto, 1. 9).
4 Two Lectures, p. 39.

5 Oxyrhynchus Papyri no. 1594 (ptxni).
6 Taylor (/. T. S. vn p. 550) regards the first clause as dependent upon the

Matthaean tradition, and the second clause concerning the ' one alone ' as an
'appendix to an appendix '

; Wessely considers that the development of the Matthaean
original was due to Egyptian pantheistic influence : cp. Reitzenstein Poimandres
p. 240.
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tendency 1
, and affirms that Jesus

will be with his followers however
lonely they may be, or in however
informal circumstances. The spirit

of the Logion- version, though not
its form, is more nearly approached
by Matth. xxviii 20 , €' ." : and,

though it contains no reference to

solitude, the absence of the frigid

ceremonial condition suffices to

place this Saying on the same level

as the Oxyrhynchus ' Logion.'

Since the Saying cannot be assumed
to be more true historically than
the Matthaean parallel first quoted,

it is probable that it is a conscious

correction or amplification of that

utterance, inspired, possibly, by
the wider spirit of the second
Matthaean parallel and (I would
add) of John xvi 32 .
It is also possible that the Logion
rests onJewish traditional teaching;

and in support of this Taylor 2 cites

from the Pirque A both a saying of

Rabbi Chalafta :
' When ten sit

and are occupied in the words of

Torah, the Shechina is among
them...And whence (is it proved)

of even three?... And whence even

two?...And whence even one?
Because it is said: " In all places

where I record my name, I will

come unto thee and I will bless

thee." ' But such an utterance lies

nearer or perhaps is the germ of

Matthew's saying concerning the

two or three.

But if the canonical books can

show no more than the elements

out of which the Saying probably

grew, uncanonical writers exhibit

it fully formed and even advanced

a stage. Clement of Alexandria 3

while defending marriage against

the extreme ascetics has occasion
to refer to the passage in Matth.
xviii, interpreting the "Three'" as

husband, wife and child. A little

later he writes: 'They (the ascetics)

affirm that the Lord means that

with the many {) is

the Demiourgos, the productive
god ; but with the one—that is the

elect—is the Saviour.' Later still
4

,

he tries another line of interpreta-

tion : 'perhaps with the One, the

Jew, the Lord was in giving the

Law; but in prophesying... he was
gathering peoples... the Two; and
a Third was being created out of

the two unto a new man.' In the

first of these passages we discern

a Saying about One and oi,
and in the second about One, Two
and Three; nor can we doubt that

oi of the first are equi-

valent to the Two and Three of
the second passage. In a word,
Clement's saying 5 went beyond
the Logion in containing a clause

about Three, and therefore cannot
be identical with it. Such a three-

clause Saying is actually preserved
by Ephraem Syrus 6

:
' Ubi unus

est, ibi et ego sum; et ubi duo
sunt, ibi et ego ero; et quando tres

sumus, quasi in ecclesia coimus.'

It appears, therefore, that whereas
the Logion in its revolt from the
'congregational condition 'dropped
the reference to the Three, the

Saying which underlies Clement
and that quoted by Ephraem (the

two Sayings may or may not have
been strictly identical), while start-

ing with the Logion, went back to

Matthew for this reference and
so softened down the difference

between the ' solitary ' and the
' congregational ' points of view.

1 Cp. Badham Athenaeum Aug. 7, 1897 (reading, however, els ecrrtv,

2 Ox. Log. p. 34.
3 Strom, in 10 § 68. 4 lb. §70.

5 Robinson {Expos. 1897 p. 417) thinks Clement may be dealing with a Saying
advanced by Cassianus from the Gospel according to t£e Egyptians : cf. Introd. p. xliii.

6 Preuschen Antilegomena p. 31 no. 39.
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On the other hand, the Logion
is not to be taken as a recom-
mendation of the solitary life, as

Mr Badham 1 apparently regards

it. If such were the meaning of

the first part, it would surely have
been developed in the second,

which, in fact, refers to hard and
common work. Moreover, this

view does not assign its proper

weight to the ad verb2
: the balancing

of .

.

.' in the first part

against ... in the second is

surely not fortuitous, and the mean-
ing must be not only ' When you

are lonely, I am with you,' but
1 Wherever you may be, and how-
ever lonely, I am there with you.'

And lastly, if the Saying had been
framed to console some ' ascetic

of the Thebaid,'

is very inappropriate : there is little

wood in the retreats sought out by
the solitaries of Upper Egypt.

In 1. 24 the reading, about

which the discoverers 3 have some
doubts, is established (as Harnack
points out) by reference to Ephes.

ii 12.,. ...$... . This

passage also exhibits the same
Christology as the Logion, for in

the one as in the other is

equated with, a development
which makes it impossible to regard

the Saying as primary : the Synop-
tics do not positively record any
claim of Christ to be identified

with God.
The second part of the Saying

presents little or no textual diffi-

culty, but its interpretation has been
much discussed. The chief lines

of interpretation may be briefly

summarised and discussed here.

(1) The raising of the stone

and the cleaving of the wood have
been thought to carry a panthe-

istic meaning. Cersoy 4 thinks that

divine immanence in matter (but

not pantheism) is intended, and
compares Psalms cxxxviii (cxxxix)

7 ff. Lock 5 believes likewise that

the Logion asserts Christ's uni-

versal presence, but that it does

not deny his personality by merg-
ing him in nature. In that case

the articles are deictic and the first

means 'in the wood'; but
equally the second (after

ZyeLpov ) must mean
' under the stone '—a rendering

which brings this line of interpre-

tation to shipwreck 6
. Again, why

' raise the stone ' but cleave the

wood ? Cersoy 7 again suggests that

if the Saying can be assumed to be
translated from Hebrew, ' raise

'

may be a mistake for ' hew,' since

confusion between the two Hebrew
words would be easy ; but warrant
would be needed for such an as-

sumption. The discoverers aptly

quoted the Saying from the Gospel

of Eve: - •'
ys, ,' ,\~ , £^-yets, and

though it is likely (as remarked
above) that this is derived from
the Logion or its source, the dis-

tance between the two is obvious.

One of the critics has rightly re-

marked that later ages might easily

read into this Logion a pantheistic

meaning which was never intended:

this seems to have been done by
the formulator of the Saying in the

Gospel of Eve.

(2) Dr Barnes finds an allegori-

cal reference to the stone which

1 A then. Aug. 7, 1897.
2 Cp. the fragment of the Gospel of Eve (Epiphanius Haer. xxvi 3)

f/i, e/cei, which would seem to be a recasting of this Logion.
3 p. 13.
* Rev. Biol. 1898 p. 419.

5 Tiuo Lectures pp. 24-5.

See Taylor Ox. Log. p. 40.
7 Op. cit. p. 420.
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closed the Sepulchre and to the

wood of the cross, and this sug-

gestion is commended by Lock 1

,

especially if the Logion can be
supposed to be of comparatively
late a date. There seems, however,
to be a double objection to this

view : first, everything goes to

show that the ' Logia ' (and the

Sayings) are not of a late date'2
;

and secondly it is hard to see why
we are to cleave (not pierce) the

wood of the cross : the cross does
not hide anything. Dr Lock men-
tions another allegorical interpre-

tation by which the stone becomes
the stones of an altar, the wood,
the wood of sacrifice, but objects

that this would introduce a ritual

long obsolete. More cogent still

is the fact that so allegorized, the

second part of the Saying altogether
loses sight of the idea of loneliness

dominant in the first part.

Professor Swete, again, believes

this part of the Logion to start

from Eccles. 9 (quoted below),

and that it refers to the build-

ing of the Church : Alatth. xvi

1 8 might seem to give colour

to this solution. Vet to accept it

is to distort the parallelism with

the result that loneliness is pri-

marily emphasised in the first,

and building in the second part.

(3) The discoverers with Dr
James would lay stress on the

imperatives, which indicate that

strenuous effort is needed to rea-

lise the promise of the first half

of the Saying ; but here again

the parallelism is disturbed in so

far as ' effort ' does not balance
* loneliness.'

(4) Ilarnack 3
, like Swete, be-

lieves this half of tin- Saying to

have started from Eccles. 9

iv

at/rots,

£"' ,
and to be a conscious correction of

its model : ~/ should be read*. Perhaps the correction is

not needed ; the compiler of the

Saying need not be supposed to

have turned to his text of Ecclesi-

astes, but probably relied on his

memory and so wrote h/
instead of. For the former

word cf. Matth. xii n. That- is the correct reading seems
to be established by a citation,

possibly from this very document
or its source, in the Etymolog.

Gudianum, iyetpe rbv \'°
:

whether the Logion deliberately

or unconsciously corrects the sen-

tence of the Preacher must remain

uncertain, but it is surely very

difficult to resist Harnack's con-

clusion that the former is in some
way dependent upon the latter.

Possibly the connection is purely

literary, and the compiler had
no intent to correct his model.

Harnack's presentation of the

meaning of the Saying as a whole

is admirable :
' The blessing ' he

writes 6 'is not upon the work 7

[in itself] ; yet the Saying is a

protest against the idea that the

presence of God is only to be

obtained by fasting, prayer, and
meditation....No, God is also

present in the daily task, yet only

if the disciple is really, i.e.

separate from the world.' The

l Two Lectures p. 25.
2 Introduction p. Ixv.

3 Op. cit. p. 19.
4 Yet the discoverers retain their original reading, remarking that is back-

ligatured so that C rather than would be expected, though bad writing may account

for this (Ox. Pap. 1 p. 2). See also VVessely Pair. Orient, iv 155.
s See Reitzenstein Ein Zitat aus den (Zeitschr. /. neutest. IVissen-

schaft u. Kunde vi (1905) p. 203).
8 Op. cit. p. 21.
1 Though the Saying preserved in Codex Bezae (Luke vi 4) [Preuschen

Antilegomena p. 27 no. 8] might be taken as evidence to the contrary.
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only objection to be raised is to

the quasi-technical sense of,
which leaves the reference to the
Two who are not without God un-
explained. Should we not rather
take the protest to be directed
against the idea that a formal con-
gregation, as well as ceremonial
procedure, is necessary to secure
God's presence, and that common
work is essentially non-religious,
and paraphrase the Saying: 'No
matter where or how lonely you
may be—whether you are only two
or even one ; no matter that you
are at your daily task, hard, com-
mon work;—God is present with
you there 1 '? then (as its an-
tithesis to' proves) means ' in
the place where you are working.'
Lock finds difficulty alike in the

singulars \, and in
the aorists tyeipov (or) and, if such a line as Harnack
has marked out is followed. But
the language is surely semi-poeti-
cal, and the singular can be used
legitimately just as we might say :

' Plough the field, turn the fur-

row '
; and once the use of the

singulars is admitted the aorists
also are justified.

The second part of the Logion,
or something like it, seems to have
been known to the compiler of the
extant recensions of the Gospel ac-

cording to Thomas. Taylor has
drawn attention to the passage ei7re' ,

2
. But if

there is a real connection between
the two it is obviously through one
or more links which we can no
longer recover. It may be worth
while to remark on another passage3

in the same Gospel where the
injured builder is addressed :- tyyov. The importance attached to

work makes it possible that there
is a remote connection with the
Logion : and to a builder the words
' raise the stone, cleave the wood

'

would most appropriately be ad-
dressed. In view of the close con-
nection between the Sayings and
the Logia and the Gospel according
to the Hebrews, "is it altogether
fanciful to suggest that this Logion
was addressed to that ' caemen-
tarius' with the withered hand
of whom Jerome 4 has preserved
notice?"

30

SAYING XI

[Logion VI]

Xeyec()•\ -
ev rfj ()8-

[]0, ovSe

(). 35
1 The condition "if you desire his presence" is of course understood : cf. Apoc.

iii 20.
2 *A (ed. Teschendorf ) : cf. ix. % A xvm.
4 Comm. on Matth. xn 13 [Preuschen Antileg. p. 5 no. 8].
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Jesus saitfa :

A prophet is not acceptable in his own country,

Neither doth a physician do healing upon them who know him.

Each of the four Gospels has a

parallel to the first part of this

Logion. On the one hand we
have Mark vi 4

el-, which is reproduced
word for word (with the omission
of ) in

Mattk. xiii 57, and is echoed
more remotely in John iv 44

. On the other, Luke
(iv 23-24) reproduces this Saying
with characteristic editorial touches
combined with other matter which
is obviously related to the second
part : •

' ,
•,'. '

\~ .
On the purely verbal side, there-

fore, the Logion agrees with the

Matthew-Mark version in reading

for the

of Luke. Yet this is so

trifling and unimportant a point

that it is quite impossible to claim

it as indicating the influence either

of Matthew or of Mark. The
same cannot be said of the use of, which is Lucan, in place of

the of Matthew and Mark.
It is a literary improvement such

as is characteristic of Luke, and
was probably suggested to him by

the citation from Isaiah lxi in v. 19( ).
The whole Lucan account of the

visit to Nazareth is extremely in-

teresting as throwing light on the

evangelist's literary methods. Luke
has made the visit to Nazareth the

first incident after the Temptation
—an order which (if we are to

accept the earlier Marcan arrange-

ment) is artificial and unhistori*

cal. Clearly Luke felt a literary

and dramatic necessity to make
Nazareth the scene of the tir-.t

public appearance of Jesus, and
has rearranged his material ac-

cordingly 1
. Luke, indeed, betrays

himself by referring in iv 23 to

mighty works done in Capernaum
which he actually records under
the ensuing visit to that town
(iv 31 ff.). Not only is the position

of the Nazareth incident unhistori-

cal, but the discourse in the Syna-
gogue in all probability is so also.

Dr Swete 2 indeed thinks that
' Luke described the scene from
the recollections of some eye-

witness, perhaps the Mother of the

Lord.' But since the manipula-
tion of the incident to make it a

dramatic opening of a prophet's

career is purely unhistorical, the

references to the prophets Elijah

and Elishah [w. 25 ff.) are equally

so : their purpose is to emphasize
the compiler's view of the episode.

This being so, it is almost certain

that all the non-Marcan portion of

the Lucan passage was evolved by
the evangelist from his own feeling

of what the situation (as arranged

by him) required. Accordingly,

he begins with the reading from
Isaiah of the passage most appro-

priate to the opening of the

ministry, followed by the direct

claim to prophetic functions, 'To-
day is this scripture fulfilled in

your ears.' Then, reverting to his

source, he represents the people
of Nazareth as scornful of Jesus

because they know his origin, and

1 Cf. Holtzmann Life oflesus (E.T.) pp. 276-7.
2 Gospel ace. to St Mark p. III.
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finding in his source {Mark vi 5)
the notice ' he could do there no
mighty work, save that he laid his
hands upon a few sick folk and
healed them,' saw his way to
quote the proverb ' Physician,
heal thyself ' as part of the
assumed jeers of the men of
Nazareth. Next follows the Saying
concerning the fate of a prophet
in his own country, somewhat awk-
wardly inset by aid of the repeated€ . And lastly, the assumed
challenge of the men of Nazareth
to Jesus to do mighty works in his
own country as he had done in

Capernaum, is met by the declara-
tion that as Elijah and Elishah were
forced to limit their miraculous
powers, so also the prophet, who
had lately arisen amongst them,
would do. This digression may
be summed up in a sentence : the
character of the discourse in the
Synagogue is such as to prove it

subsidiary to Luke's purpose in

moving forward the visit to Nazareth
and making it the significant open-
ing episode of the prophetic minis-
try of Jesus, and the whole inci-

dent (excepting such parts as are

guaranteed by Mark) is purely
Lucan in origin.

Se/cros in the Logion, therefore,

is directly borrowed from Luke,
and the same must be true of the

second part of the Logion since

it is made up of purely Lucan
materials. This part shows exactly

the same method of composition
as do Sayings in and IV, which
consists in choosing a Saying from
one of the Gospels already existing

as a nucleus and expanding and
developing this either for literary

purposes or to include fresh phases
of thought. In the present case

the compiler seems to have aimed

partly at the formation of a

parallelism, and partly at the con-

trivance of an apt retort to the

proverb 'Physician, heal thyself' 1

—a retort which underlies the

reference to the examples of Elijah

and Elishah. The force of the

Saying as a whole may perhaps be
brought out by paraphrasing :

—

' You scorn me as a prophet
because you know whence I am
and challenge me to work miracles

amongst my own people as I have
done amongst strangers : I reply

that as you reject the spiritual

blessings I offer, you shall not

share in the temporal blessings I

would otherwise bestow.

'

Swete remarks that the second
part of the Logion is not, in its

literal sense, true, and thinks that

the physician must be a physician

of the soul. But to accept this

view would be to ignore the literal

sense of the Lucan parallel ; and
in a retort such as this some lati-

tude for inexactness must be
allowed. I am not sure, also, that

the two clauses are not intended
as protasis and apodosis of a

conditional sentence :
' If the pro-

phet is not accepted by his own
people, then the physician will

not heal his own kin.'

The Saying shows traces which
indicate either an Aramaic original

or a compiler whose native tongue
was Aramaic. In 11. 33-34 the

phrase depaweias is con-
sidered by Cersoy to betray an
Aramaic original ; but, as Taylor
notes, the phrase is also found in

the Protevangeliwn Jacobi (xx).

In 1. 35~. > an-
swers generally to (-rots avyyeviaiv)

rfj of Mark and Mat-
thew : Swete 2 compares Psalms
lxxxvi(lxxxvii) ^.roisyiv,

1 In the Introduction (p. xxxvi) I have shown reason for believing that the Sayings
were extracts : in the present case the Saying of Jesus was no doubt preceded by the
physician-proverb which was put directly (not indirectly as Luke has it) into the
mouths of the people of Nazareth.

2 Expository Times Sept. 1897 p. 548.
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and suggests an Aramaic source. Such a slip might have occurred

Cersoy suggests thai there may be in translation from either an Ara-

a mistranslation here where ds maic or a Hebrew document.

roi'S- is required•

SAYING XII

[Logion VII]

Xeyet "\()<;'\-
eir[^) eo~-' 76-

[^ - 4°

[].
36.6, corr. by GH. 38 • YYHAoyc, , corr.

by the original hand.

Jesus saith

:

A city built upon the top of a high mountain and established

Can neither fall nor be hidden.

Batiffol 1 considers that the Say- suggested to the compiler the idea

ing has lost its true parallelistic of conflating the two New Testa-

form, for (as Harnack remarks) ment Sayings (see below). Pro-

the fall of a whole city would be bably the confusion resulted on

quite extraordinary whereas a translation from an Aramaic ori-

single house might easily fall, and a ginal in which the word for
'
house

'

part of the Logion is, in fact, depen- had dropped out, causing a diffi-

dent upon the Parable of the House culty which the translator met by

upon the Sands. The original representing the city as unable

form would then be : city either to fall or to be hid
:
he

built upon the top of a mountain would seem to have manufactured

cannot be hid, And a house estab- a forced parallelism in which-
lished upon a high rock (or hill) and/ are -
cannot fall.' This has the advan- tended to balance oure and

tage of restoring true parallelism oure. In support of the

and is probably correct. We may opposite view that the Saying is in

cite in support of this correction its original form, we may argue

Isaiah ii rats- that the compiler was so bent on

reus opos combining the two ideas of con-

6 deod spicuousness and stability that he

2
, a passage which probably overlooked the objection that a

1 Rev. Bibl. 1897 p. 511. * C P• Af'c" /l iv '
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city as a whole does not fall (thus

in Apoc. xi 13 only a tenth part of

the city falls as the result of ' a

great earthquake'), and that the

correction separates from, while the actual reading has

the support of Isaiah xxviii 4

'. On the whole,

however, the arguments in favour

of Batift'ol's change seem to have
more weight.

The first part of the Logion
depends upon Matthew alone :

( 14)• The variant eV
for Matthew's

is probably due to the in-

fluence of Isaiah ii 2, quoted
above (or even of Isaiah xxviii 4 ;

but the phrase is common in the

Old Testament),, as

Lock points out 1
, is decidedly

interesting as it is indicated as a

variant for Matthew's by
the early Syriac versions, by
Tatian, by one Latin version, and
by a passage from the Clementine

Homilies (ill 67) quoted by Har-

nack : € -' '.
This last passage together with

Isaiah ii 2 is evidence enough to

show that both 'house ' and ' city'

signify the Christian Church—an
idea which is not unsynoptic : cf.

Matth. 14; xvi 18.

The second part of the Logion
is parallel to the Parable of the

Wise and Foolish Housebuilders
{Matth. vii 24-25 — Luke vi 47-

49), and the verbal resemblance of

the Logion to Matthew is so close

that to deny direct dependence is

difficult indeed : the words '-. ..~.,.
of the former being echoes of

Matthew's ' ...-(^
is a convenient abbreviation)...'. Luke, it must be noticed,

shows no such verbal parallels.

In this Logion, therefore, we
have a clear instance of confla-

tion, a process which we have
seen to be characteristic of the

Gospel according to the Hebrews
(Introduction p. lxii).

SAYING XIII

[Logion VIII]

Xeyet ()<'

ejt? 6\y\,
[&e erepov 6<\.

42. [.]lC TO 6..TI0N COY TO, : , GH :

( £, Taylor), , Swete :

£ , , Lock, Sanday : -, Sanday : (), , Zahn :' 12

, Bruston : , Badham.

1 Two Lntures pp. 13 and 26. 2 Cf. also Paroles de Jisus p. 10.
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Jesus saith :

Thou hearest with one ear,

But the other hast thou closed.

The restorations of Swete, Tay-
lor, Lock and Sanday follow one
general type and have the same
general sense. Bruston, following

Batiffol's hint l
, would make this

the commencement of the first

Logion : this view has been dis-

cussed and rejected in the com-
mentary on that Saying. Zahn's
suggestion, ' What thou hearest,

(hear) with thy right ear alone...'

is ingenious and has the support
of the passages collected by Dr
Taylor 2 to show the importance
attached by the Jews to the right

ear. It is, however, too ingenious,

and the English type of restora-

tion is far more simple, natural

and direct. I have preferred

Swete's conjecture (with Taylor's

division Iv ).
The discoverers, followed ap-

parently by most editors, take the

meaning to be 'Thou imperfectly

understandest my message. ' This
does not seem quite adequate. Is

there not an implication of wilful

deafness in 5e t-repov\(
which is more fully brought oat by
rendering ' You listen ti> me so
far as outward hearing goes, tuit

have closed the ears of your
spiritual hearing against convic-

tion 3 '? The Logion is, in fact,

a masterly analysis of the attitude

of those who instinctively close

their hearts to unwelcome truth:

compare generally Matth. xiii 13,
which is proved by w. 14-15 to

refer to wilful hardness and not to

natural weakness of comprehen-
sion; and Luke vi 46, ' Why call

ye me Lord, Lord, and do not the
things which I say 4 ?'

The use of the second person
singular makes it most likely that

the Saying was addressed to an
individual—as to the rich young
ruler of Matth. xix 16-22, Luke
xviii 23. It is noteworthy that this

incident recurred in the Gospel
accord/tig to the Hebrews*.

1 Rev. Bibl. 1897 • 5 11 n - *• 2 Ox. Log. pp. 63-5.
3 Somewhat similar is Scott's Introduction to Old Mortality: 'Old Mortality

was not one of those religious devotees, who, although one eye is seemingly turned
towards heaven, keep the other steadfastly fixed on some sublunary object.'

4 Compare further Luke viii 14 ,...~•.
5 Preuschen Antilegomena p. 6 no. 11.
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1 ff. (see also under Acta and
Gospel)

Wessely, K. xx, 25 note 2, 28

note 3, 36 note 6, 39 note 4
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